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Peer-to-Peer Mobile Instant Messaging Method and Device

Field of the Invention

The presentinvention relates generally to messaging techniques for mobile devices, and
more specifically, a technique to establish peer-to-peer session-based instant messaging ("IM")
communications among mobile devices without the needforIM registration.

Backgroundofthe Invention

Current instant messaging ("IM") technologies depend uponaregistration system to
enable end users to communicate with one another. For example, to establish an IM session on
AOL's Instant Messenger("AIM"), each participating end user must have registered with AOL and
mustlog into an AIM serverin order to use the service. This registration system creates a virtual
networkof registered users and the value to a newuserin joining an IM serviceis directly related
to the numberof existing users already registered on the service. As more users register to use
an IM service, the value of the IM service to registered users increases since registered users will
be able establish IM sessions with an increasing numberof users. Known as a “network effect,"
this phenomenon causesa further tipping effect, which is the natural tendency for few (or even a
single) IM services to pull away from their competitors once they have gained aninitial edge by
registering a critical mass of users. This tipping effect tends to occur rapidly and stems,in part,
from users’ inclination to gravitate towards the IM services that they expect will be become
dominant. This tipping effect gives proprietary IM services such as AIM, Microsoft's NET
Messenger Service, and Yahoo! Messenger, that have achieved a large network of registered
users, a strong barrier to entry into the IM market. As such, proprietary IM services may be
reluctant to provide interoperability to other less established IM services since providing such
accesscould cannibalize their competitive network advantage.

From a technical perspective, the registration system used in IM servicesis necessary to
provide presence capabilities. In order to establish an IM session, an end user must be
registered with the IM service so that the end user can log into the service's IM server, which
broadcasts the end user's availability to engage in IM sessions to an authorized group of the end
user's peers that have also registered and logged into the IM server. The IM serveralso similarly
provides the end userwithalist of registered peers that are available to engage in an IM session.
When end users engage in IM sessions over a traditional connected network environment,
presence capabilities are a critical characteristic of an IM service because such Capabilities are
needed to provide an end user's peers with sufficient presence information (i.e., IP address and
port number) in order to locate the end user within the network and establish a connection
between the end user and a peerfor an IM session. Furthermore, logging into an IM serveralso
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enables an end userto indicate whether or not he or she is physically present(e.g., sitting in front
of a networked workstation or in front of a laptop that is connected the network) and willing to
engagein an IM session.

However, IM services for mobile devices, such as smartphones, appearto have less a
need for presence capabilities. Unlike establishing an IM session on a laptop, desktop or
workstation, where the end user must broadcast his or her availability and presence information
on the network when he or sheis physically sitting in front of the laptop, desktop or workstation,
establishing an IM session on a mobile device does not suffer from the same presence issues
because the end useris presumed to be carrying the mobile device at all times. So long as the
mobile device has enoughcontact information (e.g., cellular telephone number, PIN number,etc.)
to directly communicate with other mobile devices through the underlying wireless network
technology (e.g., cellular technology,etc.), an IM session could be initiated and established in a
mannersimilar to making and answering mobile phonecalls without the need for registering with
or logging into an IM serverin orderto broadcast presence information to other end users for IM
purposes.

Furthermore, unlike IM services in a traditional connected network environment,
successful end user adoption of an IM service between mobile devices would not suffer from
reliance uponestablishing a critical mass of end users througha registration system. In contrast,
such an IM service would be instantly usable to any and all end users of mobile devices so long
as such mobile devices are already capable of directly communicating with other mobile devices
through the underlying wireless mobile technology without needing further presence information
(e.g., cellular phones directly communicating with other cellular phonesthrough cellular telephone
numbers). As such, what is needed is a methodto establish IM sessions directly between mobile
devices, where such mobile devices are capable of directly communicating with other mobile
devices through the underlying wireless technology, such that no IM registration or log-in serveris
needed to provide presenceinformation to other mobile devicesfor IM purposes.
Summary of the Invention

The present invention provides a methodfor establishing a peer-to-peer session-based
IM communications between mobile devices over a digital mobile network system that supports
data packet-based communications. Underthe presentinvention, no IM registration or IM log-in
server need be used to provide presence information. Instead, a mobile device initiating an IM
session opensa listening port defined by an underlying data packet based network protocol. The
initiating mobile device sends an invitation message containing the network address, including
the listening port, of the initiating device to a target mobile device through a page-mode
messaging service supported by the digital mobile network system. The initiating mobile device
further utilizes and incorporates a unique identification number (e.g., telephone number, PIN
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number, etc.) associated with the target mobile device into the invitation message to locate and

contact the target mobile device within the wireless mobile network. Oncethe initiating mobile

device receives a response from the target mobile device at the listening port, the two mobile

devices are able to establish a reliable virtual connection through the underlying data packet-

based network protocol in order to exchange text messages directly between the two mobile
devices through a session-based communication.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIGURE 1 depicts a diagram of an environment for establishing an IM session in
accordance with the present invention betweena first mobile device and a second mobile device

in a GSM mobile network system supporting GPRS as a data packet-based communications

service, SMS as a text messaging service, and TCP/IP as an underlying data packet based
networkprotocol.

FIGURE2 depicts a flow chart for establishing a peer-to-peer session-based IM system
in accordancewith the presentinvention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Figure 1 depicts one environment to deploy an embodimentof the present invention. As

depicted, the underlying digital mobile network system in this environmentis the Global System
for Mobile communications (GSM) 100 standard. Under the GSM standard, each of the mobile

devices 105 and 110 includes a Subscriber Information Module (SIM) card that contains unique
identification information that enables the GSM system to locate the mobile devices within the

network and route data to them. A current commercial example of a mobile device (e.g.,
smartphone, PDA, handheld, etc.) that might be used in Figure 1 could be Research In Motion's

(RIM) BlackBerry handheld devices, which includes a QWERTY keyboard to facilitate the typing
of text. As depicted, a GSM architecture includes the following components: base transceiver

Stations (BTS) 115 and base station controllers (BSC) (120A or 120B) for managing the
transmission of radio signals between the MSC (defined below) and the mobile devices, mobile

service-switching centers (MSC) (125A and 125B)for performing the all switching functions and

controlling calls to and from other telephone and data systems, a homelocation register (HLR)
130 for containing all the administrative, routing and location information of each subscriber

registered in the network,visitor location registers (VLR) (135A and 135B) for containing selected

administrative information about subscribers registered in one HLR whoare roaming in a another
HLR, and an equipmentidentity register (EIR) (not shown) for containingalist of all valid mobile

equipment on the network). As depicted in Figure 1, in one architecture of a GSM network, there

may be exist one HLR while there may exist multiple MSCs (each with a related VLR) which each

serves a different geographic area. The MSCsalso provide the interface for the GSM network to
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more traditional voice networks 170 such as the PSTN. This underlying GSM architecture
provides radio resources Management(e.g., access, paging and handover procedures, etc.),
mobility management (e.g., location updating, authentication and security, etc.), and
communication management (e.g., call routing, etc.) in order to enable mobile devices in the
GSM network to send and receive data through a variety of services, including the Short
Message Service (SMS), an asynchronous bi-directional text messaging service for short
alphanumeric messages (up to 160 bytes) that are transported from one mobile device to another
mobile device in a store-and-forward fashion.

A GSM network within which the presentinvention may be deployed would also support a
page-mode messaging service, such as SMS, thatrelies upon the underlying GSM mechanisms
to resolve routing information in order to locate destination mobile devices. Page-mode
messaging services such as SMStransmit messages that are independent or asynchronous with
each other, but there is no formal relationship between one message and another. In contrast, an
IM session that is implemented in accordance with the present invention is a session-mode or
session-based messaging service where exchanged messages are formally associated in a
session thereby minimizing the overhead costs of transmitting independent messages. A GSM
network supporting SMS text messaging may further include the following SMS specific
components: a short message service center (SMSC)(140A or 140B)for storing and forwarding
messages to and from one mobile device to another, an SMS Gateway-MSC (SMS GMSC)for
receiving the short message from the SMSC (140A or 140B) and interrogating the destination
mobile device's HLR 130 for routing information to determine the current location of the
destination device to deliver the short message to the appropriate MSC (125A or 125B). The
SMS GMSCis typically integrated with the SMSC 140. in a typical transmission of an SMStext
message from an originating mobile device 105 to a receiving mobile device 110, (i) the text
messageis transmitted from the mobile 105 to the MSC 125A,(ii) the MSC 125A interrogatesits
VLR 135A to verify that the message transfer does not violate any supplementary services or
restrictions,(iii) the MSC 125A sends the text message to the SMSC 140A,(iv) the SMSC 140A,
through the SMS GMSC, interrogates the receiving mobile device's HLR 130 (by accessing the
SS7 network) to receive routing information for the receiving mobile device 110, (v) the SMSC
sends the text message to the MSC 125B servicing receiving mobile device 110, (vi) the MSC
125B retrieves subscriber information from the VLR 135B, and (vii) the MSC 125A transmits the
text message to the receiving mobile device 110. Similar to other transactions on the GSM
network, SMS text messaging utilizes telephone numbers as identifying addresses for mobile
devices and as such,utilizes the SS7 network signaling system through which cellular service
providers share information from the HLR with other service providers. As depicted in Figure 1,
SS7 based signaling communication is represented by the broken lines. In contrast, the solid
lines in Figure 1 represent data or voice based communications.
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In addition to a page-mode messaging service such as SMS, a GSM network within

which the present invention may be deployed would also support a data packet based

communications service, such as the General Packet Radio Service (GPRS), that enables

TCP/IP transmission protocol based communications between mobile devices within the network.

As depicted in Figure 1, a core GPRS network exists in parallel to the existing GSM core

network. The BSC 120 maydirect voice traffic through the MSC (125A or 125B) to the GSM

network and data traffic through the Serving GPRS Support Note (SGSN) (145A or 145B)to the

GPRS network. Such communication between the BSC (125A or 125B) and the SGSN (145A or

145B) maybe, for example, based upon the IP network protocol communication 155. As such,

GPRSsignaling and data traffic do not flow through the core GSM network. Instead, the core

GSMnetwork is used by GPRSonly for table look-up in the HLR 130 and VLR (135A or 135B)to

obtain routing, location and other subscriber information in order to handle user mobility. The

SGSN (145A or 145B) serves as a "packet-switched MSC," delivering data packets to mobile

devices in its service area. The Gateway GPRS Support Note (GGSN) (150A or 150B)

communicates with the SGSN (145A or 145B) through an IP based GPRS backbone 160 and

serves as aninterface to other external IP networks 165 such as the Internet and other mobile

service providers' GPRSservices.

WhenanIM service is offered in a traditional online packet based network environment
such as the Internet, the initiating computer must have knowledge of the IP address (and

possibly, a port) that has been opened onthelistening computer to receive IM communications.

In order to provide such IP address information, an IM service will set up a log-on or registration

server through which end users can record the IP address on which they are currently listening

for instant messaging communications. Because all end users have accessto(i.e., know the IP

address of) the registration server, they are able to obtain the IP addresses of other end users

who have also logged-on or registered on the server and therebyinitiate IM sessions directly with

another end user's computer. Alternatively, the log-on or registration server may serve as a

forwarding agent betweenthe two end users engagedin an instant messaging session.

In contrast, in accordance with the present invention, a log-on or registration server for IM

or presence purposescan beeliminated on a mobile network environment such as that depicted

on Figure 1. Through the use of a page-mode messaging service, such as SMS,whichtransmits

messages to mobile devices based upontheir telephone numbers,an initiating mobile device can

transmit its IP address (andalistening port) in an invitation message to a target mobile device

through the target device's telephone number. Once the target device receives the invitation

message,it is able to contact the initiating mobile device through the received IP address and the

two devices can establish a reliable virtual connection, such as a TCP connection, for session-

based IM communications. Figure 2 depicts a flow chart depicting the steps taken byaninitiating

and target mobile device to establish an IM session in accordance with the present invention.
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Initially, the initiating mobile device opens a TCPport to listen for communications from the target
mobile device 210. The target mobile device has also similarly opened an SMS listening port to
receive invitation SMS text messagesat the specified SMS port 220. The initiating mobile device
then transmits its IP address (and TCPport) in an invitation SMS text messageto the telephone
phone number and a specified SMS port of the target mobile device 230. The target mobile
device receives the SMStext message containing theinitiating mobile device's IP address (and
TCP port) at the specified SMS port 240. The target mobile device extracts the IP address and
TCPport from the SMStext message and opensits own TCP port 250. The target mobile device
then transmits a requestto establish a TCP connection to the initiating mobile device's IP address
and TCPport 260. The initiating mobile device receives this request 270 and a TCP connection
is established between the IP addresses and TCP ports of the initiating and listening mobile
devices and these devices are able to engagein an IM session overa reliable virtual connection
280.

While the foregoing detailed description has described the present invention using SMS,
GSM, GPRS,and TCPIAIP, other similar services and protocols may be usedin a variety of similar
environments in which the present invention may be implemented. For example and without
limitation, rather than using SMSto transmit an IP address (and port) from the initiating mobile
device to the listening mobile device through the devices’ telephone numbers, an alternative
embodiment of the present invention might use a PIN-to-PIN messaging technology (as, for
example, offered in RIM's Blackberry handheld devices) to transmit the IP address (and port)
through unique PIN numbers associated with the mobile devices, or an alternative paging
protocol using telephone numbers. Furthermore, the present invention contemplates that the
actual protocol used during an established IM session may also vary depending upon the
preference of the implementation. For example and withoutlimitation, Message Session Relay
Protocol (MSRP) or any proprietary based protocol may be used during the IM session that is
established in accordance with the present invention. Thus, various modifications, additions and
substitutions and the like can be made without departing from the spirit of the invention and these
are therefore considered to be within the scope of the invention as defined in the following claims.
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Whatis claimedis:

1. A method of establishing session-based instant messaging communications between mobile
devices that support a data packet-based communications service over a digital mobile network
system, the method comprising:

openingalistening port on an initiating mobile device to receive communications through
the data packet-based communications service;

transmitting an invitation message containing the address and the listening port of the
initiating mobile device to a target mobile device through a page-mode messaging
service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing to the page-mode
messaging service a unique identification number that is used by the digital mobile
network system to locate the target mobile device;

receiving a response from the target mobile device at the listening port on the initiating
wireless device through the data packet-based communications service; and

establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications service
for the session-basedinstant messaging session betweenthe initiating mobile device and
the target mobile device.

2. The method ofclaim 1 further comprising:

opening a second listening port on the initiating mobile device to receive invitation
messages through the page-mode messaging service;

receiving, at the secondlistening port and through the page-mode messaging service, a
message from another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile device to establish an
instant messaging session, wherein such message contains the address andlistening
port of the other mobile device; and

transmitting a response to the address and listing port of the other mobile device through
the data packet-based communications service, wherein the response acknowledgesthe
ability to establish a virtual reliable connection.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the data packet-based communications service is GPRS and
the digital mobile network system is GSM.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the initiating mobile device and the target mobile device
include QWERTY keyboards.
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5. The method of claim 1 wherein the address of the initiating mobile device is an IP address and
thelistening port is a TCP port.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging service is SMS.

7. The method of claim 4 wherein the page-more messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging
service.

8. The methodof claim 1 wherein the uniqueidentification numberis a telephone number.
9. The methodof claim 1 wherein the uniqueidentification numberis a PIN number.

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual reliable connection is a TCP connection.
11. The method of claim 10 wherein instant messaging communications through the virtual
connection utilizes MSRP.

12. A mobile device enabled to establish session-basedinstant messaging communications with
other mobile devicesin a digital mobile network system, the mobile device comprising:

programming meansto Support a data packet-based communications service over the
digital mobile network system:

programming meansto support a page-mode messaging service over the digital mobile
network system;

programming meansto open a listening port to receive communication through the data
packet-based communications service;

Programming means to send aninvitation message containing the address and the
listening port of the mobile device to a target mobile device through the page-mode
messaging service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing to the page-
mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the digital mobile
network system to locate the target mobile device;

programming means to receive a response through the data packet-based
communications service from the target mobile device at the listening port: and

programming meansto establish a virtual connection through the data packet-based
communications service for session-based instant messaging communications between
the mobile device and the target mobile device.

13. The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising:
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programming means to open a secondlistening port to receive invitation messages
through the page-mode messaging service:

programming meansto receive, at the secondlistening port and through the page-mode

messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the mobile device to

establish an instant messaging session, wherein such message contains the address and
listening port of the other mobile device; and

programming meansto transmit a response to the address andlisting port of the other

mobile device through the data packet-based communications service, wherein the

response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a virtual reliable connection.

14. The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the data packet-based communications service is

GPRSandthe digital mobile network system is GSM. ,

15. The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising a QWERTY keyboard.

16. The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the addressof the mobile device is an IP address and

the listening port is TCP port.

17. The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging service is SMS.

18. The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN
messaging service.

19. The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number is a telephone
number.

20. The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number is a PIN number.

21. The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the virtual connection is a TCP connection.

22. A computer program for establishing a session-based instant messaging communications

between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based communications service over a digital

mobile network system, the computer program comprising program code meansfor performing all
the steps of claim 1 when the program is run on a computer.

23. The computer program of claim 22 wherein the data packet-based communications service is

GPRSandthe digital mobile network system is GSM.

24. The computer program of claim 22 wherein the initiating mobile device and the target mobile
device include QWERTY keyboards.
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25. The computer program of claim 22 wherein the address of the initiating mobile device is an
IP address andthelistening port is a TCP port.

26. The computerprogram of claim 22 wherein the page-mode messaging service is SMS.
27. The computer program of claim 22 wherein the page-mode messaging service is a PIN-to-
PIN messaging service.

28. The computer program of claim 22 wherein the unique identification numberis a telephone
number.

29. The computer program of claim 22 wherein the unique identification numberis a PIN number.
30. The computer program of claim 22 wherein thevirtual connection is a TCP connection.

10
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Abstract

A technique is provided for establishing peer-to-peer session-based instant messaging between

mobile devices without the need for using an instant messaging registration or log-in server to

provide presence information. Session-based instant messaging communications between

mobile devices are established by transmitting necessary address information through page-

based messaging services that utilize the underlying digital mobile network databases and
services to resolve the identification and location of the mobile devices.
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INSTANT MESSENGER SYSTEM AND INSTANT MESSAGE TRANSFER

METHOD USING PHONE NUMBER AS INSTANT MESSEGNER ADDRESS

TECHNICAL FIELD

5 The present invention relates to an instant messenger

system and a method for transmitting an instant message,

and more particularly, to an instant messenger system and a

method for transmitting an instant message in which cable

and radio telephone numbers are used as instant messenger

10 addresses for a user to access to an instant messenger

service without any registration procedure.

BACKGROUND ART

An instant messenger service can permit users on on-

15 line to instantly exchange messages with one another, and

is to supplement a drawback of an electronic mail (E-mail)

service that requires much time in transmitting and

confirming messages. Even in case where a transmitting

party and a receiving party of E-mail are provided with E-

20 mail accounts from different service providers, they can

mutually exchange messages. However, in the instant

messenger service, a message transmitting party and a

message receiving party should be registered with an

instant messenger service provided by the same service
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provider.

In the instant messenger service, instant messenger

addresses of a transmitting party and a receiving party are

not determined by a predetermined rule but arbitrarily

determined by a user when an instant messenger account is

issued to the user. Each user’s instant messenger address

should be unique in a specific instant messenger service.

Accordingly, if a user’s desired address has been already

assigned to another user in the specific instant messenger

service, the user should choose another address. For this

reason, it is difficult for the message transmitting party

to exactly know an instant messenger address of a message

receiving party.

Furthermore, a user can use such an instant messenger

service only when he/she accesses a web page of a

corresponding service provider, registers himself/herself

as a member, and is issued with an instant messenger

account. In this case, it is difficult for an instant

messenger service provider to secure a large number of

subscribers, and it is inconvenient for a user to go

through the registration procedure.

Under the circumstances, an instant messenger system

that allows users to be issued with instant messenger

accounts without any registration procedure will be

AppleInc.
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convenient for both the users and an instant messenger

service provider. Also, an instant messenger system that

can transmit a message to an unregistered user will be

useful.

Meanwhile, cellular phones have been spread as much

widely as the Internet. Currently, many people have a

cellular phone, and it is expected that almost all adults

can have a cellular phone in the near future in accordance

with the development of personal communication service

technology. However, according to conventional technology,

the message transmitting party cannot transmit an instant

message to the message receiving party when the one cannot

know the other’s instant messenger address even if the one

knows the other’s cellular phone number. Accordingly, an

instant messenger system that can know an instant messenger

address of a message receiving party if a message

transmitting party knows a cellular phone number of the

message receiving party will be very useful.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, the present invention is directed to an

instant messenger system and a method for transmitting an

instant message that substantially obviate one or more of

the problems due to limitations and disadvantages of the
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related art.

An object of the present invention is to provide an

instant messenger system and a method for transmitting an

instant message in which a message transmitting party can

transmit an instant message to a message receiving party if

the one knows the other’s phone number, regardiess of the

fact whether the message receiving party has_ been

registered with the instant messenger system, and a phone

number used for confirming the reception of an instant

message when the instant message is received in a

corresponding account is also used as an instant messenger

address.

Additional features and advantages of the invention

will be set forth in the description which follows, and in

part will be apparent from the description, or may be

learned by practice of the invention. The objectives and

other advantages of the invention will be realized and

attained by the structure particularly pointed out in the

written description and claims thereof as well as the

appended drawings.

To achieve these and other advantages and in

accordance with the purpose of the present invention, as

embodied and broadly described, an instant messenger system

using a phone number aS an instant messenger address
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includes: a message storing unit for in advance setting

instant messenger accounts having a phone number of each

user as an instant messenger address for latent instant

messenger service users and storing a message received for

each instant messenger account; an instant messenger server

for receiving the message from a message transmitting party

in login state to store the received message in the message

storing unit and transmitting the message stored in the

message storing unit to a message receiving party in login

state; and a message reception report unit for reporting

message reception to a message receiving party who is not

in login state, through a phone number of the message

receiving party.

To further achieve these and other advantages and in

accordance with the purpose of the present invention, an

instant messenger system using a phone number as an instant

messenger address includes: a message storing unit for

storing a message received for each instant messenger

account; an instant messenger server for receiving the

message from a message transmitting party in login state,

dynamically generating an instant messenger account

corresponding to a phone number of a message receiving

party to store the received message in the message storing

unit, and transmitting the message stored in the message

AppleInc.
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storing unit to a message receiving party in login state;

and a message reception report unit for reporting message

reception to a message receiving party who is not in login

state, through the phone number of the message receiving

party.

To further achieve these and other advantages and in

accordance with the purpose of the present invention, a

method for transmitting an instant message using a phone

number as an instant messenger address, includes the steps

of: (a) generating instant messenger accounts having a

phone number of each user as an instant messenger address

for latent instant messenger service users; (b) receiving

login data including a phone number and a password from a

message transmitting party to process logging in, and

receiving a message from the message transmitting party;

(c) generating a password at random for a message receiving

party who is not registered with an instant messenger

system, and reporting the password together with message

reception to the message receiving party through a phone

number of the message receiving party included in the

received message; and (d) receiving the login data

including the phone number and the password, from the

message receiving party to process logging in, and

transmitting the received message to the message receiving

AppleInc.
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party.

To further achieve these and other advantages and in

accordance with the purpose of the present invention, a

method for transmitting an instant message using a phone

number as an instant messenger address, includes the steps

of: (a) receiving login data including a phone number and a

password from a message transmitting party to process login,

and receiving a message from the message transmitting

party; (b) dynamically generating an instant messenger

account using a phone number of a message receiving party

included in the received message aS an instant messenger

address; (c) generating a password at random for a message

receiving party who is not registered with an instant

messenger system, and reporting the password together with

message reception to the message receiving party through

the phone number of the message receiving party included in

the received message; and (d} receiving the login data

including the phone number and the password from_the

message receiving party to process logging in, and

transmitting the received message to the message receiving

party.

It is to be understood that both the foregoing

general description and the following detailed description

are exemplary and explanatory and are intended to provide
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further explanation of the invention as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which are included to

provide a further understanding of the invention and are

incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification,

illustrate embodiments of the invention and together with

the description serve to explain the principles of the

invention.

In the drawings:

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an

environment in which an instant messenger system according

to the present invention is connected with Internet and

telephone network;

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a configuration of

an instant messenger system according to the first

embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 is a conceptual diagram illustrating a

procedure in which a user accesses to and logs in an

instant messenger system according to the present

invention;

Figs. 4A and 4B exemplarily show screens on which a

user accesses to and logs in an instant messenger system

according to the present invention;
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Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing a message reception

procedure in an instant messenger system according to the

present invention; and

Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing a configuration of

an instant messenger system according to the second

embodiment of the present invention.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred

embodiments of the present invention, examples of which are

illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

Referring to Fig. 1, reference numeral 100 represents

a user terminal, and reference numeral 200 represents an

instant messenger system of the present invention.

Reference numeral 300 represents a cellular phone, and

reference numeral 400 represents a base station. Also,

reference numeral 500 represents Internet, and reference

numeral 600 conceptually represents a telephone network

including a mobile telephone network and a cable telephone

network.

The Internet 500 means a worldwide computer

communication network which uses transmission control

protocol/internet protocol (TCP/IP). In a broad sense, the

Internet 500 includes cable and radio communication

AppleInc.
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networks linked with the Internet to access to the user

terminal 100.

The user terminal 100 is provided with a web browser

(not shown) which is a software used for reading hypertext

markup language (HTML) documents that are standard

documents of a web, and communicating with a web server

using a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). Also, the user

terminal 100 downloads an instant messenger program (not

shown) from the instant messenger system 200, and puts the

instant messenger program linked with the instant messenger

system 200 into execution. However, the user terminal 100

of the present invention is not limited to the above

functions. In the present invention, the user terminal 100

can be provided a web browser (not shown) for reading a

wireless markup language (WML) document and supporting

wireless application protocol (WAP). Examples of the user

terminal 100 include a personal digital assistant (PDA) and

a cellular phone.

As shown in Fig. 1, the instant messenger system 200

of the present invention can transmit data to the cellular

phone 300 through a mobile telephone network after passing

through a cable telephone network. Alternatively, the

instant messenger system 200 can be connected to the

cellular phone 300 through a mobile telephone network.
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An instant messenger system using a cellular phone

number as an instant messenger address in accordance with

the first embodiment of the present invention will now be

described with reference to Fig. 2. Referring to Fig. 2,

an instant messenger system 200a of the present invention

includes a subscriber registration unit 210a, an instant

messenger server 220a, a message storing unit 230a, and a

message reception report unit 240a. In the first embodiment

of the present invention, for convenience of description,

it is supposed that a cellular phone number is used as an

instant messenger address. However, a phone number used in

the present invention is not limited to a cellular phone

number. That is, cable/radio phone numbers assigned to a

user can be used as a phone number. Also, in the first

embodiment of the present invention, it is supposed that

accounts for cellular phone users who are latent users of

the instant messenger system 200a have been already

generated.

The subscriber registration unit 210a receives

subscriber registration data, such aS a user name, an

address, a cellular phone number, and a password, from a

user accessed to the instant messenger system 200a through

the Internet. Then, the subscriber registration unit 210a

stores the received subscriber registration data in a

AppleInc.
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subscriber data base (DB) 212a to complete a registration

procedure. The subscriber registration data of latent

cellular phone users are stored in the subscriber DB 212a.

In this case, an area where corresponding subscriber

registration data of cellular phone users who are not

registered with the instant messenger system will be stored,

remains empty in the subscriber DB 212a.

The instant messenger server 220a receives a message

from a message transmitting party in login state and stores

it in the message storing unit 230a. Then, the instant

messenger server 220a transmits the message stored in the

message storing unit 230a to a message receiving party in

login state. The instant messenger server 220a includes a

login processor 222a and a message transceiver 224a.

The login processor 222a receives a cellular phone

number and a password from a user accessed to the instant

messenger system through the Internet to process logging in.

At this instance, if the user does not know the password,

the login processor 222a transmits the password generated

at random to the user using the cellular phone number input

by the user and authenticates the user by receiving the

phone number and the transmitted password. If

authentication of the user is completed, the login

processor 222a downloads an instant messenger program to

AppleInc.
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the user terminal 100. The instant messenger program is

executed by the user terminal 100 and provides the user

with a user interface that can input a message. The instant

messenger program transmits the input message to the

instant messenger system 200a under the login state and

receives the message for the message receiving party from

the instant messenger system 200a to output the message to

the user. .

The message transceiver 224a is linked with the

instant messenger program downloaded to the user terminal

100 and receives the message input by the user from the

message transmitting party in login state. Also, the

message transceiver 224a transmits the received message to

the user terminal 100 of the message receiving party if the

message receiving party is in login state.

For latent instant messenger service users, the

message storing unit 230a in advance sets instant messenger

accounts having a cellular phone number of each user as an

instant messenger address. In other words, an instant

messenger account such as <cellular phone number> is

generated for each cellular phone user. For example, if a

cellular phone number of an arbitrary user is 011-123-4567,

an instant messenger account of this user is “0111234567”.

Meanwhile, the instant messenger server 220a of the
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present invention is preferably implemented to correctly

recognize a corresponding instant messenger address even if

the user inputs the instant messenger address including

such as “011-123-4567” and “011-1234567”", without inputting

numerals only. The message received for each instant

messenger account is stored in the message DB 232a of the

message storing unit 230a.

The message reception report unit 240a reports

message reception to a message receiving party who is not

in login state. That is to say, the message reception

report unit 240a extracts a cellular phone number of the

message receiving party included in the received message as

an instant messenger address and reports message reception

to the message receiving party through the cable/radio

telephone network 600 using the extracted cellular phone

number. To report message reception, the message reception

report unit 240a may include a general cable_phone

interface, or a cellular phone interface directly connected

to a cellular phone network. Alternatively, the message

reception report unit 240a may be configured such that a

message is not transmitted to the cellular phone through

the cable/radio telephone network 600, but transmitted to

the cellular phone 300 through the Internet 500, a gateway

(not shown) to a cellular phone network and the cellular

wow ,
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phone network. The message reception report unit 240a

randomly generates a password to authenticate the

unregistered message receiving party who is in login state.

The generated password is transmitted to the cellular phone

300 corresponding to the receiving party’s cellular phone

number extracted from the received message, together with a

short message.

Meanwhile, in the embodiment in which the instant

messenger address included in the message includes the

cable phone number of the message receiving party not the

cellular phone number of the message receiving party, the

message reception report unit 240a generates a password and

synthesizes the generated password and a message indicative

of message reception to generate audio data. Then, the

message reception report unit 240a transmits the audio data

to a terminal unit (not shown) corresponding to the cable

phone number of the message receiving party through the

cable/radio telephone network 600.

A procedure of transmitting a message using the

instant messenger system 200a of Fig. 2 will now be

described in detail with reference to Fig. 3.

In the instant messenger system 200a of Fig. 2, even

in case where a user is not registered with the instant

messenger system, a user account is already issued but a
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password is not registered. In this case, anyone may log in

the instant messenger system 200 to transmit a message in

the name of another person. Accordingly, if a user who is

not registered with the instant messenger system 200a

desires to transmit a message using the instant messenger

system 200a, the user is subject to user authentication

procedures as follows.

First, the user accesses to a home page of the

instant messenger system 200a through the Internet 500

using his/her own terminal 100 in step $110. Then, the

instant messenger system 200a sends a login screen to the

user terminal 100 in step S120.

Fig. 4A exemplarily shows a login screen of the

instant messenger system 200a. In case of a user registered

with the instant messenger system 200a, the user can log in

the instant messenger system 200a by inputting his/her

cellular phone number and password.

While in case of a user who is not registered with

the instant messenger system 200a, the user can input

his/her cellular phone number but cannot input a password

because the password has not been determined. Accordingly,

in this case, the user inputs his/her cellular phone number

only and then clicks a confirmation button in step $130.

Alternatively, a “NEW REGISTRATION” button may be provided
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in the login screen. Thus, the user presses the “NEW

REGISTRATION” button, so that the instant messenger system

200a can transmit a screen to instruct input of the

cellular phone number to the user terminal 100.

If the unregistered user inputs his/her cellular

phone number, the instant messenger system 200a sends a

screen exemplarily shown in Fig. 4B to the user terminal

100 and randomly generates a password to transmit the

password to a corresponding cellular phone in a= short

message in step S150.

Since an authentic cellular phone user can confirm

the password generated by the instant messenger system 200a

through his/her cellular phone 300, the user can formally

log in the instant messenger system 200a. However, if

anyone who is not the authentic cellular phone’ user

accesses to the instant messenger system 200a and inputs

another person’s cellular phone number, the person cannot

know a password transmitted to a cellular phone

corresponding to the input cellular phone number.

Accordingly, it is possible to prevent anyone from being

accessed to another person’s account without permission.

Meanwhile, if anyone who is not the authentic

cellular phone user accesses to the instant messenger

system and inputs another person’s cellular phone number to
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generate a password, the password is transmitted to a

corresponding cellular phone 300 in the same manner as step

S150. At this time, the authentic cellular phone user may

not be interested in the transmitted password or may forget

the password. In such case, the instant messenger system

200 recognizes the authentic cellular phone user as a

registered user. Accordingly, when this cellular phone user

accesses to the instant messenger system 200a to use the

instant messenger service, the one cannot log in the

instant messenger system 200a if the one does not input the

password previously transmitted to his/her cellular phone.

For this reason, it is preferable that an “AUTOMATIC

PASSWORD CHANGE” button is provided in the home page of the

instant messenger system 200a, so that the user of the

instant messenger system 200a can automatically change the

password of the input cellular phone number by selecting

the button. If the password is changed, the instant

messenger system 200a transmits a new password to the

cellular phone 300 of the user. Then, the user can log in

the instant messenger system 200a using the new password.

If the authentic user is in login state in the

instant messenger system 200a, the instant messenger system

200a downloads an instant messenger program to the user

terminal 100. The user installs the instant messenger
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program in his/her terminal 100 in step S160 and inputs a

message using the instant messenger program to transmit the

message to the instant messenger system 200a.

When a message has been received in the cellular

phone user, a procedure of reporting message reception to

the message receiving party through the instant messenger

system 200a of Fig. 2 will be described in detail with

reference to Fig. 5.

The instant messenger server 220a always checks

message reception in step S200. If the message is received

in the instant messenger server 220a, the instant messenger

system 200a checks whether the message receiving party is a

registered user in step S210. The registered user means a

user who knows a preset password.

If the message is received, the instant messenger

system 200a reports message reception to the user. To

confirm the received message, it is preferable to allow the

user to input a password registered in a corresponding

account in view of security. However, a password is not

registered in an account of an unregistered user.

Accordingly, when a message is received in the account of

the unregistered user for the first time, the instant

messenger system 200a automatically generates a password so

that the user can confirm the message of the corresponding
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account only if the user knows the password. As a result

of the step $210, if the message receiving party is an

unregistered user, the instant messenger system 200a

generates a password in step $230. The generated password

is transmitted to the cellular phone 300 of the message

receiving party together with message reception report in a

short message in step S240.

At this time, an example of the short message is as

follows.

“you have got a message. You can confirm the message

in www.imessage.com, and your ID is your cellular phone

number and your password is 3209”.

Meanwhile, if the received message is within the

number of characters (for example, 40 characters) that can

be represented in a short message, in lieu of the

aforementioned short message, the received message can

directly be included in a short message. Also, even if the

received message exceeds the number of characters that can

be represented in a short message, some contents (for

example, first 20 characters) of the message can be

included in the short message.

By the aforementioned manner, the user can recognize

that it has got a message. Afterwards, even if the whole

message transmitted from the message transmitting party

AppleInc.
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does not appear in the short message, the message receiving

party can confirm the whole text of the received message by

accessing to the web site of the instant messenger system

200a using the user terminal 100 and then inputting his/her

cellular phone number and password.

As described above, the message receiving party can

receive the instant message transmitted thereto even though

he/she separately does not register with the instant

messenger system 200a.

In the step $210, if the message receiving party is a

registered user, the steps of generating a password and

transmitting it may be omitted because the message

receiving party knows the password. However, even if the

message receiving party is a registered user, the message

receiving party cannot receive a message unless he/she is

in login state in the instant messenger system 200a.

Therefore, in the present invention, it is checked whether

the message receiving party is in login state in the

instant messenger system 200a in step S220.

If the message receiving party is in login state, the

received message is directly transmitted to the message

receiving party through the instant messenger server 220a

in step $250. If the message receiving party is not in

login state, it is impossible to transmit the message
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through the instant messenger server 220a. Accordingly, a

short message indicative of message reception is

transmitted to the cellular phone 300 of the message

receiving party in step S260. For example, the short

message is as follows.

“You have got a message through imessage.”

In this case, the whole received message or some of

the received message can be transmitted in a short message,

as described in the step S240.

Meanwhile, even if the message receiving party is a

registered user, it is possible to transmit the registered

user’s password in a short message together with message

reception for the sake of a case that the registered user

forgets the password. In this case, the short message is as

follows.

“You have got a message through imessage, and your

password is 2097.”

Since the instant messenger system 200a shown in Fig.

2 should be provided with instant messenger accounts of

cellular phone users in advance, instant messenger accounts

of cellular phone users who may do not use the instant

messenger system 200a at all are assigned. This could lead

to a waste of the system resource when the number of users

who use the instant messenger system 200a among the
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cellular phone users is not great.

Another instant messenger system 200b according to

the second embodiment of the present invention will be

described with reference to Fig. 6.

Referring to Fig. 6, the instant messenger system

200b using a cellular phone number as an instant messenger

address includes a subscriber registration unit 210b, an

instant messenger server 220b, a message storing unit 230b,

and a message reception report unit 240b. In the same

manner as the first embodiment of the present invention,

for convenience of description, it is supposed that a

cellular phone number is used as an instant messenger

address. However, a phone number used in the present

invention is not limited to the cellular phone number. That

is, cable/radio phone numbers assigned to a user can be

used as a phone number. Also, in the second embodiment of

the present invention, it is supposed that accounts for

cellular phone users who are not registered with the

instant messenger system 200b have not been generated,

unlike the first embodiment.

The subscriber registration unit 210b receives

subscriber registration data, such aS a user name, an

address, a cellular phone number, and a password, from a

user accessed to the instant messenger system through the
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Internet. Then, the subscriber registration unit 210b

stores the received subscriber registration data in a

subscriber DB 212b to complete a registration procedure.

Only the subscriber registration data of registered users

are stored in the subscriber DB 212b.

The instant messenger server 220b receives a message

from a message transmitting party in login state and stores

it in the message storing unit 230b. Then, the instant

messenger server 220b transmits the message stored in the

message storing unit 230b to a message receiving party. At

this time, if the message receiving party is not a

registered user, the instant messenger server 220b

dynamically generates an instant messenger account

corresponding to a cellular phone number of the message

receiving party. The instant messenger server 220b includes

a login processor 222b, a message transceiver 224b, and a

dynamic account generator 226b.

The login processor 222b receives a cellular phone

number and a password from a user accessed to the instant

messenger system 200b through the Internet 500 to process

logging in. At this instance, if the user does not know the

password, the login processor 222b transmits the password

generated at random to the user using the cellular phone

number input by the user and authenticates the user by
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receiving the phone number and the transmitted password.

If authentication of the user is completed successfully,

the login processor 222b downloads the instant messenger

program to the user terminal 100.

The instant messenger program downloaded to the user

terminal 100 is linked with the message transceiver 224b to

provide the user with an instant messenger service. That is,

the message transceiver 224b is Linked with the instant
messenger program downloaded to the user terminal 100 and

receives a message input by the user using the instant

messenger program from the message transmitting party in

login state. Also, the message transceiver 224b transmits

the received message to the user terminal 100 of the

message receiving party if the message receiving party is

in login state.

For message transmitting parties or message receiving

parties who are not registered with the subscriber

registration unit 210b, the dynamic account generator 226b

dynamically generates instant messenger accounts

corresponding to cellular phone numbers of the message

transmitting parties or the message receiving parties. Here,

dynamically generating an instant messenger account is

issuing an account corresponding to a cellular phone number

of either a message receiving party for whom a message is
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received or a user who is logging in but not registered

with the instant messenger system instead of setting

accounts for all usable cellular phone numbers in advance.

For a subscriber account issued by the subscriber

registration unit 210b or an account generated dynamically

by the dynamic account generator 226b, the message storing

unit 230b stores a received message for each instant

messenger account in the message DB 232b.

Since the message reception report unit 240b shown in

Fig. 6 functions as the message reception report unit 240a

shown in Fig. 2, its description will be omitted.

Meanwhile, since a procedure of transmitting a

message using the instant messenger system 200b of Fig. 6

is essentially similar to the procedure of Fig. 3, its

repeated description will be omitted.

In the instant messenger system 200b shown in Fig. 6,

an account is not generated in a state that a user is not

registered with the instant messenger system 200b.

Accordingly, when the user who is not registered with the

instant messenger system 200b desires to transmit a message

using the instant messenger system 200b, an account is

dynamically generated if the user is authenticated as an

authentic cellular phone user. Such a transmitting party

account dynamically generated in the message transmitting
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step may be released after several days have elapsed, so

that the resource of the instant messenger system 200b can

be utilized more efficiently.

Furthermore, when a message has been received in the

cellular phone user, a procedure of reporting message

reception to the message receiving party through the

instant messenger system 200b of Fig. 6 is similar to the

procedure of Fig. 5. Accordingly, its repeated description

will be omitted.

However, in the instant messenger system 200b of Fig.

6, if the message receiving party is not registered with

the instant messenger system 200b as a result of the step

$210, an instant messenger account corresponding to the

cellular phone number of the message receiving party is

dynamically generated. The message received in the step

$200 and the password generated in the step S230 are stored

in the dynamically generated account. Such a receiving

party account dynamically generated in the message

receiving step may be released after several days have

elapsed, so that the resource of the instant messenger

system 200b can be utilized more efficiently.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

As aforementioned, the instant messenger system and
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the method for transmitting an instant message have the

following advantages.

Since cellular phone numbers of users are used as

instant messenger addresses, the message transmitting party

can transmit an instant message to the message receiving

party if the one knows the other’s cellular phone number.

In addition, since an instant messenger account is

automatically issued using the cellular phone number, every

cellular phone user can use the instant messenger system

even without registering with the instant messenger system.

Moreover, an instant messenger account is assigned

regardless of registration with the instant messenger

system, and message reception is reported to the cellular

phone of the message receiving party if a message is

received in a corresponding account, thereby enhancing

convenience in using instant messenger service.

Furthermore, since the instant messenger account is

dynamically assigned only if a message is received in the

message receiving party and the message transmitting party

inputs a message, the resource of the system can be saved.

While the present invention has been described and

illustrated herein with reference to the preferred

embodiments thereof, it will be apparent to those skilled
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in the art that various modifications and variations can be

made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of

the invention. Thus, it is intended that the present

invention covers the modifications and variations of this

5 invention that come within the scope of the appended claims

and their equivalents.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. An instant messenger system using a phone number

as an instant messenger address, comprising:

a message storing unit for in advance setting instant

messenger accounts having a phone number of each user as an

instant messenger address for latent instant messenger

service users and storing a message received for each

instant messenger account;

an instant messenger server for receiving the message

from a message transmitting party in login state to store

the received message in the message storing unit and

transmitting the message stored in the message storing unit

to a message receiving party in login state; and

a message reception report unit for reporting message

reception to a message receiving party who is not in login

state, through a phone number of the message receiving

party.

2. The instant messenger system of claim 1, wherein

the message reception report unit generates a password at

random for a message receiving party who is not registered

with the instant messenger system, and transmits the

password together with the data for reporting message

reception to the message receiving party through a phone
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number of the message receiving party.

3. The instant messenger system of claim 1, further

comprising a subscriber registration unit for receiving

subscriber registration data including a phone number and a

password, from a user accessed to the instant messenger

system through Internet, to implement a registration

procedure.

4. The instant messenger system of claim 1, wherein

the instant messenger server includes:

a login processor for processing logging in of the

user accessed to the instant messenger system through the

Internet; and

a message transceiver for receiving a message from

the message transmitting party in login state and

transmitting the received message to a message receiving

party having an instant messenger address included in the

received message if the message receiving party is in login

state.

5. The instant messenger system of claim 4, wherein

the login processor transmits the password generated at

random to the user using the phone number input by the user
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if the user does not know the password, and authenticates

the user by receiving the phone number and the transmitted

password.

6. An instant messenger system using a phone number

as an instant messenger address, comprising:

a message storing unit for storing a message received

for each instant messenger account;

an instant messenger server for receiving the message

from a message transmitting party in login. state,

dynamically generating an instant messenger account

corresponding to a phone number of a message receiving

party to store the received message in the message storing

unit, and transmitting the message stored in the message

storing unit to a message receiving party in login state;

and

a message reception report unit for reporting message

reception to a message receiving party who is not in login

state, through the phone number of the message receiving

party.

7. The instant messenger system of claim 6, wherein

the message reception report unit generates a password at

random for a message receiving party who is not registered
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with the instant messenger system, and transmits the

password together ‘with the data for reporting message

reception to the message receiving party through the phone

number of the message receiving party.

8. The instant messenger system of claim 6, further

comprising a subscriber registration unit for receiving

subscriber registration data including a phone number and a

password, from a user accessed to the instant messenger

system through Internet, to implement a registration

procedure.

9. The instant messenger system of claim 8, wherein

the instant messenger server includes:

a login processor for processing logging in of the

user accessed to the instant messenger system through the

Internet;

a message transceiver for receiving a message from

the message transmitting party in login state and

transmitting the received message to a message receiving

party having an instant messenger address included in the

received message if the message receiving party is in login

state; and

a dynamic account generator for dynamically
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generating instant messenger accounts corresponding to

cellular phone numbers of message transmitting parties or

message receiving parties who are not registered with the

instant messenger system.

10. The instant messenger system of claim 9, wherein

the login processor transmits the password generated at

random to the user using the phone number input by the user

if the user does not know the password, and authenticates

the user by receiving the phone number and the transmitted

password.

11. A method for transmitting an instant message

using a phone number as an instant messenger address, the

method comprising the steps of:

(a) generating instant messenger accounts having a

phone number of each user as an instant messenger address

for latent instant messenger service users;

(b) receiving login data including a phone number and

a password, from a message transmitting party to process

logging in, and receiving a message from the message

transmitting party;

(c) generating a password at random for a message

receiving party who is not registered with an instant
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messenger system, and transmitting the password together

with the data for reporting message reception to the

message receiving party using a phone number of the message

receiving party included in the received message; and

(d) receiving the login data including the phone

number and the password, from the message receiving party

to process logging in, and transmitting the received

message to the message receiving party.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the step (b)

includes the steps of:

(b1) receiving the phone number from the message

transmitting party;

(b2) generating a password at random and transmitting

the generated password to the message transmitting party

using the received phone number;

(b3) authenticating a user by receiving the

transmitted password from the user; and

(b4) receiving the message from the user.

13. A method for transmitting an instant message

using a phone number as an instant messenger address, the

method comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving login data including a phone number and
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v

a password, from a message transmitting party to process

logging in, and receiving a message from the message

transmitting party;

(b) dynamically generating an instant messenger

account using a phone number of a message receiving party

included in the received message as an instant messenger

address;

(c) generating a password at random for a message

receiving party who is not registered with an instant

messenger system, and transmitting the password together

with the data for reporting message reception to the

message receiving party using the phone number of the

message receiving party included in the received message;

and

(d) receiving the login data including the phone

number and the password, from the message receiving party

to process logging in, and transmitting the received

message to the message receiving party.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the step (b)

includes the steps of:

(b1) receiving the phone number from the message

transmitting party;

(b2) generating a password at random and transmitting
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the generated password to the message transmitting party

using the received phone number;

(b3) authenticating a user by receiving. the

transmitted password from the user; .

{b4) dynamically generating the instant messenger

account using the phone number of the message transmitting

party as the instant messenger address; and

(b5) receiving the message from the user.
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FIG. 2
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FIG. 4A
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FIG. 5
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FIG. 6
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(57) The invention relates to a method and device
for providing a communication or chat session with a
plurality-of users, in particular for mobile radio networks
according to GSM or UTMS standard.

A firstuser starts a GPRS session requesting an IP
address at his network. Then he sendsan initiation

SMS-message comprising his IP-addressto a plurality
of other users, preferably selected from his mobile sta-

tion's telephone book. Addressed users also request
ownIP addressesattheir respective networks and send
a reply including their respective own IP-address via
GPRStothefirst user. After receiving at least one reply
by the first user the chat sessionis activated andall par-
ticipants can exchange messages,preferably text and
images, via GPRSor another packet switched service.

This method provides a more convenient, less ex-
pensive and faster text exchange than corresponding
via SMS-messages.

 

RIUMCMCC
(11) EP 1 331 786 Ai

EUROPEAN PATENT APPLICATION
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Method and device for providing a communication session

Fig. 1
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Description

Field of the Invention

{0001} The invention relates to a method and device
for providing a communication session in a communica-
tion system, in general, and for a communication ses-
sion with a plurality of users, in particular.

Backgroundof the Invention

[0002] Telecommunication, in general, and digital mo-
bile radio telecommunication, in particular, are of in-
creasing interest for all types of text, speech or data
transmissionin today's information society.
{0003] Recently, exchanging of text messages has
becomevery popular. User of global system for mobile
communication (GSM) networks, in particular young
people use the GSM short messageservice (SMS)very
frequently to communicate with their peer group.
[0004] To send an SMS-messageit is necessary to:

- select a respective menuitem at a mobile phone,
- enter a text,

- enter a telephone numberof a recipient and
-  send.the text with short messageservice.

[0005} On most mobile telephones, this procedure
has to be repeatedfor each recipient, even though the
sametext is transmitted. Reading a received SMS-mes-
sage requires a similarly long and complicated proce-
dure.

{0006} Furthermore the user or subscriber can either
read a received SMS-message or see his own text to
be sent; but cannot see both or send and receive simul-
taneously. Therefore, a user who wants to send a re-
sponse to a messagereceived has to rememberthe re-
ceived message's content.
[0007] in general, this type of text transmission func-
tionality between mobile telephone usersis relatively
poor. Nevertheless, short message serviceis pretty ex-
pensive. Typical costfor transmitting an SMS-message
is about 0.2 Euro.

(0008} Furthermore, an SMS-messageis disadvanta-
geously restricted to 160 characters.
[CO09} Moreover, SMS-messages. are routed via a
server in the GSM-networkor, moreprecisely,in the net-
work backbone. The SMS-message is buffered or
stored by the serverbefore being transmittedto the re-
cipient. This procedure considerably slows down the
short message service.

{0010} Typically, the sender of the SMS-message
does not receive a confirmation, whether his message
wasreceivedor read bythe recipient.
[0011] Alt this makes a correspondencevia SMSdis-
advantageousfor the users butalso for the network op-
erator, in particular when the correspondence includes
several subsequent messages to be exchanged be-
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tweenthe users. Those disadvantages are even more
serious when morethan two users try to communicate
via SMS.A simultaneous exchangeoftext is not possi-
ble at all.

[0012] However, due to the exploding spreadingoftel-
ecommunication users and hard competition between
the network operators, particularly in the field of mobile
communication there is an ever-increasing and nearly
unappeasable demand for new and improved services.
[0013] Therefore,it is an object of the present inven-
tion to provide a method and device for providing a com-
munication session with improved capabilities and
avoiding the aforernentioned disadvantages.
[0014)Afurther object of the invention is to provide a
method and device whichis suitable for a communica-

tion session with a plurality of users.
[0015] Still a further object of the invention is to pro-
vide a method and device which enables exchanging a
large amount ofdata, e.g. text and/or images in a con-
venient, inexpensive and fast manner.
[0016] Still a further object of the invention is to pro-
vide a method anddevice which can be implemented in
already existing communication systems, e.g. in GSM
or UMTS networks.

[0017] A further objectof the inventionis to provide a
method and device for providing a communication ses-
sion wherein users with mobile and wirebound terminals
can participate.

[0018] The object of the invention is achieved by sub-
ject matter of claim 1 and 22 in a sumprisingly simple
manner.

[0019] The method according to the inventionfor pro-
viding a communication session with atleasta first and
second user of a communication system comprises at
leasta first and a second terminal assignedto thefirst
and second user, respectively. The method comprises
the following steps:
{0020} Thefirst terminal transmits an initiation mes-
sage to the second terminal, wherein the initiation mes-
sage comprises a first address assignedto thefirst ter-
minal.

{0021} The second terminal receives the initiation
message.

{0022] The second terminal transmits a first reply to
theinitiation message.

{0023} Thefirstterminal receivesthefirst reply.
{0024} Thecommunication session initiated or provid-
ed with the method according to the invention allows the
users to exchangedata, e.g. text or images in a simple
and inexpensive manner.In particular, the data can be
received and transmitted simultaneously. Furthermore
a chat sessionin real time is enabled.

[9025] Advantageously thefirst user orinitiator can
be identified by the first address, which is preferably
world-wide unique.

[0026] When using a telephone having a 10-button ©
keyboard with multiple character occupancy, user con-
venience is largely improved when a word recognition
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software or method adapted to such a 10-button key-
boardis provided.
[0027] The method and device according to the inven-
tion can easily be implementedin an existing communi-
cation system, e.g. a network according to the Global
System for Mobile Communication (GSM)or the Univer-
sal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS).
[0028] Preferably, the reply of the second useror sec-
ond terminal comprises a second address with which
also the second user can beidentified by others. The
second addressis preferably also world-wide unique.
[0029] Ina preferred embodimentof the invention the
first and/or second addressis a packet data protocol ad-
dress, e.g. an internet protocol (IP) address. Preferably,
the first and/or second address are requested at the
communication system or network, more precisely at a
stationary part, e.g. a serverat the backboneofthe net-

work.

[0030] However, it is also possibie thatthe first and/
or second terminal already have an address,e.g. an iP-
address. In this case that address can be usedinstead

of requesting a new one. This can happen when a ter-
minalis already online, e.g. using internet or wireless
application protocol (WAP) services when the session
should be started.

[0031} Preferably,the first address is requested by the
first or initiator terminal before the initiation messageis
transmitted and the second addressis requested by the
second userbeforethefirst reply is transmitted or sent.
[0032] Preferably, the initiation messageis transmit-
ted with a circuit switched service, e.g. short message
service (SMS).

[0033] Advantageously, the short messageserviceis
available at any time and can be used, even when the
second userhas switched off his terminal. In this case,
the message will be stored by a serverof the network
back-bone and will be automatically transmitted to the
second user, when the second terminalis switched on

and logs on to the network.

[0034] in a preferred embodiment,the first reply is
transmitted with a packet switched service, e.g. with
general packet radio service (GPRS). Preferably, this
transmission usesinternet protocol or wireless applica-
tion protocol, in particular, when thefirst address is an
IP- or WAP-address.

[0035] In.a further preferred embodimentthefirst ter-
minal marks the second userorparticipant as being ac-
tive, when thefirst reply is received and/or the session
is activated at this time by the first terminal which acts
as serverfor the session. Therefore, no server outside
the user terminals (which would be e.g. a stationary
serverin the network backbone) is necessary to store
messages or assign them to the active session. partici-
pants once the sessionis active.
[0036] Furthermore, when the session is active the

first, second andpossibly furtheractive terminals enable
data input by the respective user. Data are preferably
text or text messages,but canalso be otherdata, in par-
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ticular digital data, e.g. images and/or digitised sounds:
as well.

[0037} In a most preferred embodiment, more than
the first and second user are participating the commu-
nication session. However,thefirstuseris still the initi-

ator of the session, suchthatthefirst terminal assigned
lo the first user is characterised asinitiator terminal.

[0038] The seconduser is a memberof-a group com-
prising a plurality of users. The group comprises 2,3,4,
5, 6 or more users, each with a respective terminal as-
signed to him.
[0039] The first, second andfurther terminals can be

mobile terminals or mobile stations, e.g. mobile phones
and/or wirebound phones and/or computers. Advanta-
geously. the plurality of user terminals can also com-
prise different terminals.
[0040} Whenthefirst user or initiator wants to start
the communication session, he first selects one or more

other users, togetherdefining a selected groupof users.
Selection inputin thefirst terminal comprises selecting
one or more users from a phone book and/or manually
typing one or more subscriber identifications or tele-

phone numbers. Whenall chosen participants are se-
lected, the initiation message, e.g. an SMS-message
comprising at least the first address of the first user is
sent to each memberof the group. Each memberre-
ceiving the initiation message is enabled to decide
whetherhe wants to participate the offered communica-
tion session. If so, he requests an own address and
sends a reply including his own addresstotheinitiator.
When receiving the reply the initiator terminal will auto-
matically mark this replying user as active. Withthefirst
received reply also the session becomes automatically
active.

[0041] Preferably, the communication system or at
least a portionofitis a digital system comprising a global
system for mobile communication (GSM) network or a
universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS)
network, suchthat at least someof the participating mo-
bile terminals are GSM- or UMTS-tenninals or phones.
(0042) The invention is described in more detail and
in view of preferred embodiments hereinafter. Refer-

ence is madeto the attached drawings.

Brief Description of the Figures

{0043} It isshownin

Fig.i aportion of a.system architecture of a commu-
nication system and

Fig. 2 a flow chart of a course of actions from initia-
tion to termination of a communication session

according to a preferred embodimentofthein-
vention.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0044] In the following various phases of a communi-
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cation session according to the invention in form of a
chat session is described. Preferably the methods steps
take place in the order as describedasfollows.

[0045] Fig. 1 shows a communication system or net-
work 1 comprising twobasetransceiving stations 10,12,
a basestation controller 14, a serving general packet
radio service (GPRS) support node 16 two gateway
GPRS support nodes 18, 20 and a gateway mobile
switching centre (GMSC) 22. GPRS support node 18
connects the communication network to other mobile
communication networks.It is clear to those skilled in

the art that the aforementioned components are merely
an exemplary portion of a real telecommunication net-
work. A real networktypically comprisesa large plurality
of each of those components.
[0046} Furthermore aninitiator terminal or GSM or
UMTSmobile phone 31 four further GSM or UMTS mo-

biles phones 32, 33, 34 and 35 are shown. Mobile
phones31, 32 and 33 belongto cell 11 served by base
transceiving station 10and terminals 34 and 35 belong
to cell 13 being served by base transceiving station 12.
[0047] Furthermore the communication network 1
comprisesa stationary telephone 36 and a computer 37
both being wirebound connected to the network via a
gateway mobile switching centre 22.

1. Session Initiation

[0048} Whenauserof a GPRS mobile phone wishes
to start 42 a communication session or, more precisely,
a chat session accordingto the invention he creates 44
an initial membertist. This useris the initiator to which

initiator terminal 31 is assigned to.
[0049] Theinitial memberlist is a list of subscriber
identification or telephones numbersof other chat ses-
sion enabled GPRS mobile andfixed-line telephone us-
ers whowill be invited to join the chat-session. Selection
44 can be simplified by selecting entries from the tele-
phone bookof mobile phone 31. Once the memberlist

comprisesall chosen users assigned to mobile phones
32, 33, 34 and 35, stationary phone 36 and stationary
computer 37 in this example, a GPRSsessionis acti-
vated. This gives the mobile phone 31 an internet pro-
tocol (IP) address. The initiators IP-address caneither
be requested 46at the network and transmitted via radio
channel from base transceivingstation 10 to theinitiator
terminal 31or terminal31 already has an IP-address.
[0050] Nowinitiator terminal 31 automatically sends
48 an SMS-messageto each memberoftheinitial mem-
berlist. The initiators IP-address, his telephone number,
a namefor the chat session, a greeting and a nickname
of the initiator are comprisedbythis initiation message.

2. Replying to an Invitation

[0051} Whentheinvited user terminals 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, 37 receive 50 the initiation or invitation SMS-mes-

sagehis terminal provides a choice 52 to accept or reject
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the invitation by a respective input. If a user accepts the
invitation, his terminal activates a GPRSsession. Thus

the respective terminal requests 54 an IP-address from
" the network, but can also already have one. Whenthis

userorhis respective terminal hasgotor has its own IP-
address an automatic reply to the invitation is sent 56 to
the initiator 31. This reply is not an SMS-messagebut
an internet protocol messagesent via GPRS.

3. Initiator Receives an Invitation Reply

[0052] Whentheinitiator 31 receives 58 areply to the
invitation SMS-messageofthefirst one of the invited
users, e.g. from terminal 32 this memberis marked as
active 60 byinitiator terminal 31. Now the chat session
is active 62.

[0053] Whenthe initiator 31 receives a secondreply,
e.g. from mobile phone33theinitiator's terminal 31 au-

tomatically updates 64alist of all active members. This
updatedlist includes the 1P-addresses, the nicknames
and the telephone numbersof eachactive memberand
is then automatically transmitted 66 bythe initiators ter-
minal 31 to each active member, also to the one who
lastly replied.

4. An Active Chat Session

[0054] Once the session is active, any of the active
members can send 68 a chat text. The chat text is

packed into a chat message andsenttoall other active
members using a packet switched service, e.g. with in-
ternet protocol.

[0055] When atext messageis received by another
member,the text is extracted, prefixed with the senders
nicknamewhich can be recognized e.g. by the source
iP-address anddisplayed.
[0056] The display of each terminalis divided into two
portions andtext to be transmitted is entered using e.g.
the top half of the display. E.g. the lower half is used to
display incoming text. When no own text to be sentis
being displayed, the whole screenis usedto display in-
comingtext.

5. Leaving a Chat Session

[0057] if an active memberwants to leave the chat
session, a "LEAVE"-messageis sentto the initiator. The
initiators terminal 31 automatically removes this mem-
berfrom theactive list and sends each remaining active
member an updatedlist. This leaving member is now
set to be inactive and is not sent any more chat mes-
sagesfor this session.
[0058] Preferably, the GPRS session of this member
that left is now deactivated.

6. Re-entering a Chat Session

{0059} Should an inactive memberwishto join orre-
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join a still active chat session, he first activates a GPRS
sessionif oneis not still or already active. He then sends
a “JOIN®-message comprising his IP-addressto the in-
itiator. The initiator can either accept or reject the join
request. Whenthe join request is rejected, the initiator
sends a “JOIN REJECT"-messageto the join requester
which optionally comprises a text.
[0060] If the initiator accepts to join request, the join-
ing memberis set to the active state and an updated
active memberlist is sent to all active members, also to

the user who sent the join request. When the joining
memberreceivesthelist, he knowsthat his request was
accepted.

7. Joining an Active Chat Session

[0061] At any time during an active chat session the
initiator can invite other users to join the session. For
this purposetheinitiator transmitsa new invitation SMS-
message. Thejoining processis then equivaientto the
reply process as described in section 2.

8. The Initiator Leaves the Chat Session

{0062} Shouldthe initiator wish to leave the chat ses-
sion, he can chose betweenterminating the session or
passingtheinitiator status to another active member.
[0063] If the chat session should be terminated 70 by
the initiator 31 he sends a "TERMINATE"-messageto
all active members.

[0064] If the initiator wants to passontheinitiator sta-

tus a messageis sent to the chosen active member.If
that chosen memberacceptstheinitiator status the ses-
sion remains active with the latter user's terminal acting
as server.

[0065] It willbe appreciated that the above-described
embodimentof the method and device according to the
present invention has been set forth solely by way of
example andillustration of the principals thereof and
that further modifications and alterations may be made
therein without thereby departing from the spirit and
scopeof the invention.

Claims

1, Method for providing a communication session with
at least a first and second user of a communication
system (1) comprising at least a first and second
terminal (31, 32)-assigned to the first and second
user, respectively, the method comprising:

the first terminal (31) transmitting (48) an initi-
ation messageto the second terminal(32), the
initiation message comprising a first address
assignedto thefirst terminal (31),
the second terminal (32).receiving (50) the ini-
tiation message,
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10.

11.

12.

13.

the second terminal(32) transmitting (56) a first
reply to the initiation message and
the first terminal (31)receiving (58) the first re-
ply.

Methodaccording to claim 1, wherein
the first reply comprises asecond address assigned
to the second terminal(32).

Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the first and/or second addressis a packetdata pro-
tocol address.

Methodaccording to one of the preceding claims,
wherein thefirst and/or second addressis an Inter-

net Protocol!(IP) address.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein thefirst terminal (31) requests the first ad-
dress at the communication system (1) before the
initiation messageis transmitted (48).

Method according. to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the second terminal (32) requests (54) the
second address at the communication system (1)
before transmitting (56) the first reply.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the initiation message is transmitted (48)
with a circuit switched service.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein theinitiation message is transmitted (48)
with short message service (SMS).

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the first reply is transmitted (56) with a
packet switched service.

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein thefirst reply is transmitted (56) with Gen-
eral Packet Radio Service (GPRS).

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the first reply is transmitted (56) using In-
ternet Protocol (iP).

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein mobile stations, mobile phones(31, 32, 33,
34, 35) wirebound terminals, wirebound phones
(36) or computers (37) are providedasthefirst and/
or secondtermina! (31, 32).

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the communication system (1) comprises
a Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)
network and/or a Universal Mobile Telecommunica-

tion Systern (UMTS) network.
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17.

18.

19.

20.
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Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the sessionis activated (62) and/or the sec-
ond terminal (32) is marked as active (60) by the
first terminal (31) when the first reply is received
(58) by the first terminal (34).

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein thefirst and/or second terminal(31, 32) en-
ablethefirst and/or second user, respectively,to in-
put (68) data and said data are exchanged (68) with
a packet switched service at least betweenthefirst
and second terminal (31, 32) after thefirst reply is
received (58) by thefirst terminal (31).

Method according to one of the preceding claims,
wherein the first terminal (31) acts as a serverfor
the communication session.

Method according to one of the preceding claims
for providing a communication session with at least
the first terminal (31) and a groupof terminals (32,
33, 34, 35, 36, 37) wherein the secondterminal(32)
is a memberof said group andat leasta third ter-
minal (33) assigned to a third user is a memberof
said group, the method comprising:

the first terminal (31) transmitting (48) the initi-
ation message to each memberof the group.
at leastthe third terminal (33) receiving (50) the
initiation message,
at least the third terminal (33) transmitting (56)
a secondreplyto theinitiation message and
the first terminal (31) receiving (58) the second
reply.

Method according to claim 17 for providing a com-
munication session with a plurality of users, wherein

the group of terminals comprises a plurality of
memberterminals (32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37) each
assigned to a respective user,
substantially each member terminal(32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37) receiving (50) the initiation mes-
sage,
at least some of the memberterminals are

transmitting (56) a reply to the first terminal,
the first terminal (31)receiving (58) the replies
and

the first terminal (31) marking (60) substantially
each terminal from which a reply is received
(58) as being active.

Method according to claim 18, wherein
a list of active terminals of the communication ses-

sion is defined (64), said list including substantially
all active terminals.

Method according to claim 19, wherein
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

10

the list of active terminalsis transmitted (66) to sub-
stantially each active terminal, in particular, with a
packet switched service,after the first terminal (31)
receiving (58) a reply of a memberterminal.

Method accordingto claim 20, wherein each active
terminal enables (68) the respective user to input
data and said data are transmitted to each active

terminal with a packet switched service.

Methodfor transmitting a circuit switched message
with a first terminal (31) assignedtoafirst user of
a communication system (1) to a plurality of users
comprising at least a second andthird user, in par-
ticular according to oneof the preceding claims,-the
method comprising:

the first terminal (31) providing an input by the
first user for the circuit switched message
the first terminal (31) providing an input by the
first User to define a group of users,
selecting (44) a subscriber numberfor each us-
er of said plurality of users,
transmitting said message to each userof said
plurality of users.

Method according to claim 22, wherein

at least some of the subscriber numbers are
mobile subscriber numbers and are selected

from a data basestoredin thefirst terminal (31),
the first terminal (31) being a mobile station and
the messagebeing transmitted with short mes-
sage service (SMS).

Device comprising a telecommunication terminal
(31) for using with a communication system (1), the
terminal (31) comprising

meansfor transmitting an initiation message
comprising an initiator address to other termi-
nals (32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37)
meansfor receiving aninitiation message from
other terminals,
meansfor storing an initiator address,
meansfor transmitting a reply messageto an-
other terminal and

meansfor receiving a reply message from other
terminals.

Device according to claim 24, comprising meansfor
transmitting a reply comprising a reply address and
meansfor storing a reply address,

Device according to claim 24 or 25, comprising
meansfor transmitting and/or storing a packet data
protocol address.
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30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.
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Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising means for transmitting and/or
storing an Internet Protocol(IP) address.

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising means for requesting an ad-
dress at the communication system (1).

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising means for transmitting and/or
receiving an initiation message with a circuit
switched service.

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising means for transmitting and/or
receiving a reply with a packet switched service or
with a packet data protocol addressed service.

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising means for transmitting and/or
receiving data with General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS).

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising means for Internet Protocol-
based (IP) transmitting and/or receiving data.

Device according to one.of the preceding device
claims, comprising a mobile station, a mobile phone
(31, 32, 33, 34, 35), a wirebound terminal, a wire-
bound phone(36) or a computer (37).

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, adapted to communicate with a telecommu-
nication network according to Global System for
Mobile Communication (GSM) and/or according to
Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS).

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising means for activating the com-
munication session and/or assigning anothertermi-
nal (32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37) with an active status up-
on a reply messagereceived by said anothertermi-
nal.

Device according to one of the preceding device
claims, comprising

meansfor handling a list of active terminals,
meansfor assigning each terminal from which
a reply is receivedto thelist of active terminals
and

meansfor transmitting the list of active termi-
nals to substantially each active terminals with
a packet data protocol addressed service.

Device according to one of the preceding device
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12

claims, adaptedto be used with the method accord-
ing to one of the method claims 1 to 23.

38. Telecommunication network (1) providing packet

39.

data protocol addressedservice, the network com-
prising

a plurality of devices (31) according to one of
the preceding device claims,
a plurality of base transceiving stations (10,
12),
a plurality of base station controllers (14),
at least a serving packet radio service support
node (16).

Telecommunication network according to claim 38,
comprising at least a gateway packetradio service
support node (18, 20) for connecting said network
(1) to another packet data network.
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STORE-AND-FORWARD SERVER
AND IM SERVICE METHOD IMPLEMENTEDIN IMS

Background of the Invention

Technical Field

The present invention relates to multimedia messaging and, moreparticularly,

as implemented on mobile networks.

Discussion of Related Art

It has been known to utilize a proprietary Multimedia Messaging Service

(MMS)as a natural continuation ofthe previously known Short Message Service

(SMS)and Picture Messaging. Like SMS centers, MMScenters (MMSCs)also

-providereliable, scalable store and forward platforms. For instance, such a known

proprietary MMScenter runs on second generation (2G), General Packet Radio

System (GPRS)andthird generation (3G) networksutilizing Wireless Access

Protocol (WAP)to deliver messages. Such a known MMSChasbeen designedas an

open platform based on Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and WAP

specifications.

Through the MMScenter, text, photo images, voice and video clips can be

sent from one mobile device to another. The MMScenter also supports

communication between mobile devices and Intemet applications. Messages are sent

to either a Mobile Station ISDN address or an email address. To benefit end-users,

mobile number portability (MNP)is supported.

As with SMS,end-users are provided with the possibility to request a delivery

report on the status of a message as well as to set a message’s maximumlifetime.

MMSmessagescanbesent to multiple recipients. The receiveris notified of the

incoming message with an MMSnotification using SMS as a bearer. Whetherthis

notification is visible to the receiveror not, is a matter ofphone implementation.

Subsequent to the development of the MMS,there has been an open
architecture Internet Protocol (IP) approach under development. It is called the IP

Multimedia Core Network Subsystem (IMS) and includes network elements as

defined in 3GPP TS 23.002 v5.6.0 (2002-03) Third Generation Partnership Project;

Technical Specification, Group Services and Systems Aspects; Network Architecture

(Release 5), particularly as shown in Fig. 6 thereof as described in Section 5.5

1
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Configuration ofIM Subsystem Entities and as further detailedin Section 4a.7 entitled
IP Multimedia (IM) Core Network (CN) Subsystem Entities. There, a Call Session

Control Function (CSCF)is shown interfacing with a home subscriber server (HSS)

which acts as a master database for a given user and also containing subscription-

related information to support the network entities actually handlingcalls/sessions. A

CSCFalso interfaces with a media gateway control function (MGCEF)thatcontrols the

parts ofthe call state that pertain to connection control for media channels in an IM-

- MGW (IP multimedia-media gateway function). An IM-MGW will terminate bearer

channels from a switched circuit network and media streams from a packet network

(e.g. Real time Transport Protocol (RTP) streams in an IP network).

Considering the fact that the prior MMScenters do not utilize the known

session initiation protocol (SIP) whichis an important feature of the developing IMS

system mentioned above,it would be advantageousto define a new functionality that

can be added to the known MMSC.This functionality would enable the MMSCto be

able to handle and interface with the mobile multimedia architecture as provided by

the IMSor similar SIP based network particularly for handling instant messaging and

presence services.

A problem with making such an interface is that in SIP networkssuch as the

IMS network mentioned above, when theSIP MESSAGEmethodis used in a stand
alone manner,i.e., out of a session, it is considered by default by the IMS or SIP-

based networkas beingInstant Messaging. Thus, ifa SIP MESSAGEmethod were to

arrive at an MMSC,the default Multimedia Message (MM) handshake mechanism

would be applied and the Instant Messaging feature would be lost. It would be

desirable to be able to keep the Instant Messaging feature assigned by default to the

SIP MESSAGEin the IMSorSIP based networks.

Disclosure of Invention

An object of the present invention is to define a new functionality that enables

an interface with the mobile multimedia architecture as provided by the IMSor other

SIP based network.

According to a first aspect of the present invention, a method comprises the

steps of receiving a message including a signaling flag indicative of whether to

establish an instant messaging session for instant messages from andto a client user
equipment (UE)or to simply forward a message from the UE,and storing and

2
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forwarding an instant message from the UE after establishing the instant messaging

session, or simply forwarding the message includingthe signaling flag from the UE

depending on the signaling flag.

According to a secondaspect of the present invention, an apparatus comprises

means for receiving a message includingasignaling flag indicative ofwhetherto

establish an instant messaging session for instant messages from andto a client user

equipment (UE) or to simply forward a message from the UE, and meansfor storing

and forwarding an instant message from the UE after establishing the instant

messagingsession, or simply forwarding the message including the signaling flag

from the UE depending onthe signaling flag.

In further accord with the first and second aspects of the present invention, the

message includes a message bodyhavinga field and value together indicative of

characteristics of the instant messagingsession. The message can be a SIP INVITE

and the field be indicated in the Session Description Protocol (SDP) protocol by a

single letter m followed by an equalsign followedby the value. The message can be a

SIP message including a content-disposition entity or similar header indicative of

whether to store and forward the SIP messageor to simply forward said SIP message

without storage or using SIP message reception and delivery notification. The

content-disposition or similar header may for instance have the format: Content-

Disposition: instant or Content-Disposition: store&fwd.

Theactual specifications in the existing MMSCuse specific MMS messages

for receiving and sending Multimedia Messages between terminals. Therefore, to

extend and ensure the lifetime of the MMSCin the IMS system or other SIP based
systems,it will require an interface towardsthe application server and/or the Serving-

CSCFor any SIP server with similar functionality. In using such an interface, the

MMSCwill receive orders for establishing a messaging session between IMS
terminals. In IMSthesession is established using SIP methods. The messaging
session can be ofthe Instant Messaging type where there is no session established and

the messages are exchanged using the STP MESSAGEmethodor the Internet

Message Transfer Protocol (MTP). In case the user wants to establish a messaging

(chat) session the information is passed from the Application Server, the S-CSCF ora

SIP server to the MMSC.Therefore, this element will be included into the MMSCto

enable these capabilities into the existing MMSservers.
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The invention defines the functionality that the MMSCneedsto include to be

able to perform the same messaging services as in the IMS system. Theideais to

includea service relay that receives messages from IMSorother SIP systems and

maps them into equivalent MMStransactions. The relay should handle all the IMS

messages to perform the messaging services in IMS. This functionality permits use of

an MMSCin an IMS system. The MMS-IMSrelay will require an interface between

the application server or the Serving-CSCF(S - Call Session Control Function), or a

SIP proxy server with similar functions to the S-CSCF and a messagetranslator. The

interface is used to receive the orders for establishing a messaging session or for

exchanging the delivery reports and to send notifications about received MM to IMS

terminals or other SIP devices. The Application Server (AS) or S-CSCFwill send the

addresses of the participants and their terminal capabilities. Afterwards, the MMSC

should be able to receive and send SIP methods (MESSAGE)or IMTP messages(

Internet Message Transfer Protocol is another transport protocol] proposed for

messaging in JETF and probably will be adopted in the 3GPP IMS,or it will be a

similar congestion safe transport protocol used for messaging sessions). Therefore, the

MMS-IMSrelay includes two new features. Firstly, it includes the interface between

an MMSCand an AS and/or a Serving-CSCF or-similar SIP server. This interface is

used for exchanging orders for establishing a messaging session among multiple

users. The interfaceis also used for receiving control messages and delivery of

received MM notifications from the MMSC to the ASor to the S-CSCF.Forthe case

where the user sends single messages (using the SIP MESSAGE method) through the

AS or S-CSCF andit is delivered via the MMSC, the MMSCwill send back the

delivery report to the AS or S-CSCF and from there it will be forwarded as normal

SIP NOTIFY method or SIP MESSAGE method with specific content type.

Therefore, this relay enables the use of an MMSCfor messaging delivery using its
default transport and then convert back to SIP the delivery reports. The relay also
permits to send the MESSAGEor [MTP messagesdirectly from the terminalto the

MMSC. The MMSCthen will forward the messages to the rest ofparticipants, which

information is received via the new interface from the Application Server or the S-

CSCF.Therelay also permits to send the MESSAGEorsimilar SIP message

(NOTIFY)to IMSterminals as a notification when a MM js received.

This invention defines a new set of SDP media types to indicate what kind of

messaging session theuser wantsto establish via the MMSC.Theinvention also
4
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definesa set of extensionsto be included in the SIP MESSAGEto inform either the

Application Server or the MMSCdirectly about the type ofmessaging session(Instant.

or Store and Forward). This invention defines also the usage of SIP MESSAGEfor

MM reception notification as an evolution ofthe SMS bearer.

According further to the foregoing and as further detailed below,it will be

understood that the invention defines the functionality that will allow the MMS

Center (MMSC)to perform an instant messagingservice. It defines new parameters to

be included ito the SDP part of a session initiation protocol (SIP) message when the

user wants to establish an instant messaging session among multiple users. The

messaging sessionis established via the Serving-CSCF(Serving Call Session Control

Function) and/or the Application Server (AS) or any SIP server with similar

functionality (SIP Proxy server). To do this, a control interface is defined between one

of these network elements and the MMSC. Thus, the MMSCwill receive the orders

from the AS with the terminal information ofall the participants. The control includes

also the information for storage of the messages and whether the user that establishes

the session wants to keep a message history. In that case, the messages will be stored

for a while in the MMSCand the MMSCrelay implements the required functionality

to inform the user about history reports (using SIP SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFYwith

specific Event headers or other SIP messages with similar functionality). In case the

messagingsession is purely "Instant" the control should indicate to the MMSCthat

the messages haveto be delivered immediately, even if the default MMS handshake

with the terminalindicates to "Defer" the message. The "Defer"is a message part of

the handshake between terminal and MMSC-.It is sent from the terminal to the

MMSCforindicating that terminal cannot handle the message and prefers to fetch it

later. Therefore, this mechanism provides the Store and Forward mechanism in

MMSCand,if applied, the messaging cannotbe consideredinstant. It will be an
implementation issue whether the MMSC manufacturer still wants to keep that feature
for Instant Messaging. As mentioned above, in SIP networks (IMS) when the SIP

MESSAGEmethodis used as standalone out of a session,it is considered by default

as Instant Messaging. Thus when the SIP MESSAGE method arrives to the MMSC

the default MM handshake mechanism is applied and the Instant Messaging featureis

lost, so it is necessary to explicitly indicate that the MESSAGEshould bedelivered
instantly. In case there is no session establishment, the message (SIP method
MESSAGE)will be sent through the ASordirectly to the MMSC.In this case, if the

5
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user wants to._perform the same mechanism,either the store-and-forward feature

(default according to MMSspecifications) or "Instant" messaging, the control

information would be embedded into the SIP MESSAGE.This invention shows how

to use the "Content-Disposition”or altemative SIP header with similar functionality

extended with new values for example named "instant" and "store&fwd". Whether

this is the parameter to be used and the header to include that parameter will depend

on IETF standardization. Nevertheless, as an example this could be a logical way of

implementing this feature. Thus when the MMScenter will receive the MESSAGE

with the appropriate value in the "Content-Disposition” headerit will perform either a

store-and-forward procedure or will send the message without storing in order to keep

the Instant messaging feature assigned to SIP MESSAGEin IMS or SIP based

networks.

These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will

become more apparentin lightof the following detailed description ofa best mode
embodimentthereof, as illustrated in the accompanying drawing.

BriefDescription of the Drawings

Fig: 1 showsa store-and-forwardserver integrated into an IMSsystem,

according to the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows session messaging using the store-and-forward serverof the

present invention in an IMS system.

Fig. 3 shows instant messaging carried out in an IMS system usingthe store-

and-forward server of the present invention.

Fig. 4 showssignaling details of a messaging session according to the Session —

Initiation Protocol (SIP), according to the present invention, using a store-and-forward
server.

Fig. 5 shows a SIP INVITE message such as that provided from the Call
Processing Server (CPS) whichis the logical namefor the entity that contains the

CSCF amongother related elements such as the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) of

Fig. 4 to the AS ofFig. 4.

Fig. 6 shows an INVITE message sent back from the application server (AS)

ofFig. 4 to the CPSafter receiving information from the MMSC.

Fig. 7 shows messaging via the application server, according to the present

invention.
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Fig. 8 shows messaging session via the MMSusing the SIP method

MESSAGE.

Fig. 9 shows messaging session via the MMSusing the messaging transport

protocol (IMTP).

Fig. 10 showsdetails of a MESSAGEwith the content-disposition entity

headerutilized to signify the nature of the message,i.c., an instant message, according

to the present invention.

Best Modefor Carrying Out the Invention

Fig. 1 shows a store-and-forward messaging approach applied to the IMS

architecture and particularly to a CPS thereof, such CPS including at least a CSCF

and perhaps also an HSS. A mobile originating SIP messageis provided on a line 10

from user equipment (UE) 12 to a local CPS 8. As mentioned above, multimedia

messaging being developed by the 3GPP includes the IETF’s SessionInitiation
Protocol (SIP) disclosed in RFC 3261. It should be understood that the present

invention is applicable to other SIP based networks using MMSC or MMSC-like

functionality used for implementing messaging services. The SIP is an application-

layer control(signaling) protocol for creating, modifying and terminating sessions

with one or more participants. Such sessions include Internet multimedia

conferences, Internet telephone calls and multimedia distribution. Members in a

session can communicate via multicast or via a mesh ofunicastrelations, or in

combination of these. SIP invitations used to create sessions (including messaging)

carry session descriptions, which allow participants to agree on a set of compatible

media types. SIP supports user mobility by proxying and redirecting requests to the

user’s current location. Users can register their current location. SIP is not tied to any

particular conference control protocol. SIP is designed to be independentofthe

lower-layer transport protocol and can be extended withadditional capabilities

(quoted from the abstract of RFC 3261).

In instant messaging there is the possibility to simply forward a message from

a sender to a receiver without keeping a copy in the network. On the other hand, there

are variants of instant messaging, such as “chat” that require the network to store and

maintain instant messages and messaging sessions that are established like another

media session using SIP as the signaling protocol. The SIP message from the UE 12

to the CPS 8 on the line 10 includes, accordingto the present invention, a store-and-
7 .
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forward signaling flag whichindicates to the network howto treat the message. In

this way, the network can determine whetherit should simply forward the messageto

the next entity on its way to the intended recipient or whether a session should be

established for the exchange of instant messages between the UE 12 andthe intended

recipient or multiple recipients. In both cases, a store-and-forward mechanism would

be appropriate and the new functionality can adapt existing MMSCsto fulfill this role

in conjunction with the CPS 8, accordingto the present invention.

In case the SIP message on line 10 (MESSAGE method) includesthe store-

and-forward flag, the CPS.8 may forward the SIP message on the line 10 further on a

line 16 to a store-and-forward server 18 (such as an MMSCadapted for this purpose

with new functionality), which may be present inan originating network 20. The

proposed server (enhanced MMSC)can interpret the SIP message to determineif the

message needsto be sentto multiple recipients and can perform various group

management functions by accessing other servers for obtaining addressing

information (i.e. when the SIP message includes a URI that includes multiple

recipients) as well as value-added services, as appropriate. After evaluating the SIP

message provided by the CPSon the line 16, and storing the messageatserver 18,(if

the flag so indicates) the server 18 then provides the SIP message (with theflag still

indicating a store-and-forward mechanism is desired), on a line 22 back to the CPS 8.

It should howeverberealized that the illustrated store-and-forward server 18 can be

implemented within the CPS or within a CSCFresiding therein or in another SIP

server. ,

In any event, the CPS 8 then provides the SIP message onaline 24 toa

terminating network 26 where a terminal of the intended recipient is accessible. If the

terminal of the intended recipient is a new IMSor SIP client that only has an MM

client and the SIP clientfor signaling but it does not have any other messaging

application (SMS, WV,etc), the SIP MESSAGEcould contain the content or a
notification that could be used as a replacement for an SMSbearer.In that case the
MM temninalwill receive the notification in the SIP MESSAGEbutwillfetch the

MM from the MMSCusing a normal MM procedureas described below. The

connection between the originating network 20 and the terminating network 26 need

not be direct and multiple intermediate network nodes maybe involved in the routing

of the SIP messageonthe line 24 overvarious transport technologies. A CPS 28

within the terminating network 26 receives the SIP message with the store-and-
8
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forward flag set to indicate that the message should be stored and the CPSsends this

message on a line 30 to a store-and-forward server 32 within the terminating network
26 that can be the MSMCserveroran alternative entity. The appropriate storage

function is carried out in this server.32 as indicated by the flag. The SIP messageis

then provided on a line 34 back to the CPS 28 whereit is sent out on a line 36 to a

terminating terminal such as an IMSterminal 38 as shown. The IMSterminal 38 can

obtain messages through the store-and-forward server 32 such as by an HTTP GET

request as part of the normal MM procedure after receiving the notification in the SIP
MESSAGEorsimilar SIP method (NOTIFY) or aspart of another messaging client

that uses HTTP suchas that shown onaline 40 between the IMSterminal 38 and the

store-and-forward server 32. The store-and-forward server 32 may be according to

the known proprietary MMSC adapted to use SIP.

Thus, according to the embodiment shown in Fig. 1, the SIP message on the

line 10 is sent from the mobile originating terminal 12 to the SIP address of a mobile

terminating (MT)terminal 38 using the IETF SIP messaging method. Accordingto

the present invention, based on the setting of a store-and-forwardflag (or

corresponding indicator) provided in-the-SIP-message,-the-message.can-beoptionally.

routed to a store-and-forward server 32 in the terminating network 26 oralso to a
store-and-forward server 18 in the originating network if the operator wants to

provide some value-added services. In the terminatingside 26, the message is always
routed to the store-and-forward server 32. The terminating store-and-forward server

32 notifies. the recipient using SIP messages 34, 36, where only the sender, subject,

size and URL (possibly also other data) is sent. The actual messageis not sentat this

point. Based on the information provided on theline 36, the recipient will fetch the

multimedia message from the store-and-forward server 32 using, e.g., HTTP, as

indicatedon the line 40. If the notification fails, an alerting flag is set in an HSS 42,
as signaled by a signaling messageonaline 44 from the server 32 to the HSS42.
HSSwill alert the store-and-forward server when a subscriberis registered again. This

meansthat the user is not reachable or out of coverage and the SIP message did not

reached the termina]. Thus, the HSSwill alert the store-and-forward server when the

terminal is reachable for sending the notification to fetch the stored message. The

MMSCcan also utilize the specified interface with the Application Server (or similar

SIP server) for subscribing (i.e. using SUBSCRIBE message)to the status of the user.

Thus,other IMSentities (HSS or an alternative server) will take care of updating the
9
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user status and when the user becomesavailable the MMSCwill receivea notification

(i.e. NOTIFY) from the AS indicating that the user is available for receiving the

notification signalling 34, 36. After the message has been fetched, a delivery report

will be sent to the originating party, as in MMS,using either a SIP MESSAGEor SIP

NOTIFY (ifthe send message to the store-and-forward server causes an implicit SIP

subscription to the delivery report event).

The message notification part can also be implemented by mandatingall the

terminals to subscribe to the store-and-forward server. If that is done, the recipients

would be notified when the message arrives. A drawback of sucha solution,

however, is that the store-and-forward server needs to maintain states forall users,

evenifonly a fraction of them will receive messages.

Yet another method of implementation would be that the store-and-forward

server would subscribe to an HSSor presenceserveror any other entity that would

know whenthe recipient would be available. A drawback of this implementation

modeis that’such a mechanism requires that the actual interface between the MMSC
and the Application Server should be used to communicatealso with the Presence

Server and furthermore, presence information would not be 100 percent reliable for
this purpose.

The Application Server 232 of Fig. 1 could be a presence and/orlocation

server or the S-CSCFor other SIP server could embody such functionality or have

access to such information about user status or availability or
appropriateness/desirability to receive a messagenotification. Communications

between the MMSCandsuchan application server, S-CSCF or other SIP server can

be done using SIP methods (SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY)while the notification

mechanism to the user can be done using the SIP method (MESSAGEorNOTIFY).

Interactions can be set up with other directory or network entities such as the HSS of

Fig. 1 for receiving information while user status or using HSS information to trigger
messagingactivity, when it becomes known thata useris registered or available for

receiving a message notification.

Fig. 1 showseachofthe store-and-forward servers 18, 32 implemented using

thc known MMSCin conjunction with an IMS Application Server 232. It also shows

details of the packet switched part of a UMTScore network interfacing with a Radio

Network Controller (RNC) and a basestation (called “Node B” in 3GPP). The

message delivery is shown starting on a radio link 48 from the MOterminal 12 to the
10
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base station (BS) and then ona line 50 to the RNC. From thereit is provided by the

RNConaline 52 to an SGSN (Serving GPRS Support Node) which provides it on a

line 54 to a GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node). From the GGSNit is provided on

the line 10 to the CPS 8 and from there to the Store and Forward Server 18 as

described previously, and so on.

Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1 but shows a messagingsession scenario. A Mobile

Originating (MO) terminal 200provides a wireless signal on a link 202 to a base

station 204 which provides a SIP INVITE messageon a line 206to a radio network

controller 208. The SIP invite may include in the message body a description

according to the Session Description Protocol (SDP) about the mediato be

exchanged, such as RTP payload type, addresses and ports. In this case the SDP will

indicate that the MO wants to establish a messaging session and the store and forward

flag would be includedas part of the session description. The SDP protocolis

specified by the JETF in RFC 2327. The RNC 208 provides the SIP signaling on the

line 210 to a core network (CN) 212-which may include an SGSN 214 and a GGSN

216, according to the UMTSspecifications of the 3GPP. These are designed to

handle Internet protocol(IP) packets and to route them to the appropriate destinations

on the Internet. After such Internet routing, the message sent by the mobile

originating terminal 200 will ultimately reach one or morelocal networksat the locale

or locales of one or more destination mobile terminating terminals. Such a local

network is shownin general as a network 218 for receiving the SIP signaling onaline

219. Within the network 218 is a CPS 220 similar to the CPS 28 of Fig. 1. Such a

CPS 220 may include a CSCF 222 and.an HSS 224 interconnected by a Cx interface

to form the CPS 220. The CSCF 222 of the CPS 220 mayprovide the SIP signaling

on a line 230to an application server 232, such as shown in the 3GPP TS 23.218

v5.0.0 (2002-03) entitled, Technical Specification Group Core Network; IP
Multimedia (IM) Session Handling; IP Multimedia (IM) CallModel; Stage 2 (Release
5). ,

Accordingto the present invention, a store-and-forward device 236 suchas the

prior art MMSCis adapted and interfaced by meansofan interface 238 for session

control and delivery reports between the application server 232 and the store-and-

forward device 236 andforuser status subscription/notification to/from the

Application Server acting as Presence server. The application server 232 may be used

for analyzing the SIP signaling and checkingthe characteristics of the session to be
11
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established. It checks the SDP andfindsthe store and forward flag includedas part of

the session description indicating that the messages shouldbe stored and forwarded.

The application server modifies the content of the SDP to include the enhanced

MMSCasthe messaging server within the session. After the SDP is changed, the SIP

signaling message is sent back on a line 239 to the CSCF to continue the session setup

with the rest of terminals, as shown in a multicast session by means ofsignaling lines

240, 242, 244 to mobile terminating IMS terminals 246, 248, 250, respectively. After

the messaging session setup, message delivery transactions will take place to the

mobile terminating IMSor SIP based terminals 246, 248, 250 via the store-and-

forward device 236 rather than the CSCF 222 or the application server 232 in order to

allow the possibility of sending some of the messages in a converted format such as

the format already knownfor use between an MMSCanda mobile terminal.

Consequently, the actual messages, as opposed to the. SIP signaling, are shown in Fig.

2 propagating from the mobile originating terminal 200 over the wireless link 202

from the base station 204 on a line 260 to the RNC 208 and from there on a line 262

through the packet switch of the core network 212 onaline 264, and from thence on a

line 266 to the store-and-forward device 236, where they are relayed on respective

links 268, 270, 272 to the mobile terminating terminals 246, 248, 250. These

messages can be in the legacy format supportedby the prior MMSCorin theRTP

format(or the like) specified by the SDP in the SIP message body. Thesignaling on

the lines 240, 242, 244 would only be provided in SIP signaling format to a given MT

terminal in case it is able to use IP.

As shown in Fig.3, it is not necessarily the case that a session is to be

established because there may only be a need for forwarding the messageto the

intendedrecipientor recipients without any storage required. Fig. 3 describes with

moredetail the scenario depicted in Fig. 1, including IMSand legacy MMSterminals.

In this case, as a part of the Store and forward mechanism a delivery report
mechanism is included. Similarly to the SMS, the IMS messaging can define a

delivery report mechanism thatwill be sent to the user using SIP method (MESSAGE,

NOTIFYorothers with similar functionality). The basis is the same as defined in Fig.

1 for the store and forward mechanism.Instead of a store-and-forward parameter

there would be included a delivery report parameter. Therest of the procedureis

similar to the one depicted in Fig.1. In Fig. 3, there is no session establishment onthe

interface 238 betwcen the application server 232 and the store—and-forward device
12
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236 such as the MMSC.There is no SIP signaling between the AS 232 and the legacy

MT (MMS)terminals 246, 248, 250 but only delivery ofthe messageitself to the MT

terminals from the MMSC 236 onlinks 280, 282, 284,respectively. The SIP

messaging with the new (IMSor SIP based) MTterminals 252, 254 follow the

procedure indicated in Fig 1. The SIP messageis forwarded on line 290 to the

Application server 232 that checks the store and forward flag and sends the message

to theMMSCserver. The message is sent back on line 290 to the CSCFthat will

forward it on lines 286, 288 to the MT terminals 252, 254. When the MMSCreceives

the delivery report from MT terminals 246, 248, 250 on lines 280, 282, 284, the

MMSCwill so indicate to the AS 232 on line 238. The terminals 252 and 254 are IMS

and they do not have a delivery report mechanism defined yet. This approach will

facilitate the addition of such a Message delivery parameter in the parameters as well.

Thus, when the terminals 252, 254 get the message and send a delivery report back to

the CSCF,it will be forwarded to the AS 232 that will combine them and send the

report to the Mobile Originating (MO)terminal 200. The AS 232 is shown providing

SIP delivery notification (NOTIFY method butit is not limited to that and other SIP

method such as MESSAGEwith specific content type could used as well) signaling in

the reverse direction,i.e., towards the MO terminal 200 on lines 292, 294, 296, 298

after being notified of delivery by the MMSC.

From the foregoing description and Figs. 1-3 it should be evident that an MMS

Centcr can be advantageously adaptedto be integrated into IMS or SIP based systems.

To dothis, the invention showsthat the functionality of the MMScenter can be

adapted to be able to perform the same messaging services as in IMS system while

still being able to interface with mobile terminals according to the MMS

methodology. The ideais to includea service relay that receives messages from IMS

or similar SIP networks and maps them into equivalent MMStransactions. The relay

should also handle all the IMS messages to perform the messaging servicesin IMS.
This invention permits the same MMScenters to be upgraded andused in the IMS

systems with IMS capable terminals and in the MMSsystem with legacy MMS

Terminals. The MMS-IMSrelay will require an interface between the application

server or the Serving-CSCF and a message translator. The interface is used to receive

the orders for establishing a messaging session, for exchanging delivery reports or

message reception notifications. The Application Server or S-CSCF will send the

addresses ofthe participants and their terminal capabilities. Afterwards, the MMS
13
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Center should be able to receive and send SIP methods (MESSAGE), IMTP messages

(another transport protocol proposed for messaging in JETF that probably will be
adopted in IMS) or messagesfrom any similar transport protocol specifically for

exchanging the messagescontent butnotthe signalling. Therefore, the MMS-IMS

relay comprises two new features. Firstly, the interface between the MMScenter

(MMSC)and the Application server and/or the Serving-CSCForother SIP servers.

This interface is used for exchanging orders for establishing a messaging session

among multiple users. The interface also is used for receiving control messages, user

status information and delivery notifications from the MMS Center 236to the
application server. Thus, in case that the user sends single messages (using

’ MESSAGEmethod) through the Application server or S-CSCF and it is delivered via

the MMSCenter, the MMS Center will send back the delivery report to the

Application or S-CSCF and from there it will be forwarded as normal SIP NOTIFY

method back to the originating mobile terminal 200. Therefore, this relay enables the

use ofthe MMScenter for messaging delivery using its default transport and then a

conversion of the delivery reports back to SIP. The relay also permits sending of the

MESSAGEor IMTP messagesdirectly from the terminal to the MMScenter. The

MMScenter then will forward the messages to therest ofparticipants, which

information received via the new interface from the Application Server of the S-CSCF

or from other server that provides information about the destination address (1.¢.

group serveror directory server that stores the recipients URIs). The relay also

permits sending of a SIP MESSAGEorother SIP method used for notification to the

terminal about reception of a new messageinstead of using the SMSnotification.

As will be appreciated from the foregoing, the actual specification in the prior

art MMSCuses specific MMS messages for receiving and sending Multimedia

messages between terminals. Therefore, to extend and ensure the lifetime of the
MMSCsin the proposed IMSsystems, according to the teachingshereof, an interface
towards the application servers and/or the Serving-CSCFis required. Using that
interface the MMScenter will receive ordersfor establishing a messaging session

between IMSterminals and will also use MMS for messagedelivery and notification

to legacy MMSterminals. With this interface and the MMSrelay the MMSC will be
enhanced with additional functionality wherein SIP message can use a store-and-

forward parameterto store the message andnotify the terminal to fetch it. In IMS the
session is established using SIP methods. The messaging session can be of the Instant
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messaging type wherethereis no session established and the messages areexchange

used the SIP MESSAGEmethod, IMTP protocol or similar messagetransport

protocol. In case the user wantsto establish a messaging (chat) session the

information is passed from the Application Servers or S-CSCF to the MMSCenter.

Therefore, this element will be included into the MMS Center to enable these

capabilities into the existing MMSservers.

Fig. 4 shows a message exchange for a messaging session such as might be

used in Fig. 2 except for only two IMSterminals (IMS-B, IMS-C) on the right hand

side, as opposedto three (246, 248, 250) in Fig. 2. IMS-A is similar to the mobile

phone 200 of Fig. 2 and provides a SIP INVITE message ona line 400 which may

propagate over a network such as shown in Fig. 2 to a CPS such as the CPS 220 of

Fig. 2. The CPS provides the SIP INVITE(see Fig. 5) on a line 402 to the store-and-

forward server 404 of the present invention. This server 404 mayinclude an

application server (AS) suchas the application server 232 of Fig. 2 in combination

with an MMSC236. Assuming a configuration such as the store-and-forward server

of Fig. 2, the SIP INVITEsignal onthe line 402 is provided to the application server

(AS) which in turn provides an MMSconfiguration signal onaline 406 to the

MMSC. The MMSCin tum responds with a signal on a line 408 back to the

application server indicative ofRTP ports to be included in the SDP message body of

the SIP INVITEsto be sent to the IMS-B and IMS-C by the CPS. Uponreceipt ofthe.

signal on the line 408, the application server (AS) sends an INVITE onaline 410

augmented by the information provided by the MMSC(see Fig. 6) to the CPS such as
the CPS 220 ofFig. 2. The CPS in tum sends a SIP INVITE messageon a line 412 to

IMS-B which maybesimilar to an IMS terminal 246 in Fig. 2. The IMS-B may

respond withastatus code 100,i.e., “trying” which is equivalent to a ringing signal.

Upon answering, the IMS-B will send a SIP: 200 OKsignalindicating success with

the 200 status code, also to the CPS. The CPS will in turn inform the application

server (AS) by meansofa signal onaline 418 that the IMS-B has answered. The

CPSwill then acknowledge to the IMS-B thatit has receivedits indication that it has

answered the call as shown by an acknowledgementsignal (ACK) on a line 420. At

the sametimeas the previously described signaling to and from IMS-B or

subsequently, the CPS may also send a SIP INVITEsignal onaline 422 to IMS-C

which maybesimilar to the MT terminal 248 of Fig. 2. Upon receiving the INVITE,

the IMS-C will send back a “trying”signal on a line 424 andin this case answer the
15
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call and signal back the fact that it has answered on a line 426 in the form of a SIP

status code 200 OK to the CPS. The CPS informsthe application server (AS) of the

fact that the IMS-C has answered by sendingasignal on a line 428 to the AS. The AS

then informs the MMSCthat the IMS-B and IMS-C are nowactive, as shown by a

signal on a line 430 from the AS to the MMSC. An acknowledgementis also sent to

the IMS-C bythe CPS as shown bya signal on a line 432. The CPS will then

conclude the message exchangeby sending the SIP status code 200 to the MO IMS-A_

as shown byasignalon a line 436. The IMS-A acknowledges with a signal on a line

438 to the CPS. Subsequently, the MMScan deliver message transactions using the

SIP method (MESSAGE)orthe selected messagingtransport protocol (e.g. IMTP or

other) as shown,e.g., in Figs. 8 and 9.

The SIP invite signal on theline 402 of Fig. 4 is shown in detail in Fig. 5 with

particular emphasis on the SDP portion thereof showinga flag at the end of the

message body. It uses a ‘“‘m”field with a value as. shown “messaging 3456

IMTP/instant MESSAGE/instant html”. This value includes a number-.of separate

pieces of information separated by spaces. The first value “messaging”indicates a

messaging session. The "m"is used in SDP to indicate what media will be exchanged

in the session (e.g. m=audio, m=video, m=message). Additionally, the SDP should

include the port numberand IP addresses used for exchanging the media between

terminals through the messaging server (S&F server = MMSC). Thus, the coming

SDPindicated the IP address of IMS-A (e.g. "o" parameter in SDP indicates origin of
the session. o=IMS-A.nokia.com) terminal and the port (e.g. 3456). When the SDPis

analyzed by the S&F server (AS+enhanced MMSC) it is replaced the initial IMS-A

address an port by the MMSCaddress(e.g. conference.nokia.com) and the port

(5680). This is for setting the media (messaging) session between IMS-A, IMS-B and

IMS-C terminals through the S&F server in the middle. The next piece of information

3456” will have to be defined and standardized at IETF. The format of "m"

parameter is formed by: media type, port andtransport (e.g. m= audio 49170
RTP/AVP 0) Therefore, “IMTP/instant” means that the IMTP messagetransport is

being called on to be used in an instant messaging session. Similarly,

"MESSAGE/nstant" means MESSAGEisused as transport protocol for exchanging

the media including the "instant" feature to the delivery. The next piece of

information “html”indicates that the messageis to be in the htmlformat.
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Fig. 6 showsthe invite message sent back from the application server on the

line 410 to the CPSafter having received input on the line 408 from the MMSC.Le.,

it includesthe type of media that will be exchanged in the session (messaging) the

port where the messaging serverwill receive the media (5680) and the transport

protocol that will be used (IMTP/instant or MESSAGE/instant).

While Fig. 4 showed an example of how the store-and-forward serverof the

presentinventionfits into a signaling scenario for a messagingsession, Figs. 8-9 show

messaging scenarios that would follow such a signaling scenario. On the other hand,

Fig. 7 showsa instant messaging session according to Fig. 3 where the messageis

sent from the terminal to the CPS and from there to the MMSCthat converts it into

MMSto be sent to MMSterminals 246, 248, 250. In case the messageis sent to one

or both of the IMS terminals 252, 254 it does not need to be converted into MMS

message and is sent on the lines 286, 288 as shown.It is to be noted that Instant

messaging does not need the previous signaling ofFig. 4 for session establishment.

The MOterminal just sends a MESSAGEto the remote MT terminals. Session

messaging needs the signaling ofFig. 4 and then a transport protocolfor the messages

that can be IMTP or MESSAGEas well over TCP or any congestion safe protocol

defined at the IETF for messaging. Thus, MESSAGEcan beusedfor instant

messaging and also as transport like IMPT.

Forinstance, Fig. 7 shows messaging via the application server wherein both

the CPS and the IMS-B and IMS-C communicate a message using the legacy MMS

message with the CPS actingas an intermediary between the SIP and the MMSC,i.e.,

serving as a translator. The proposed functionality of converting SIP message into

MMSmessagecan either reside in the CPS (at the AS) or at the MMSC depending on

product implementation. The IMS-A, on the other hand, provides a SIP message on a

line 700 to the CPS. The CPS doesatranslation and in tum provides an MMSsend

signal on a line 702 to the MMSC indicating that the message should be sent to both
IMS-B and IMS-C. The MMSCdoesthis with an MMS“sending” message ona line

704 and onaline 706 to the IMS-B and IMS-C,respectively. The IMS-B sends back

an acknowledgesignal on a line 708 according to the MMSprotocol used for

exchanging MMS messages and the IMS-C likewise sends an acknowledgeonaline

710 back to the MMS. The MMSCsendsa confirmation signal on a line 712 backto
the CPS which in turn does atranslation and sends a SIP status code 200 indicating

success on a line 714 back to the IMS-A.
17
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Jt should be realized that the translation of Fig 7 can be handled at the CPS or

at the MMSC.If done at the MMSCitwould affect the flow of signalling shown

between the CPS and the MMSC.The conversion is shown in the figure as being done

at the CPS butifthe conversion is done at the MMSCthen the MESSAGEand 200

OKsignals should go also between CPS and MMSCand there need be no MMSsend

or confirmation.

Fig. 8 shows another scenario but this time with session messagingvia the

MMSCusingthe SIP method MESSAGEastransport protocol. Figure 9 shows

another scenario of session messaging via MMSCusing IMTPas transport protocol.

In these two scenarios the session has been established indicating in the SDP that the

MMSCwill be used as intermediate messaging server and either the IMTP or

MESSAGEmethod will be used as transport. The SIP MESSAGEis provided ona

line 800 from the IMS-A to the MMSC. In this ‘case, the MMSCis able to interpret

the SIP method MESSAGEand,in response, provides the message according to the

MMSprotocol“sending” on a line 802 to the IMS-B andlikewise on a linc 804 to the

IMS-C. Each of the MT terminals respond with an acknowledge signal according to

the MMSprotocol on lines 806, 808, respectively. In response to the acknowledge

signals, the MMSCsendsseparate confirmation signals on lines 810, 812,

respectively to the CPS indicating acknowledgement by IMS-B and IMS-C. The CPS

(or the MMSCenhanced with the proposed functionality) converts this signal into the

corresponding SIP NOTIFY (or SIP MESSAGE) method onlines 814, 816 back to

the MO IMS-A. The MMSCthensends a SIP “200”status code back to the IMS-A

as shown bya signal on a line 818.

Fig. 9 is similar to Fig. 8 except using an IMTP (Instant Messaging Transport

Protocol) messagedirectly from the mobile originating terminal IMS-A to the MMSC

as shown by a signal on a line 900. The signaling sequence between the MMSCand

the mobile terminating terminals are IMS-B and IMS-Care the same as shownin Fig.

8 after receipt of the SIP messageon the line 800. However, the MMSC confirmation

messagesofFig. 8 are not sent back to the CPS,as in Fig. 8, but rather an IMTP

status code 200 is provided back to the IMS-A as shown byasignal onaline 910.

For a case of instant messaging (without session establishment) the

MESSAGEmethodisalso used for sending the message. In this case since no session

is established, it cannot be indicated by the SDP the "instant" nature of the session and

the MMSCcanbe included in the path of the messaging exchange.
18
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Therefore, Fig. 10 shows how the Content-Disposition entity header (but not

limited to this header) can be utilized, according to the present invention, to indicate
in the MESSAGEitselfthe “instant” natureof the message. The other alternative

would,e.g., be “store&fwd”according to the present invention,tosignify that a store-

and-forward messageis desired.

Basically we can have instant messages and session based messages. The
former uses MESSAGEassuch for sending the messages from originating terminal to

terminating terminals. How to handle the message should be included somewhere in

the headers of the SIP message (MESSAGE).Ifwe wantto use the store and forward

feature or provide a delivery report concerning the message then such has to be

indicated somewhere, preferably in a SIP header within the MESSAGE method(..e.

Content-Disposition or similar). The proposed possibility is to includethat

characteristic in the header "Content-Disposition" within the MESSAGE(e.g.

Content-Disposition=S&F or Content-Disposition=instant). Then the CPS, or more

specifically the AS, checks the header and determines that the MMSChasto be

involved to store the message or to send the message to other MMSterminals.

Onthe other hand, session based messaging requires a session establishment

before starting the messages exchange. For the session set up the SIP message

(INVITE)is used. SDPis used for indicating the transport protocols used for the

media exchanges. Again, if the terminal wants to have the Store and Forward orthe

delivery report feature or. someofthe terminals are not IMS (SIP) capable butrather

MMS-capable, then MMSC should be included as an intermediate server for the

message exchange. Both the “instant” and the “S&F”feature should be includable in

the SDPaspart of the session description. Then the CPS (morelikely the AS) checks

the content of the SDP and determinesthat it has to change the SDPto include the

MMSClaterin the path during the media exchange. The AS modifies the SDP and
sendsit back to the CPS and continues the normal session setup using INVITE.Once
the session is established, the media exchange (messages) starts and either IMTP or

MESSAGEover TCPor other congestion sage protocol for messaging can be used for

exchanging messages between the terminals where the MMSCisintermediate

element because it was previously included during the session set-up by the AS. Thus

all the messages go through the MMSCthat performs the S&F or message delivery
feature that the terminal indicated in the first INVITE.
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Although the invention has been shown and described with respect to a best
mode embodimentthereof, it should be understood by those skilled in the art that the

foregoing and various other changes, omissions and additions in the form and detail
thereofmay be madetherein without departing from the spirit and scope of the
invention.
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Claims

1. Method, comprising thesteps of:

receiving a message includinga signaling flag indicative ofwhether to

establish an instant messaging session for instant messages from and to a client user

equipment (UE) or to simply forward a message from said UE, and

storing and forwarding an instant message from said UE after establishing said

instant messagingsession, or simply forwardingsaid message includingsaid signaling

flag from said UE depending onsaid signalingflag.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said message includes a message body having

a field and value together indicative of characteristics of said instant messagesorsaid

instant messaging session.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said message is a SIP INVITE andsaid field

is indicated in a session description protoco] (SDP)byasingle letter m followed by

an equalsign followed by said value.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said message is a SIP message including a

content-disposition entity or similar header indicative ofwhether to store and forward

said SIP message orto simply forward said SIP message without storage or using SIP

message reception and delivery notification.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said SIP message is a SIP MESSAGEor a

SIP method with the same functionality (SIP NOTIFY).

6. The method of claim 5, wherein said content-disposition or similar header has

a format: Content-Disposition: instant or Content-Disposition: store&fwd.

7. The method of claim 4, wherein said content-disposition headeror similar has

a format: Content-Disposition: instant or Content-Disposition: storeédfwd.
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8. The method ofclaim 1, further comprisingthestep of:

determining availability ofsaid UE for receiving said instant messagesorfor

establishing said instant messaging session and carrying out said step of storing and

forwarding or simply forwarding said message depending on said availability.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprisingthestep of:

sending a notification to said UE concerning a stored messageafter

availability of said UE is determined.

10. The method ofclaim 9, wherein said sending a notification is carried out using

a SIP method.

11. The method ofclaim 10, wherein said SIP method comprises a SIP

MESSAGEor SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY.

12. The method of claim 2, wherein said message is a SIP method andsaid field is

indicatcd in a session description protocol (SDP).

13. The method ofclaim 12, wherein extensions to said SDP comprise media

descriptors for indicating different types of messaging.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein said different types include instant

messaging and session based messaging.

15. The method ofclaim 13, wherein said SDP is modifiable.

16. The method ofclaim 1, wherein said message is a SIP message having

extensions for implementing instant messaging and store and forward messaging.

17. The method ofclaim 9, wherein said notification is carried out by an extension

to a SIP method (MESSAGE).
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18. Apparatus, comprising:

means for receiving a message including a signaling flag indicative ofwhether

to establish an instant messaging session for instant messagesfrom andto a client user

equipment (UE)or to simply forward a message from said UE, and
meansfor storing and forwarding an instant message from said UE after

establishing said instant messaging session, or simply forwarding said message

including said signaling flag from said UE depending on said signalingflag.

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein said message includes a. message body
having a field and value together indicative of characteristics of said instant messages

or said instant messaging session.

20. The apparatus ofclaim 19, wherein said message is a SIP INVITE and said
field is indicated in a session description protocol (SDP)byasingle letter m followed

by an equalsign followed by said value.

21. The apparatus ofclaim 18, wherein said message is a SIP message including a

content-disposition entity or similar header indicative of whether to store and forward

said SIP messageor to simply forward said SIP message without storage or using SIP

message reception and delivery notification.

22. The apparatus ofclaim 21, wherein said SIP message is a SIP MESSAGEor a

SIP method with the same functionality.

23. The apparatus of claim 22, wherein said content-disposition header has a

format: Content-Disposition: instant or Content-Disposition: storeé&cfwd.

24. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein said content-disposition header hasa

format: Content-Disposition: instant or Content-Disposition: storeé&fwd.

25. The apparatus ofclaim 18, further comprising means for determining

availability of said UE for receiving said instant messages or for establishing said
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instant messaging session wherein said meansfor storing and forwarding said instant

message or simply forwarding said message does so dependingonsaid availability.

26. The apparatus ofclaim 25, wherein a notification is sent to said UE

concerning a stored messageafter availability of said UE is determined.

27. The apparatus ofclaim 26, wherein said notification is carried out using a SIP

method.

28. The apparatus of claim 27, wherein said SIP method comprises a SIP

MESSAGEor SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY.

29. The apparatus of claim 19, wherein said message is a SIP method andsaid

field is indicated in a session description protocol (SDP).

30. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein extensions to said SDP comprise media

descriptors for indicating different types ofmessaging.

31.|The apparatus of claim 30, wherein said different types include instant

messaging and session based messaging.

32. The apparatus of claim 30, wherein said SDP is modiftabie.

33. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein said message is a SIP message having

extensions for implementinginstant messaging and store and forward messaging.

34. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein said notification is carried out by an

extension to a SIP method (MESSAGE).

35. A computer-readable medium encoded with a data structure for carrying out

the steps of claim 1 wheninstalled in a device responsive to said message including

said signaling flag for storing and forwarding said instant message or simply

forwarding said message depending on said signaling flag.
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(1)

  
  
  
  
  
  
 
   
  
  

 INVITE colleagues@conferencenokia.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP IMS-A.nokia.com

To: colleagues@conference.nokia.com
From: Jose <sip:Jose@conference.nokia.com>
Call-ID: 7308601283464482@IMS-Anokia.com
CSeq: 11 INVITE
Contact: Jose <sip:Jose@IMS-Anokia.com>
Content-Type: application/sdp
Content-Length: 117

 v=0

o= 0 1 IN IP6 IMS-A.nokia.com

s=session

c=IN IP6 IMS-A.nokia.com

—t=00

m=messaging 3456 IMTP/nstant MESSAGEAnstant html

FIG. 5

(2)

INVITE IMS-B@nokia.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP conference.nokia.com

To: IMS-B@nokia.com
From: Jose <sip:Jose@conference.nokia.com>
CalLID: 8308179283468563 @Iconference.nokia.com
CSeq: 24 INVITE
Contact: Jose <sip:Jose@IMS-A nokia.com>
Content-Type: application/sdp

- Content-Length: 117

v=0

o=- 0 1 IN IP6 conference.nokia.com

s=session

c=IN IP6 conference.nokia.com

t=0 0

m=messaging 5680 IMTP/instant MESSAGE/nstant html

FIG. 6
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MESSAGEsip:conference.nokia.com SIP/2.0
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP IMS-A.nokia.com

To: colleagues@conference.nokia.com
From:Jose <sip: Jose@conference .nokia.com>
Call-ID: 7308601283464482@IMS-A.nokia.com
CSeq: 11 INVITE
Contact: Jose <sip:Jose@IMS-A nokia.com>
Content-Type: text/html
Content-Disposition: instant
Content-Length: 12

What's up !!

FIG. 10
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3040 Post Oak Blvd.

Suite 1500
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THE INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT AND

THE WRITTEN OPINION OF THE INTERNATIONAL
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(PCT Rule 44.1)  
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(day/month/year) 12/07/2005

 

  
 
 

Applicant's or agent's file reference

| LIN/0002PCT

International application No.

PCT/US2005/009170

Applicant

FOR FURTHER ACTION See paragraphs 1 and 4 below

 
 

Internationalfiling date
(day/month/year)

18/03/2005

LIN, Daniel J.

[x] The applicant is hereby notified that the internatidnal search report and the written opinion of the international Searching
Authority have been established and are transmitted herewith.

Filing of amendments and statement underArticle 19:
The applicantis entitled, if he so wishes, to amghdthe claimsof the Intemational Application (see Rule 46):

When? Thetimelimit forfiling such amendments is normally 2 months from the date of transmittal of the
Intemational Search Report; however, for more details, see the notes on the accompanying sheet.

Where? Directly to the—_International Bureau of WIPO, 34 chemin des Colombettes .
1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland, Fascimile No.: (41-22) 740.14.35

For moredetailed instructions, see the notes on the accompanyingsheet.

2. CT] The applicant is herebynotified that no international search report will be established and that the declaration under
Article 17(2)(a) to that effect and the written opinion of the Internationa! Searching Authority are transmitted herewith.

3. [] With regard to the protest against payment of (an) additional fee(s) under Rule 40.2, the applicantis notified that:

the protest together with the decision thereon has beentransmitted to the International Bureau together with the
applicant's request to forward the texts of both the protest and the decision thereonto the designated Offices.

LE] no decision has been madeyeton theprotest; the applicantwill be notified as soon as a decision is made.

4. Reminders

Shortly after the expiration of 18 months from the priority date, the international application will be published by the
International Bureau.If the applicant wishes to avoid or postpone publication, a notice of withdrawalof the international
application,orof the priority claim, must reach the International Bureau as provided in Rules 90bis.1 and 90bis.3, respectively,
before the comptetion of the technical preparationsfor international publication.

The applicant may submit comments on an informat basis on the written opinion of the Intemational Searching Authority to the
International Bureau. The International Bureauwill send a copy of such comments to all designated Offices unless an
international preliminary examination report has been oris tobe established. These comments would also be madeavailable to
the public but not before the expiration of 30 months from the priority date.

Within 19 monthsfrom the priority date, but only in respect of some designated Offices, a demandforinternational preliminary
examination mustbefiledif the applicant wishes to postpone the entry into the national phase until 30 months from the priority
date (in some Offices evenlater); otherwise, the applicant must, within 20 monthsfrom the priority date, perform the prescribed
acts for entry into the national phase before those designated Offices.

In respect of other designated Offices, the timelimit of 30 months (orlater) will apply evenif no demandisfiled within 19months.

See the Annex to Form PCT/IB/301 and,for details about the applicable timelimits, Office by Office, see the PCT Applicant's
Guide, VolumeII, National Chapters and the WIPO Internetsite.

Nameand mailing address of the Intemational Searching Authority|Authorized officer
European PatentOffice, P.B. 5818 Patentiaan 2 . ,
NL~2280 HV Rijswijk Stylianos VasilaI Tel. (+31-70) 340-2040, Tx. 31 651 epo ni,

—e Fax: (431-70) 340-3016
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INTERNATIONAL SEARCH REPORT

(PCTArticle 18 and Rules 43 and 44)

Applicant's or agent'sfile reference FOR FURTHER see Form PCTISA/220
LIN/0002PCT ACTION as well as, where applicable, item 5 below.
International application No. Intemationalfiling date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year)

PCT/US2005/009170 18/03/2005 05/04/2004
Applicant

LIN, Daniel J.

This International Search Report has been preparedbythis International Searching Authority andis transmitted to the applicantaccording to Article 18. A copyis being transmitted to the International Bureau.

This International Search Report consists ofa total of 4 sheets.

itis also accompanied by a copyof each prior art documentcitedin this report.

1. Basis of the report

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of the international application in the
tanguagein whichit wasfiled, unless otherwise indicated underthis item.

] The international search wascarried out on the basis of a translation of the international application furnished tothis Authority (Ruje 23.1(b)).

b. [| With regard to any nucleotide and/or amine acid sequencedisclosedin the international application, see Box No.I.
Certain claims were found unsearchable (See BoxII).

Unity of Invention Is lacking (see Boxill).

4. With regardto thetitle,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

[| the text has been established bythis Authority to read as follows:

5. With regard to the abstract,

the text is approved as submitted by the applicant.

C] the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box No. IV. The applicant
may, within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority.

6. With regard to the drawings,

a. the figure of the drawingsto be published with the abstract is Figure No.__2

as suggestedbythe applicant.

L] as selected by this Authority, because the applicant failed to suggest a figure.
C] as selected by this Authority, because this figure better characterizes the invention.

b. C] noneofthe figures is to be published with the abstract.
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CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTERA

IPC 7 =H0407/22

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and |PC
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Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols)
IPC 7 HO04Q HO4L

Documentation searched other than minimum documentationto the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, wherepractical, search terms used)

EPO-Internal, WPI Data, PAJ, INSPEC

c. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT

Category °|Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate,of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No.

EP 1 331 786 A (AGERE SYSTEMS GUARDIAN
CORPORATION) 30 July 2003 (2003-07-30)

paragraph ‘0018! - paragraph ‘0041!

21,24,
27,29, 30

paragraph ‘0045!
paragraph ‘0048! - paragraph ‘0055!
figure 1

-/--

[x] Further documentsare listed in the continuation of box C. [x] Patent family members arelisted in annex.
° Special categories of cited documents :

" later document published afterthe gatemationalfiling dateeae coe . or priority date and notin conflict with the application but‘A* document defining the generalstate of the art which is not i ‘ ;
nsidered to bé ofparticular relevance cited to understand the principle or theory underlying theinvention

“E* earlier documentbut pubtished on orafter the international documentof particular relevance;the claimed Invention
fiting date . cannot be considered novel or cannot be considered to

" document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or involve an inventive step when the documentis taken alonewhich is cited to establish the publication date of another documentof - jiyn gr . " particular relevance; the claimed invention
citation or other special reason (as specified) cannot be consideredto involve an Inventive step when the

“O" documentreferring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or document is combined with one or more other such docu-
other means ments, such combination being obvious to a person skilled

"P* document published priorto the intematlonalfiling date but in the art.
later than the priority date claimed *&" document memberof the samepatent family

Date of the actual completion of the intemational search Date of mailing of the international search report

21 June 2005 12/07/2005

Name and mailing addressof the ISA Authorizedofficer
European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patentlaan 2
NL - 2280 HV Rijswijk

Tel. (+31-70) 340-2040, Tx. 31 651 eponi,
Fax: (+31-70) 340-3016 Rabe, M
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27,29,30 
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24 October 2002 (2002-10-24)
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In re Application of:

Daniel J. Lin

Serial No.: 10/817,994

Filed: 4/5/04

For: Peer-to-Peer Mobile Instant

Messaging Method and Device

MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

 
PATENT

Atty. Dkt. LIN/0002

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

§ Confirmation No.: 6700

GroupArt Unit: 2663

Examiner: Chau T. Nguyen

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
37 CFR 1.8

| hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited on
August 17, 2005 with the United States Postal Service as
First Class Mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissioner
for Patents, P.O. Box 1450 Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

£17105 peduitr TC
Date Frederick Kim

 
SUBMISSION OF FORMAL DRAWINGS

Attached please find two (2) substitute sheets of formal drawings, with gummed

labels identifying the application for which they are submitted. The Examiner is requested

to substitute these formal drawings for the formal drawingsfiled on March 18, 2005, which

contained typographical errors that required correction.

If any additional informalities are identified by the Examiner, please contact the

undersigned attorney at 650.330.2310.

374656_1.DOC

Respectfully submitted,

Frederick Kim

Registration No. 38,513
-MOSER, PATTERSON & SHERIDAN, L.L.P.
3040 Post OakBlvd. Suite 1500

Houston, TX 77056
Telephone: (650) 330-2310
Facsimile: (650) 330-2314
Attorney for Applicant
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 we hlication of: § Confirmation No.: 6700

DanielJ. Lin §
§ GroupArt Unit: 2663

Serial No.: 10/817,994 §
§ Examiner: Chau T. Nguyen

Filed: April 5, 2004 §
§

For: Peer-to-Peer Mobile Instant §
Messaging Method and Device §

§
§

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 37 CFR 1.8

MAIL STOP AMENDMENT | hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited onoo the date noted below with the United States Postal Service as
Commissionerfor Patents First Class Mail in an envelope addressed to: Commissionerfor
P.O. Box 1450 Patents, P.O. Box 1450 Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 WNi>lob Cn
Date Frederick Kim 

DearSir:

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

The Applicant, and the Attorney who signs below onthe basis of the information

supplied by the inventor and the information in his file, submit herewith patents,

publications or other information of which they are aware, which may be material to the

examination of this application and in respect of which there may be a duty to disclose

in accordance with 37 CFR § 1.56.

While the information submitted in this Supplemental Information Disclosure

Statement may be material pursuant to 37 CFR § 1.56,it is not intended to constitute an

admission that any patent, publication, or other information referred to therein is prior art

for this invention unless specifically designated as such.

In accordance with 37 CFR § 1.97, this Supplemental Information Disclosure

Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made or

that no other possibly material information as defined under 37 CFR § 1.56(a) exists.
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The patents and/or publications submitted herewith are set forth on the attached

Form PTO-SBO08a.

In accordance with 37 C.F.R. §1.97(b)(3), this Supplemental IDS is being filed

before the mailing of the first office action on the merits. Thus, a fee is not required for

the Supplemental IDS.

Respectfully submitted,

MeduryXK Ox
Frederick D. Kim

Registration No. 38,513
PATTERSON & SHERIDAN,L.L.P.
3040 Post Oak Blvd. Suite 1500

Houston, TX 77056
Telephone: (650) 330-2310
Facsimile: (650) 330-2314
Attorney for Applicant
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEequired to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a vafid OMB control number.

Attorney Docket Number LIN/O0002
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Name of Patentee or Applicant of
Document Number Publication Date Cited D inte Pages, Columns, Lines, Where Relevant

MN-DD-YYYY Passages or Relevant
Examiner ,
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Pages, Columns,Lines,
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ate Applicant of Cited

Initials* Date
MM-DD-YYYY Document 

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or notcitation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line throughcitation if not in conformance
and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). ? See Kinds Codes
of USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. * Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). * For
Japanese patent documents,the indication of the yearof the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document. 5Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST. 16 if possible. ° Applicant is to place a check mark here if English languageTranslation is attached.
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.
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(12) INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION PUBLISHED UNDER THE PATENT COOPERATION TREATY (PCT)

(19) World Intellectual Property
Organization

Intemational Bureau

(43) International Publication Date  5 {ACOA GMCACA
(10) International Publication Number

WO2004/073288 A3
 

26 August 2004 (26.08.2004)

(51) International Patent Classification’: H04M 3/56,
H04Q 738

(21) Internationa! Application Number:
PCT/EP2004/0501 15

(22) Internattonal Filing Date: 11 February 2004 (11.02.2004)

(25) Filing Language: English

(26) Publication Language: English

(30) Priority Data:
0303080.6 11 February 2003 (11.02.2003) GB

(71) Applicant (for all designated States except US): MO-
BIX GLOBAL HOLDINGS LIMITED [GB/GB); 46
Clapham CommonNorth Side, London SW4 OAA (GB).

(72) Inventors; and
(75) Inventors/Applicants (for US only): WHITE, Christo-

pher [GB/GB]; 46 Clapham Common North Side, Lon-
don SW4 0AA (GB). COURTNEY,Peter [GB/GB]; 46
Clapham CommonNorth Side, London_ SW4 OAA (GB).

(74) Agents: DERRY,Paul et al.; Venner Shipley LLP, 20Lit-
tle Britain, London EC1A 7DH (GB).

(81) Designated States (unless otherwise indicated, for every
kind ofnational protection available): AE, AG, AL, AM,

AT, AU, AZ, BA, BB, BG, BR, BW, BY, BZ, CA, CH, CN,
CO, CR, CU, CZ, DE, DK, DM, DZ, EC, EE, EG,ES, FI,
GB, GD, GE, GH, GM, HR, HU,ID,IL,IN,IS, JP, KE,
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MG,MK,MN, MW, MX, MZ, NA,NI, NO, NZ, OM,PG,
PH,PL,PT, RO, RU,SC, SD, SE, SG, SK, SL, SY, TJ, TM,
TN,TR, TT, TZ, UA, UG, US, UZ, VC, VN, YU, ZA, ZM,
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(84) Designated States (unless otherwise indicated, for every
kind of regional protection available): ARIPO (BW,GH,
GM,KE, LS, MW, MZ, SD, SL, SZ, TZ, UG, ZM, ZW),
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Published:

~~ with international search report
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(88) Date of publication of the international search report:
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Date of publication of the amended claims: 31 March 2005
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ance Notes on Codes andAbbreviations" appearing at the begin-
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(54) Title: CONFERENCE CALL FACILITY

 
(57) Abstract: A conference

call is established in response to
receiving a request 4 from a first
communication terminal 3a. The

request 4 preferably is an SMS or
MMSand comprises one or more
identifiers 5, 6, 7, e.g. telephone
numbers, relating to a plurality
of other communication terminals
3b-3d. A conference cal] server I
allocates a conference call channel

and an associated identifier, such
as a telephone number. Messages
10a-10c alerting the conference
participants are then sent to the
other communication terminals

3a-3c, each message including
the identifier associated with the
conference call channel. Access to

the conference call may berestricted
©) to authorised users by compating identifiers, such as CLIs, of incomingcallers to the identifiers provided in the request 4 and
© allowing access only if there is a correspondence or match. In the event that an incoming caller has withheld their CLI, orit is

otherwise nondeterminable, access is refused and a message maybe sent reminding conference participants who haveyet to join
the conferencecall not to withhold this information. Alternatively, the server calls the participants at the appropriate time.5
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AMENDED CLAIMS

[received by the International Bureau on 16 November 2004 (16.11.04);
original claims 1-26 replaced by amendedclaims 1-24]

Claims

1. A methodofestablishing a conference call, comprising:

receiving a request at a conferencecall service provider fromafirst

communication terminal; and

in response to the request, allocating a conferencecall channel, associating

an identifier with the conferencecall channel and sending a message from the
conferencecall service provider to said other communication terminals,

characterised by the request comprising plural identifiers each relating to one
of a plurality of other communication terminals.

2. A method accordingto claim 1, comprising subsequently initiating from the

conference call service provider a telephonecall to each of said other

communication terminals.

3. A method asclaimed in claim 2, wherein the requestidentifies a time at

which the conferencecall is to be started, and the initiating step occurs at

substantially the conference call start time.

4, A method according to any preceding claim, wherein a message containing

the identifier associated with the conference call channel is sent to the first

communication terminal in response to the request.

5. A methodaccording to any preceding claim, wherein the request is a short

text message or a multimedia message.

6. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein each message sent by
the conferencecall service provider to said other communication terminalsis a

short text message or a multimedia message.

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein a body ofthe shorttext or

multimedia message includes the identifier associated with the conferencecall

channel.

AMENDED SHEET(ARTICLE 19)
AppleInc.
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8. A methodaccordingto claim 6 or 7, wherein the short text or multimedia

message further includes additional text, image and/or audio data forming part of
the request.

9. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the identifiers relating
to the communication terminals are telephone numbers.

10. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein each message

containing the conferencecall channelidentifier as the message originator and

preferably wherein the conference call channelidentifier is a Calling Line
Identification associated with the conferencecall channel.

11. A method according to any precedingclaim, further comprising:
comparing an identifier associated with 2 communication terminal

determined to be attempting to access the conference call channel withalist of

identifiers relating to communication terminals allowed to access the conferencecall

channel; and

allowing access to the conferencecall only if the identifier associated with

said communication terminal correspondsto an identifier on said list.

12. A method according to claim 11, further comprising, in response to a
determination that an identifier associated with a communication terminal

attempting to access the conferencecall channel is withheld or is otherwise non-

determinable, a further message is sent to all communication terminals identified in

the request that ate not connected to the conference call channel.

13. Apparatus for providing a conferencecall facility comprising:

a receiver for receiving a request from a first communication terminal,;

an allocator for allocating a conferencecall channel and associating an

identifier with the conference call channel in response to the request; and

a message generator for preparing and sending a message to said other
communication terminals,
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characterised by said request containingplural identifiers, each identifier

relating to one of a plurality of other communication terminals.

14. Apparatus according to claim 13, wherein each message contains an

indication that the message originates from the conferencecall channel, and

preferably wherein the indication is a Calling Line Identification associated with the
conference call channel.

15. Apparatus according to claim 13 or claim 14, further comprising an access
restrictor configuredto:

compare an identifier associated with a communication terminal determined

to be attempting to access the conferencecall channel with a list of identifiers

relating to communication terminals allowed to access the channel; and

allow access to the conference call only if the identifier associated with said
communication terminal cotrespondsto an identifier on said list.

16. Apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the access restrictor is configured
so that, in response to a determination thatan identifier associated with a

communication terminal attempting to access the conferencecall channelis

withheld or is otherwise non-determinable, a further messageis senttoall

communication terminals identified in the request that are not connected to the
conference call channel.

17. Apparatus according to anyofclaims13 to 16, further comprising:
an initiator arrangedto initiate a telephone call to each of said other

communication terminals.

18. Apparatusas claimed in claim 17, wherein the requestidentifies a time at

which the conferencecall is to be started, and the initiator is attangedto initiate the
telephonecalls at substantially the conferencecall start time.

19. Apparatus accordingto any of claims 13 to 18, wherein the message
generator is configured to send a message containing the identifier associated with
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the conference call channel to the first communication terminal in response to the

request.

20. Apparatus according to any of claims 13 to 19, wherein thereceiver is a

short text or multimedia messagereceiver.

21. Apparatus accordingto any of claims 13 to 20, wherein each message is a

short text message or 2 multimedia message.

22. Apparatus according to claim 13 and claim 21, wherein the message

generatoris configured to include the conference call channel identifier in a body of

each short text message or a multimedia message.

23. Apparatus according to any of claims 13 to 22 , wherein the message

generatoris configuredto include additional text, image and/or audio data forming

part of the request in a body of the short text message or a multimedia message.

24. Apparatus according to any one of claims 13 to 23, wherein theidentifiers

relating to the communication terminals are telephone numbers.
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(57)|Amethod and system for enabling instant mes-
saging on mobile devices is provided. A customized
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mobile device so that instant messaging maybeinitiat-
ed. Once the mobile device is awakened by the custom-
ized SMS message (510), the mobile device responds
to the customized SMS messageandinitiates process-
ing (514). Based on information obtained, the mobile de-

vice creates areply customized SMS message.The re-
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ply customized SMS messageistranslated into a reply
instant message (614), whichis transmitted over a per-
sistent Internet connection to the sender responsible for
awakening the mobile device. Alternatively, the mobile
device may respondbycreating an Internet connection
(710) and establishing a chat session overthe Internet
connection (712). The chat session allows the exchange
of instant messages between the mobile device and the
sender responsible for awakening the mobile device
(714).
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The presentinvention relates generally to mo-
bile computing, and more particularly to enabling instant
messaging on a mobile device.

Backgroundofthe Invention

[0002] Instant messaging betweenindividuals has
becomevery popular. In general, instant messaging al-
lows individuals to establish private chat sessions with
eachotherthroughtheir respective personal computers.
Typically, each individual creates a screen name and
submits the screen nameto an instant messaging sys-
tem that stores the screennamein a database. Persons,

whoareinterested in chatting with a particular individu-
al, can add the screen nameassociated with that par-
ticular individualto their private list. Then, when any of
the individuals listed on their private list are online, the
instant messaging system sendsanalert indicating that
the individual is online and is available for chatting. A
chat session maythenbeinitiated through the Internet
for chatting with the desired individual.
[0003] This instant messaging system works well for
individuals using computing devices that maintain per-
sistent connections to the Internet. These individuals

may register their computing devices with the instant
messaging system and inform the instant messaging
system of their state (e.g., “online"). However, the in-
stant messaging system does not work for mobile indi-
viduals using mobile devices. For one reason, mobile
individuals do not typically maintain a persistent Internet
connection on their mobile device for anysignificant du-
ration. The reason for not maintaining a persistent!nter-
net connectionis typically driven by cost and battery-life
considerations associated with their mobile device. For

example,if a mobile device maintains a persistent Inter-
net connection,its battery would mostlikely be expend-
ed after only a few hours. This would make the mobile
device useless for other uses (e.g., phone conversa-
tions, emails, etc.).
[0004] Given the desirability of instant messaging,
there is a need to extend instant messaging to mobile
individuals using mobile devices.

Summary of the Invention

[0005] The present invention provides a method and
system that enables mobile devices to send and receive
instant messages. Because mobile devices do not typ-
ically maintain a persistent Internet connection, the mo-
bile devices are not available to receive instant messag-
es. In accordancewith the present invention, a custom-
ized SMS messageis created that awakens the mobile
device sothat instant messaging maybeinitiated. Once
the mobile device is awakened by the customized SMS
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message, the mobile device may respondby transmit-

ting a reply customized SMS message. The reply cus-
tomized SMS messageis transmitted overa cellular net-
work. After the reply customized SMS messageis trans-
lated into a reply instant message,the reply instant mes-
sageis transmitted over a persistent Internet connection
to the sender responsible for awakening the mobile de-
vice with the customized SMS message.Alternatively,
the mobile device may respondby creating an Internet
connection and establishing a chat session overthe In-
ternet connection. The chat session allows the sender

responsible for awakening the mobile device and the
mobile device to exchange instant messages over the
Internet connection.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0006]

FIGURE1 illustrates an exemplary computing de-
vice that may be used in one exemplary embodi-
mentof the present invention;
FIGURE2 illustrates an exemplary mobile device
that may be used in one exemplary embodimentof
the presentinvention;
FIGURE3is a functional block diagram of one ex-
emplary instant messaging system as implemented
using the computing device shown in FIGURE 1 and
the mobile device shown in FIGURE 2;
FIGURE4 is a graphical representation of salient
portions of a customized SMS messagein accord-
ance with the present invention;
FIGURE5 is logical flow diagram generally iflustrat-
ing an overview of a process for enabling instant
messaging with a mobile device;
FIGURE6 is a logical flow diagram generallyillus-
trating a process for establishing a pseudo-chat
session that is suitable for use in FIGURE 5; and

FIGURE7 is a logical flow diagram illustrating a
processfor establishing a chat sessionthatis suit-
able for use in FIGURE 5.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment

[0007] The presentinvention is directed at providing
a system and methodfor enabling instant messaging on
a mobile device. Briefly described, the present invention
creates a customized Short Message Service (SMS)
messagethatis transmitted to a mobile device. The cus-

tomized SMS messageis based on an instant message
transmitted by a sender. Uponreceipt of the customized
SMS message, the mobile device determines that the
customized SMS messageis associated with an instant
message. Based on this determination, the mobile de-
vice "wakes up” and respondsto the instant message.
The mobile device may respondbytransmitting a reply
customized SMS message that is addressed to the
sender. Alternatively, the mobile device may respond by
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creating an Internet connection and establishing a chat
session with the sender. These and other aspects of the
invention will become apparentto thoseskilled in the art
after reading the following detailed description.
[0008] The invention may be implementedin one or
more components operating within a distributed com-
puting network and a wireless computing network. The
components mayinclude software programsorapplica-
tions operating on computing systems of various con-
figurations. The following discussionfirst describes two
general types of computing systems that can be used
to implement the embodimentsof the presentinvention.
Those two general types of computing systemsareil-
lustrated in FIGURE 1 and FIGURE2. Next, a detailed

discussion of twoillustrative implementationsofthe in-
vention, illustrated in FIGURES 3-7, are described

based on these two types of computing systems.

lltustrative Operating Environment

[0009] With reference to FIGURE 1, one exemplary
system for implementing the invention includes a com-
puting device, such as computing device 100. In a very
basic configuration, computing device 100 typically in-
cludes at least one processing unit 102 and system
memory 104. Depending on the exact configuration and
type of computing device, system memory 104 may be
volatile (such as RAM), non-volatile (such as ROM, flash
memory, etc.) or some combination of the two. System
memory 104typically includes an operating system 105,
one or more program modules 106, and mayinclude
program data 107. This basic configurationis illustrated
in FIGURE 1 by those components within dashedline
108.

[0010] Computing device 100 may have additional
featuresor functionality. For example, computing device
100 mayalso include additional data storage devices
(removable and/or non-removable) such as, for exam-
ple, magnetic disks, optical disks, or tape. Such addi-
tional storageis illustrated in FIGURE 1 by removable
storage 109 and non-removable storage 110. Computer
storage media mayinclude volatile and nonvolatile, re-
movable and non-removable media implementedin any
method or technology for storage of information, such
as computerreadableinstructions, data structures,pro-
gram modules, or other data. System memory 104, re-
movable storage 109 and non-removable storage 110
are all examples of computer storage media. Computer
storage media includes,butis not limited to, RAM, ROM,
EEPROM,flash memory or other memory technology,
CD-ROM,digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical
storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic
disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any
other medium which can be usedto store the desired

information and which can be accessed by computing
device 100. Any such computer storage media may be
part of device 100. Computing device 100 may also
have input device(s) 112 such as keyboard, mouse,
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pen, voice input device, touch input device, etc. Output
device(s) 114 such as a display, speakers,printer, etc.
mayalso be included. These devices are well know in
the art and need not be discussedat length here.
[0011] Computing device 100 may also contain com-
munication connections 116 that allow the device to

communicate with other computing devices 118, such
as over a network. Communication connections 116 is

one example of communication media. Communication
media maytypically be embodied by computer readable
instructions, data structures, program modules,or other
data in a modulated data signal, such as a carrier wave
or other transport mechanism,and includes any infor-
mation delivery media. The term "modulated data sig-
nal” meansa signal that has one or moreofits charac-
teristics set or changed in such a manneras to encode
information in the signal. By way of example, and not
limitation, communication media includes wired media
such as a wired network ordirect-wired connection, and
wireless media such as acoustic, RF, infrared and other

wireless media. The term computer readable media as
used herein includes both storage media and commu-
nication media.

[0012] With reference to FIGURE 2, one exemplary
system for implementing the invention includes a mobile
device, such as mobile device 200. The mobile device

200 has a processor 260, a memory 262, a display 228,
and a keypad 232. The memory 262 generally includes
both volatile memory (e.g., RAM) and non-volatile mem-
ory (e.g., ROM, Flash Memory,orthe like). The mobile
device 200 includes an operating system 264, such as
the WindowsCEoperating system from Microsoft Cor-
poration or other operating system, whichis resident in
the memory 262 and executes on the processor 260.
The keypad 232 may be a push button numericdialing
pad (such as ona typical telephone), a multi-key key-
board (such as a conventional keyboard). The display
228 maybea liquid crystal display, or any other type of
display commonly used in mobile devices. The display
228 may be touch-sensitive, and would then also act as
an input device.

[0013] One or more application programs 266 are
loaded into memory 262 and run on the operating sys-
tem 264. Examples of application programs include
phone dialer programs, email programs, scheduling
programs, PIM (personal information management)
programs, word processing programs, spreadsheetpro-
grams, Internet browser programs, instant messaging
programs,and so forth. The mobile computing device
200 also includes non-volatile storage 268 within the
memory 262. The non-volatile storage 268 may be used
to store persistent information which should not be lost

if the mobile computing device 200 is powered down.
The applications 266 may use andstore information in
the storage 268, such as e-mail or other messages used
by an e-mail application, contact information used by a
PIM, appointmentinformation used by a scheduling pro-
gram, documents used by a word processing program,
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instant messaging information used by an instant mes-
saging program,andthelike.
[0014] The mobile computing device 200 has a power
supply 270, which may be implemented as one or more
batteries. The power supply 270 might further include
an external power source, such as an AC adapter ora
powereddocking cradle, that supplements or recharges
the batteries.

[0015] The mobile computing device 200 is also
shown with two types of external notification mecha-
nisms: an LED 240 and an audio interface 274. These

devices maybedirectly coupled to the power supply 270
so that when activated, they remain on for a duration
dictated by the notification mechanism even though the
processor 260 and other components might shut down
to conservebattery power. The LED 240 may bepro-
grammedto remain onindefinitely until the user takes
action to indicate the powered-on status of the device.
The audio interface 274 is used to provide audible sig-
nals to and receive audible signals from the user. For
example, the audio interface 274 may be coupled to a
speaker for providing audible output and to a micro-
phonefor receiving audible input, suchastofacilitate a
telephone conversation.
[0016) The mobile computing device 200 also in-
cludesa radio interface layer 272 that performsthe func-
tion of transmitting and receiving radio frequency com-
munications. The radio interface layer 272 facilitates
wireless connectivity between the mobile computing de-
vice 200 and the outside world, via a communications

carrier or service provider. Transmissions to and from
the radio interface layer 272 are conducted under con-
trol of the operating system 264. In other words, com-
munications received by the radio interface layer 272
may be disseminated to application programs 266 via
the operating system 264, and vice versa.

Illustrative Instant Messaging System

[0017] FIGURE3is a functional block diagram gen-
erally illustrating an instant messaging system 300 for
enabling instant messaging between two computing
systems, one of which is a mobile device 320-322.In
one embodimentof the presentinvention, the two com-
puting systems are a personal computer 310-312 and a
mobile device 320-322. The personal computer
310-312 is a computing device such as the one de-
scribed above in conjunction with FIGURE1, and the
mobile device 320-322 is a mobile computing device
such as the one described above in conjunction with
FIGURE2. Each personal computer 310-312 includes
an instant messageapplication 330. In another embod-
iment of the present invention, the two computing sys-
tems may both be mobile devices 320-322, such as the
one described above in conjunction with FIGURE2.In
a further refinementof the invention, an instant message
client application 340 resides on the mobile device
320-322.
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(0018) In addition, the instant messaging system 300
includes an instant message(IM) server 350 and an IM/
SMSserver 360. The IM server 350 and the IM/SMS

server 360 are both computing devices such as the one
described abovein conjunction with FIGURE 1. 1M serv-
er 350 is configured to perform instant messaging serv-
ices between two or more personal computers 310-312.
In one embodiment, IM server 350 is configured as a
server, running Microsoft WINDOWS 2000 operating
system, and running an IM server application 352. The
IM serverapplication 352 is configured to maintain a da-
tabase of user aliases and a state for each of the user

aliases. Briefly, the instant messaging service enables
two or more personal computers 310-312 to create a
private chat room and exchangeprivate messagesin
real-time. There are several instant messaging services
currently available, such as the MSN MESSENGERin-

stant messaging service from Microsoft Corporation.
These messaging services are knownto thoseskilled
in the art and will be described only to the extent nec-
essary for understanding of the present invention.
[0019] In one embodiment, the IM/SMS server360 is
configured as a server, running Microsoft WINDOWS
2000 operating system, and running an IM/SMStrans-
lation application 362. In another embodiment, the IM/
SMStranslation application 362° (shown in phantom)is
a software componentthat resides on the IM server 350.
In addition, one skilled in the art will appreciate that the
functionality provided by the IM/SMStranslator applica-
tion 362 mayalso be incorporatedinto the IM server ap-
plication 352 without departing from the scope of the
presentinvention. Briefly described, the IM/SMStrans-
lator application 362 is configured to alert the mobile de-
vice of an instant message and to support the exchange
of instant messages with the mobile device.
[0020] The instant messaging system 300 includes a
wide area network (WAN)/local area network (LAN) 370,
a cellular/pager network 380, and a gateway 390. Typ-
ically, WAN/LAN 370 transmits information between
computing devices. One example of a WANisthe Inter-
net which connects millions of computers overa hostof
gateways,routers, switches, hubs, and thelike. An ex-
ample of a LAN is a network used to connect computers
in a single office. A WAN may connect multiple LANs.
Cellular/pager network 380 is a network responsible for
delivering messages to and receiving messages from
wireless devices. The cellular/pager network 380 may
include both wireless and wired components. For exam-
ple, cellular/pager network mayinclude a cellular tower
that is linked to a wired telephone network. Typically, the
cellular tower carries communication to and from cell

phones, long-distance communication links, and the
like. One example of a messaging service that would
use Cellular/pager network 380 is the Shori Messaging
Service (SMS) system that delivers short text messages
to and from mobile devices, such as mobile phones and
pagers. In accordancewith the present invention, cellu-
lar/pager network 380 delivers customized SMS mes-
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sages 364 to and from mobile devices 320-322. The
customized SMS messages 364 are created and proc-
essed by the IM/SMStranstation application 362.
(0021) Gateway 390 routes messages betweencellu-
lar/pager network 380 and WAN/LAN 370. For example,
a computer user may send an email that is addressed
to a pager. Gateway 390 provides a meansfor trans-
porting the email from the WAN/LAN370to cellular/pag-
er network 380. Conversely, a user with a device con-
nected to a cellular network may be browsing the Web.
Gateway 390 allows hyperlink text protocol (HTTP)
messagesto be transferred between WANI/LAN370 and
cellular/pager network 380.
[0022] In one exemplary embodimentof the present
invention, IM server 350, IM/SMSserver 360, and per-
sonal! computers 310-312 are connected to WAN/LAN
370. Mobile devices 320-322 and IM/SMS server 360

are connectedto cellular/pager network 380.In addition,
mobile devices may be connected directly to WAN/LAN
370, as shown with mobile device 322. For example,
mobile device 322 may have a network interface that
allowsit to plug directly into WAN/LAN370.In other em-
bodiments (not shown), IM server 350 and personal
computers 310-312 may be connectedto cellular/pager
network 380.

[0023]__ FIGURE 4 is a graphical representation gen- _
erally illustrating the salient portions of a sample cus-
tomized SMS message 400 suitable for use in the
present invention. As an overview, Short Messaging
Service (SMS)is a service that allows short text/data
messagesto be sent and received on Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM)cellular networks. Gen-
erally, there are three types of SMS messages: GSM
character set-encoded messages(effectively 7-bit en-
coded text), UCS2-encoded messages (Unicode en-
coded 16-bit text), and 8-bit binary-encoded messages.
Typically, GSM-encoded messages and UCS2-encod-
ed messagesare textual and are displayed to the user
by a messaging application as soon as they are re-
ceived, whereas 8-bit binary-encoded messages are
generally directed at providing device-specific informa-
tion, such as device configuration messages.
[0024] As shown, the sample customized SMS mes-
sage 400 includes a User Data Headerfield 402, a
source field 404, a destination field 406, a concatenation

field 408 and amessagefield 410. The User Data Head-
er fietd 402 includes a messagetypefield 412. In ac-
cordance with the present invention, the message type
field 412 stores an identifier identifying the SMS mes-
sage 400 as an IM SMS message.
[0025] FIGURE5 is logical flow diagram generallyil-
lustrating an overview of a mobile instant messaging
process 500 for enabling instant messaging on a mobile
device. The process 500 begins at block 502, where a
mobile user registers an alias with the instant messag-
ing service. Registering an alias associates the alias
with a mobile device. Typically, registering the alias is
performed one time. As mentioned above,the instant
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messaging service maintainsa list of aliases and their
corresponding state in a database. The state corre-
sponding to the alias for a mobile device will typically
indicate offline. This offline state indicates to other IM

aliases that the alias is not available for chatting. How-
ever, the instant messaging service allows an IM alias
to send an IM messageto analias that appears offline.
[0026} At block 504, an incoming IM message ad-
dressedto the alias (i.e., recipient alias) associated with
the mobile device is received. The incoming IM mes-
sageis generated from anotherindividual ona first com-
puting device. The other individual also has an alias

stored with the instant messaging service. Typically, IM
messages are exchanged through persistent Internet
connections between twoindividuals on their personal
computers. However, with a mobile device, a persistent
Internet connectionis not typically connected. Upon rec-
ognizing that the recipient alias corresponds to the mo-
bile device, processing proceedsto block 506.
[0027] At block 506, the incoming IM messageis
translated into a customized SMS message. As men-
tioned above, SMS messagesare sent overthe cellular
network to mobile devices. Typically, the SMS messag-
es are short text messages. The customized SMS mes-
sage in accordancewith the presentinvention leverages
existingSMS technology_by_including.amessagetype... |» _._..
field. For this embodimentofthe invention, the message
typefield identifies the SMS message as an IM message
type, which indicates that the SMS messageoriginated
from an IM message. Processing continues at block
508.

[0028] At block 508, the customized SMS messageis
sent to the mobile device. In overview, the mobile device

is typically in a “sleep” state unless actively engaged in
someactivity, such as a telephonecall or using a Web
browser. Even though the mobile deviceis in a "sleep"
state, the mobile device may accept and receive SMS
messages. Thus, at block 510, the mobile device re-
ceives the customized SMS message.
[0029] At block 512, the mobile device determines

that the customized SMS messageis not a standard
SMS message,butis rather associated with an instant
message. Processing continues at block 514.
[0030] At block 514, additional processing is per-
formed basedon the type of customized SMS message.
Two embodiments for enabling instant messaging on
the mobile device are illustrated in FIGURES 6 and 7

and described below. Processing is then complete.
[0031] FIGURE6 is a logical flow diagram generally
illustrating an IM/SMS processfor establishing a pseu-
do-chat session between the mobile device and thefirst

computing device overthe cellular network using SMS.
The IM/SMS process 600 is one embodimentof addi-
tional processing suitable for use in block 514 of FIG-
URE5. The IM/SMSprocess 600 begins at block 602,
where the mobile device has already identified the type
of customized SMS message. For the embodimentde-
scribed below,the customized SMS messagehas been
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identified as an instant messagetype. Therefore, an IM
client application is initiated on the mobile device. The

IM clientis initiated after determining the SMS message
type so that battery power can beutilized more effec-
tively.
[0032] At block 604, the IM client parses the custom-
ized SMS message and retrieves sender information.
Aswill become apparentafter reading the complete de-
scription of the invention, the first computing device (i.
e., the sender) is unawarethat instant messagingis be-
ing performed with a mobile user. To the sender's per-
spective, instant messaging is being performed be-
tween two personal computers using a persistent Inter-
net connection.

[0033] At block 606, content of the customized SMS
messageis read and displayed on the mobile device for
the mobile user. After reviewing the content, the mobile
user may input information in response to the IM mes-
sage. For example, the mobile user mayselect “reply”
and type in a reply messageusingthe input device as-
sociated with the mobile device. The mobile device ac-

cepts this input at block 608.
[0034] At block 610, the IM client creates a reply cus-
tomized SMS messagebased on the senderinformation
and input obtained above. The reply customized SMS
messagehasa similar format as the customized SMS
messagethat was received by the mobile device.
[0035] At block 612, the IM client sendsthe reply cus-
tomized SMS messageto the sender overthe cellular
network. The reply customized SMS messageidentifies
the sender and includes an iM messageindicatorin the
messagetypefield. An IM/SMSapplication receives the
reply customized SMS message andtranslates the re-
ply customized SMS messageinto a reply IM message
at block 614. At block 616, the reply IM messageis sent
to the sender through the Internet connection estab-
lished with the instant messaging service for instant
messaging. Processing is then complete. Thefirst com-
puting device and the mobile device may exchange ad-
ditional instant messages using the process described
above in FIGURES5 and 6.

[0036] FIGURE7 is a logical flow diagram generally
illustrating an IM processfor establishing a chat session
betweenthe mobile device and the first computing de-
vice over an Internet connection. The IM process 700is
another embodiment of additional processing suitable
for use in block 514 of FIGURE 5. The IM process 700
begins at block 702, where the mobile device has al-

readyidentified the type of customized SMS message.
For the embodiment described below, the customized
SMS message has beenidentified as an instant mes-
sage type. Therefore, an IM client applicationis initiated
on the mobile device. The IM clientis initiated after de-

termining the SMS messagetypeso that battery power
can beutilized more effectively.
[0037] At block 704, the IM client parses the custom-
ized SMS messageandretrieves senderinformation. At
block 706, content of the customized SMS messageis
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tead and displayed on the mobile device for the mobile
user. After reviewing the content, the mobile user may
input information in response to the IM message. For
example, the mobile user mayselect “reply” and typein
a reply messageusing the input device associated with
the mobile device. The mobile device acceptsthis input
at block 708.

[0038] Theaboveprocessingis similar to the process-
ing described above in FIGURE 6. However, at block
710, instead of creating a reply customized SMS mes-
sage based on the senderinformation and input, the IM
client establishes an Internet connection with the send-

er. The Internet connection may be established through
a wireless LAN, Global System for Mobiles (GSM), and
the like. The Internet connection allows a seamless con-
nection to the sender. ‘

[0039] At block 712, the IM client establishes a chat
session with the sender over the Internet connection.

The sender and the mobile device may then exchange
IM messagesthrough the chat session until one or the
other ends the chat session. Once the chat session is

terminated, the processing described above in conjunc-
tion with FIGURES 5 and7needsto be performed again
before another exchangeof instant messages can oc-
cur. Processing is then complete. .
[0040] Even though the above discussion describes
the IM processfor establishing a chat session between
the mobile device and the first computing device over
an Internet connection, the chat session may occur be-
tween two mobile devices without departing from the
scopeofthe presentinvention. In this embodiment, the
sending mobile device is connected via the Internet and

acting in a similar fashion as a computing device.
[0041] The above specification, examples and data
provide a complete description of the manufacture and
use‘of the composition of the invention. Since many em-
bodiments of the invention can be made without depart-
ing from the spirit and scopeof the invention, the inven-
tion resides in the claims hereinafter appended.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method for enabling in-
stant messaging on a mobile device, comprising:

receiving an incoming instant message from a
first computing device that is destined for a mo-
bile device;

translating the incoming instant messageinto
a customized message;
sending the customized messageto the mobile
device;

uponreceiving the customized messageon the
mobile device, determining that the customized
messageoriginated from the incoming instant
messageandinitiating processing with the first
computing device based on the customized
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message.

The computer-implemented method of Claim 1,
wherein the customized messageincludes a Short
MessageService message.

The computer-implemented method of Claim 2,
wherein the customized messageis sent over a cel-
lular network.

The computer-implemented method of Claim 1,
whereininitiating processing includes creating a re-
ply-customized message and sending the reply
customized message to an IM server computer.

The computer-implemented method of Claim 4,

wherein the IM server computertranslates the reply
customized messageinto a reply instant message
that is sent to thefirst computing device.

The computer-implemented method of Claim 5,
wherein the reply instant messageis sent over an
Internet connectionto the first computing device.

The computer-implemented methodof Claim 1, fur-
ther comprising establishing an Internet connection
in response to receiving the customized message.

The computer-implemented method of Claim 7, fur-
ther comprising establishing a chat session for
sending instant messages between the mobile de-
vice and thefirst computing device overthe Internet
connection.

The computer-implemented method of Claim 8,
wherein the Internet connection is via a wireless
LAN.

Aninstant messaging system that enables instant
messaging on a mobile device, the system compris-
ing:

a mobile device;

a first computing device for sending an instant
messageto an alias associated with the mobile
device; and

an instant message serverfor receiving the in-
stant messageandtranslating the instant mes-
sage into a customized SMS messagefor de-
livery over a cellular network to the mobile de-
vice;

wherein the mobile device receives the cus-

tomized SMS message and recognizes that the
customized SMS messageoriginated from the in-
stant message sentfrom the first computing device.

The instant messaging system of Claim 10, further
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12.

13.

14,

15.

16.

17.

comprising a client application residing on the mo-
bile device that is configured to create a reply cus-
tomized SMS messagein responseto userinput on
the mobile device and to send the reply customized
SMS messagethrough the cellutar network to the
instant message server.

The instant messaging system of Claim 10, wherein
the instant message servertranslates a reply cus-
tomized SMS messagefrom the mobile device into
a reply instant message and sendsthereply instant
messageto the first computing device through an
Internet connection.

The instant messaging system of Claim 10,further
comprising a client application residing on the mo-
bile device that is configured to create an Internet
connection and to establish a chat session with the

first computing device overthe Internet connection.

A mobile device, comprising:

a processor;

a display;
a memory into which a plurality of computer-
executable instructions are loaded, the compu-
ter-executable instructions performing a meth-
od comprising:

receiving a customized SMS message;
determining that the customized SMS
messageoriginated from an instant mes-
sage sent from a first computing device;
and

initiating processing with the first comput-
ing device based on the customized SMS
message.

The mobile device of Claim 14, wherein initiating
processing includes creating a reply-customized
message and sending the reply customized mes-
sage to an IM server computer.

The mobile device of Claim 14, wherein initiating
processing includes establishing an internet con-
nection and establishing a chat session for sending
instant messages between the mobile device and
the first computing device over the internet connec-
tion.

An instant messaging server, comprising:

a processor;

a memory into which a plurality of computer-
executable instructions are loaded, the compu-
ter-executable instructions performing a meth-
od comprising:
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receiving an incoming instant message
fromafirst device;

detecting that the incoming instant mes-
sageis destined for a mobile device;
translating the incoming instant message
into a customized SMS message; and
sending the customized SMS messageto
the mobile device over a cellular network.

The instant messaging server of Claim 17, further
comprising receiving a reply customized SMS mes-
sage from the mobile device in responseto the cus-
tomized SMS message and translating the reply
customized SMS messageinto a reply instant mes-
sagethat is sentto the first computing device over
an internet connection.

A computer-readable medium encoded with com-
puter-executable instructions for performing a
method comprising:

receiving an incoming instant message from a
first device;

detecting that the incoming instant messageis
destined for a mobile device;

translating the incoming instant message into
a customized SMS message; and
sending the customized SMS messageto the
mobile device overa cellular network.

A computer-readable medium encoded with com-
puter-executable instructions for performing a
method comprising:

receiving a customized SMS message;
determining that the customized SMS message
originated from an instant message sent from
a first computing device; and
initiating processing with thefirst computing de-
vice based on the customized SMS message.

The computer-readable medium of Claim 20,
wherein initiating processing includes creating a re-
ply-customized message and sending the reply
customized messageto an |M server computer.

The computer-readable medium of Claim 20,
wherein initiating processing includes establishing
an internet connection and establishing a chat ses-
sion for sending instant messages betweenthe mo-
bile device andthefirst computing device over the
internet connection.
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MOBILE ORIGINATED INTERNET RELAY CHAT

BACKGROUNDOF THEINVENTION

1. Field of the invention

The present invention relates generally to wireless

telecommunication, Instant Messaging, and Internet chat applications and

systems.

2. Backgroundof Related Art

Internet Relay Chat (IRC), ICQ, and Instant Messaging are digital

techniques allowing users of computers to communicate textual messages to one

anotherin a real-time environment.

IRC (“Internet Relay Chat’) is a system for chatting that involves a

set of rules and conventions and client/server software. Unlike older chat

systems, IRC is not limited to just two participants. Conventionally, an IRC client

can be downloadedto a user’s computer(e.g., PC or Palm Pilot™).

IRC is based on a client-server model, or network, as shownin Fig.

18. A user must connect to an IRC server in an IRC network to start or join an

IRC chat group. As shownin Fig. 18, an IRC network is a collection of servers

linked together. When you log onto an IRC network, you are connecting to one of

the servers on that network. All servers on the IRC network share and have

accessto the same information. Thus, each server knows whois on the network,

which chat rooms the users are currently in, and which servers the users are

using as well.

Using IRC, a new chat group can be started, or an existing chat

group can bejoined. There is a protocol for discovering existing chat groups and

their members. Perhaps the most common IRC networks are IRCnet (mostly

European), Efnet (mostly North American), Undernet, and Dalnet. Popular IRC

clients include mIRC for Windows, IRCle for MacOS, andirc2 (the original client)

for UNIX-based operating systems.

The IRC protocol uses Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), TCP is

a connection-oriented protocol used along with the Internet Protocol (IP) to send

data in the form of message units between computers over the Internet. While IP

takes care of handling the actual delivery of the data, TCP takes care of keeping
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track of the individual units of data (called packets) that a message is divided into

for efficient routing through the Internet.

ICQ ("I Seek You’) is a program you can downloadthatwill let you

know whenfriends and contacts are also online on the Internet, page them, and

chat with them. In order to get maximum benefit from ICQ, both parties must have

downloaded the ICQ program and have received a user identification number

(UIN). The download and registration procedure are simple and enable you to

send messages,files (single, multiple or whole directories), and URLs directly to

your friends’ desktops. In addition, you can initiate an IRC-style chat session or

voice and video-voice connection and play games with other ICQ members that

you are in touch with. Your contact is signaled of an incoming event as soonasit

arrives and has immediate accesstoit.

Instant Messaging is a type of communications service that enables

you to create a private chat room with another individual. Typically, an instant

messaging system alerts you whenever somebody on yourprivate list is online.

You can theninitiate a chat session with that particular individual.

Currently, there are several competing instant messaging systems,

and no standard. Therefore, anyone a computer user would want to send an

instant message to must use the same instant messaging system that the sender
uses.

Conventionally, IRC, ICQ, and Instant Messaging are generally

limited for use by users having a personal computer (PC) attachedto the Internet.

More recently, there have been general announcements by some

manufacturers of plans to develop Instant Messaging for use in a mobile handset.

However, the proposed solutions apparently utilize new, vendor-specific handsets

(e.g., from MOTOROLA) and a proprietary chat protocol (e.g., AOL's Instant

Messenger). Thus, a user desiring to utilize such a new service must by a new

mobile handset from the particular vendor including functionality to operate the

necessary proprietary chat protocol.

There have also been announcements of plans to develop browser-

specific software for chat. However, such solutions require a mobile handset
manufacturer to load special software on the handsets, which is not a procedure

that can be performed easily or properly by many consumersorcarriers.

Conventional approaches or plans allowing implementation of

Instant Messaging or other chat functionality in mobile handsets (e.g., wireless
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telephones using analog, TDMA or CDMARFtechnology) do not provide for chat

participation by older, currently existing mobile telephones (i.e., “mobile

terminated telephones”). Moreover, the conventional approaches do not allow

standard mobile telephones(i.e., not having browser-specific chat software or

other proprietary software loaded)to originate a chat message.

There is a need for a technique and apparatus which allows

Standard mobile telephonesto participate in Internet chat groups such as those

provided by Instant Messaging, Internet Relay Chat (IRC), or ICQ.

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

In accordance with the principles of the present invention, a device

and method for providing accessto a channelof an Internet Relay Chat group to a
mobile device comprises placing a mobile chat proxy server in a communication

path between a standard Internet Relay Chat server and a wireless gateway
server supporting the mobile device. The mobile chat proxy server forwards chat

commandsfrom the mobile device to the standard Internet Relay Chat server.

Another device and method of handling chat group commands
- between a mobile device and a chat group server in accordance with another

aspect of the present invention comprises examining non-standard chat group
commandstransmitted by a mobile device. The standard chat group commands

are forwarded based on the non-standard chat group commandsto the chat group
server.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent to those

skilled in the art from the following description with reference to the drawings, in
which:

Fig. 1 shows an exemplary chat system using a proxy chat server
between a standard IRC server and a service provider gateway such as a wireless

internet gateway, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 2 shows exemplary types of interfaces used to interconnect the

various devices shownin Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows howthe invention is able to support various types of

clients for Chat services. The software allows other applications, such as web

servers and WAPServers,to enroll participants in Chat groups.
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Fig. 4 shows an overview of the communications between the user

of the mobile device, the short messaging system controller, the mobile chat proxy
server, the database, the conventional IRC server, and IRC clients Participating in
a chat group,in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 5 shows an exemplary top level sequenceof eventsin aninitial

mobile originated connection using a mobile chat proxy server, in accordance with

the principles of the presentinvention.

Fig. 6 shows an exemplary top level sequence of events in a mobile

originated conversation using a mobile chat proxy server, in accordance with the

principles of the present invention.

Fig. 7 shows an exemplary top level sequence of events for an

improperly formatted mobile originated message using a mobile chat proxy server,
in accordancewith the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 8 shows an exemplary processing of a message queue of a

mobile chat proxy server, in accordance with the principles of the present
invention.

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary sequence of events in an Appiet-based
conversation, in accordancewith the principles of the presentinvention.

Fig. 10 illustrates the components of an IRC chat group solution

allowing IRC-enabled mobile handsetsto participate in IRC chat groups using an
Interworking Function (IWF) connection (in place of the SMPP connection shown
in Fig. 1), in accordancewith the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 11 showsaninitial connection to the IRC server shownin Fig.
10, in accordancewiththe principles of the present invention.

Fig. 12 is a detailed process flow showing the validation of the

mobile user in the mobile chat system shownin Fig. 11.

Fig. 13 shows an update of the provisioning databasein the system
of Fig. 10, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 14 shows an exemplary process of an IRC “Notice” command,

in accordancewiththe principles of the present invention.

Fig. 15 shows an exemplary IRC “Notify” command having special
properties for an SMS,in accordancewith the principles of the presentinvention.

Fig. 16 shows a special “Ghost” command to enable a user to

monitor an IRC chat group (or channel) via the short message service (SMS)
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without maintaining a connection to the conventional IRC server, in accordance

with the principles of the present invention.

Fig. 17 showsthe implementation of a special IRC “Invite” command

to provide the mobile user with the opportunity to use SMS to extend chat

invitations to other mobile users, in accordance with the principles of the present
invention.

Fig. 18 shows a conventional Internet Relay Chat (IRC) group based
on a client-server model, or network, wherein a user connects to an IRC serverin

an IRC networkto start or join an IRC chat group (channel).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention allows mobile and other devices to participate
in Internet Relay Chat (IRC) groups, ICQ, and/or Instant Messenger groups using
open standards (e.g., IRC). The solution allows standard mobile originated, WAP,

and HDML handsets to both read (e.g., “lurk”) and to participate in chat groups,
and allows standard mobile terminated handsets and pagers to read(ie., “lurk”) in
chat groups. It also allows a user to distribute a Chat session across two mobile

devices: one. for posting messages (e.g. a Palm VII) and one for receiving
messages(e.g., a mobile-terminated phone).

Fig. 1 shows an exemplary chat system using a proxy chat server

100 between a standard IRC server 190 and a service provider gateway such as a
wireless internet gateway 106, in accordance with the principles of the present
invention.

In particular, Fig. 1 shows an architecture using a 'best of breed’

component-based approach, utilizing a third party standard IRC server 190, a

wireless Internet gateway 106, and an (optional) Oracle database 108.

An appropriate wireless Internet gateway 106 is commercially
available from TeleCommunication Systems, Inc. in Annapolis, Maryland. The
wireless internet gateway 106 is accessed by a subscriber mobile handset 102

through a servicing short messageservicing center (SMSC) 104.

Importantly, as shown in Fig. 1, a mobile chat (MOChat™) proxy
server 100 is provided between the standard IRC server 190 and the relevant

wireless internet gateway 106. The mobile chat proxy server 100 is also referred

to as a “mobile originated chat server", and/or under its trademark name of a

“MOChat™ proxy server”. The mobile chat proxy server 100 integrates the
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components shownin Fig. 1 by serving as a proxy between the wireless Internet

gateway 106 and the standard IRC server 190.

Fig. 2 shows exemplary typesof interfaces used to interconnect the

various devices shownin Fig. 1.

In particular, Fig. 2 showsthe insertion of a mobile chat proxy server

100 between a conventional IRC server 190a and a wireless Internet gateway

106. Thus, the solution utilizes a two-tiered IRC server approach-one

conventional (IRC server 190a), and an inventive proxy server (MO Chat™ server

100), to allow wireless device (e.g., mobile handset 102) users to read and/or

participate in chat groups. Note the presence of the Internet 202 and wireless

network 204.

In Fig. 2, all IRC communications are according to IRC request for

comments (RFC) 1459. Moreover, as shown, all SMPP communications are

according to the v3.3 specification published by Aldiscon. SMPP v3.4 can also be

supported.

Communication between the mobile chat proxy server 100 and the

wireless Internet gateway 106 uses the Java Remote Invocation Protocol (RMI).

RMI is a distributed computing protocolthat allows separate programs,potentially

on separate computers, to exchange software objects. Using a special

implementation of this protocol, a very powerful and flexible mechanism is

provided for external applications (such as the mobile chat proxy server 100) to

interact in an object-oriented fashion with the SMSC 104 and wireless handsets

102.

Any conventional IRC server can be used as the standard IRC

server 190a shownin the Figs. 1 and 2. Although some IRC servers can be

modified for special needs, a strength of the principles of the present invention is

that the use of the mobile chat proxy server 100 allows chat room participation to

conform to open standards. Exemplary RFC and IRC architecture can be found at

http:/Awww.ietf.org/riciric1459. txt.

After binding to the wireless Internet gateway 106, the mobile chat

proxy server 100 exchanges messageobjects with the wireless Internet gateway

106. The messages are of various types, includingtext messages to and from

wireless devices such as the wireless mobile handset 102 shown in Fig. 2. By

binding to the wireless Internet gateway 106, the mobile chat proxy server 100

can receive messages from mobile (i.e., wireless) devices, and/or send messages

AppleInc.
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to other mobile (i.e., wireless) devices, providing the basis for chat group
participation by mobile devices.

The interface to the conventional IRC server 190a from the mobile

chat proxy server 100 uses standard IRC protocol. Thus, the present invention

allowsthe continued use ofexisting IRC servers 190a, with the added functionality

of allowing mobile users to participate in chat groups by simply adding a mobile.
chat proxy server 100 as aninterface device to a wireless network.

The mobile chat proxy server 100 maintains a real-time proxy
connection to the conventional IRC server 190a for each mobile device, e.g.,
mobile handset 102. From the perspective of the IRC server 190a, connections

through the mobile chat proxy server 100 appear as regular (e.g., standard

conforming) IRC clients. Accordingly, chat messages from the conventional IRC

server 190a are sent to a connection in the mobile chat proxy server 100, which

- are in turn forwarded through the wireless Internet gateway 106 to the mobile

devices, e.g., mobile handset 102.

. In operation, the mobile chat proxy server 100 interprets chat
messages from mobile devices, and determines if and how they should be
forwarded to the conventional IRC server 190a.

For example, a messagewith content "#ABC" will cause the mobile

chat proxy server 100 to send a commandto the conventional IRC server 190a

that will enroll the relevant device in the #ABC chat group. At that point, the

relevant mobile user will be participating in the #ABC chat group, and all other

group members, Internet based orotherwise,will be aware of the new participant.

Once registered in a chat group, any non-command based

messages from a mobile device will be directly forwarded by the mobile chat proxy
server 100 to the conventional IRC server 190a, where they will be broadcast to

all chat group members. Messages from other members ofthe chat groupwill be
sent from the conventional IRC server 190a to a connection in the mobile chat

proxy server 100, then to the wireless Internet gateway 106, and thenfinally to the
mobile handset 102.

The interface between the mobile chat proxy server 100 and the

wireless Internet gateway (“gateway”) 106 is unique in that the gateway acts as

wireless messaging middleware in which the details of reliable transmission to the

wireless destination (e.g., mobile handset 102) are hidden from the chat group
clients.
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In particular, using Java’s RMI protocol between the mobile chat

proxy server 100 and tne wireless Internet gateway 106, mobile chat group clients

can directly access the Queue and SMPP objects within the wireless Internet

gateway 106. Most simply, mobile chat group clients can create a message

object and insert it into a remote queue of the wireless Internet gateway 106.

Upon doing so, the wireless Internet gateway 106 will synchronously return a

unique message tracking number. The remote queue can later be queried to

determinethe status of delivery.

in this exemplary scenario, details regarding message delivery can

be completely hidden from the mobile chat group client; whether it is delivered by

SMPP, TNPP, or the Web does not matter. The mobile chat proxy server 100

utilizes the RMI interface between the mobile chat proxy server 100 and the

wireless Internet gateway 106 for sending messages to the chat group

participants using mobile handsets.

The mobile chat proxy server 100 also utilizes the remote SMPP

interface of the wirelessInternet gateway 106, which communicates with the short

messaging system controller (SMSC) 104. A suitable SMSC is commercially

available from TeleCommunication SystemsInc. in Annapolis, Maryland.

The remote SMPP interface allows mobile chat group clients to

directly interact with the SMPP messaging traffic of the SMSC 104, and thus

allows a mobile chat group client to send and receive SMPP message objects of

various types. In the disclosed embodiment, the SMPP message types are

object-oriented.

In the disclosed embodiment, an object or module named

“MobileReceiver” binds to the SMPPinterface of the wireless Internet gateway

106 to allow reception of mobile chat group messages. Similarly, an object or

module named “MobileSender”utilizes the remote queue to allow delivery of chat

group messages to wireless devices (e.g., mobile handsets) serviced by the

wireless network 204,

The mobile chat proxy server 100 is able to receive SMPP

messagesthrough the remote SMPPinterface from the wireless Internet gateway

106 that represent mobile originated messages from the mobile device (e.g.,

mobile handset 102). The mobile chat proxy server 100 is therefore able to

receive chat group messages from the mobile handset 102, interpret them in the

AppleInc.
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IRC context, and send appropriate standardized IRC commands to the

conventional IRC server 190a.

This solution has applicability beyond regular chat groups. For

instance, to subscribe to various pre-defined chat groups(i.e., Information Cafe™

chat groups), only a predefined application in the mobile chat proxy server 100

may publish messagesto these chat groups. Information Café™ chat groups can

be created according to the type of information that will be published by the

predefined application. For example, Information Café™ chat groups might exist
for hourly news updates.

Use of an IRC proxy gateway in accordance with the principles of

‘the present invention provides front-end services to a standard IRC server. For
example. the IRC proxy gateway(i.e., mobile chat proxy server 100) can provide

user validation, special short messaging system (SMS) handling for certain

commands (e.g., Notify, Notice, Mode, Ghost, etc.), and/or customer-requested

metrics. Moreover, a mobile chat proxy server 100 provides mobile

enhancements to standard IRC commands. The mobile chat proxy server 100

can utilize any appropriate operating system, e.g., UNIX or WINDOWSNT.

A core notion of the present invention is the placement of a proxy

between an otherwise conventional Internet Relay Chat (IRC) server and the

wireless components of a mobile system. Moreover, features such as summoning

other mobile users to join a mobile originated chat group, and/or ghosting a chat
session remain the same.

Figure 3 shows how the Chat Server integrates with other Server

Software to provide Chatting capabilities to a greater number of mobile devices,

including PALM VII and phone browserclients. The Chat Server offers an open

software interface based on the Remote Method Invocation protocol. Using this

interface, TCS has enabled Palm Vil, WML, and HDML handset browsers to

interact with the Chat Server. These three devices interact with the Chat Server

by way of a Web Server with Java Servlet support. The phone browsers must

also communicate through an Unwired Planet Server or WAP Server for HDML

and WMLbrowsers, respectively. The devices interact with a Servlet running on

the Web Server. Using the Chat Server's RMI connection, the Serviet is able to

pass chat messages between the Chat Server and the browser device. The result
is that all of these’ devices can participate in the same chat groups and can have

awareness of one another.
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Figure 3 also illustrates how standard IRC enabled clients can

interact directly with the Chat Server. The Chat Serveris thereby able to provide

consistent user authentication and special services to the IRC clients. IRC clients

are available for most major computer systems as well as small devices such as

Palm Pilots and Windows CE devices. It is also also possible to run IRC client

software natively on mobile phones. In which case, as a standard IRC client, the

phone directly interacts with the Chat Server. Figure 11 illustrates this scenario,

which is described in greater detail later in this document.

Finally, Figure 3 also shows integration between the Chat Server

and external Chat Services such as AOL’s Instant Messenger (AIM) and ICQ.

The Chat Server is designed to accommodate gateway services that translate

between these proprietary systems and IRC. Since the Chat Serveris the central

messaging hub, multiple devices from multiple services can all intercommunicate

and be awareof one another.

When integrating with Mobile Originated handsets through the

Wireless Internet Gateway and SMSC, users may issue special chat commands..-

In accordance with the principles of the present invention, rather than requiring
upgrading of an existing IRC server base, a mobile chat proxy server 100 can be

interjected between the participating client and the relevant conventional IRC

server 190. In this way, the mobile chat proxy server 100 intercepts the special

commands, interprets the special commands, and either acts on the special

commandsor forwards the special commandsto the conventional IRC server 190.

For example, a chat group user may issue the command

“alias"Fred". This special commandwill be intercepted by the mobile chat proxy

server 100, and interpreted to cause the mobile chat proxy server 100 to send an

appropriate commandto the conventional IRC server 190 to change the alias for
the relevant mobile userto ‘Fred’.

As another example, the "summon" command may be usedto allow

mobile users to request other mobile users to join a particular chat group. The

“summon” command is processed by the mobile chat proxy server 100 and acted

on itself, without forwarding the sameto the standard IRC server 190.

The specifics of the actual command strings to be entered for

interpretation by the mobile chat proxy server 100 (e.g., ‘alias’, ‘summon’, etc.)

may be configured by the administrator.
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System requirements and analysis of the exemplary mobile chat

proxy server 100 follow, together with a more detailed description of the

relationship between the mobile chat proxy server 100 and the conventional IRC
Server 190. ,

The mobile chat proxy server 100 facilitates 2-way text
conversations between users of cell phones 102, web browser users 330, and/or

other chat group users, e.g., Instant Messaging service users.

Several possible scenarios are accommodated by the mobile chat

proxy server 100, in accordancewith the principles of the present invention.

Scenario A: Peer to Peer user chats

1. Mobile (i.e., wireless) user A @MIN (4102631111) would like to send

an individual message to another memberin the Chat community.

2. Using her phone, mobile user A sends a mobile originated message
to '3428' (CHAT)with body “@<alias> <message_content>.”

3. The content is sent to the IRC Server as a private message, whereit

is delivered only to the specified recipient. !f the recipient happened

to be a mobile user, then the message would arrive on the

recipient's mobile device.

Scenario B: Mobile user creates/initiates participation in chat group

1. Mobile user A would like to participate in a chat group (#LB). They
enter the command “#LB"to destination CHAT.

2. The SMSC 104 forwards the message to the mobile chat proxy

server 100 for handling. If the group #LB was already created, then
the mobile chat proxy server 100 adds mobile user A to the chat

group and forwards messagessentto that chat group their way. If

that chat group is not yet created, then that chat group is

automatically created and they are added.

Scenario C: Web browser user joins chat group and requests mobile user's

participation.

1. Web browser user C would like to conduct a text based conversation

within chat group #LB.

1]
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Using any IRC capable application, the web browser user C

connects to the mobile chat proxy server 100, e.g., using the TCP/IP

port 6700(or other specified port).

Once connected to the conventional IRC Server 190,the userjoins
the #LB chat group.

The mobile chat proxy server 100 sends mobile user A a Reply
Requested message asking them if they would like to engage ina
chat with web browseruser C at chat group #LB. If mobile user A

accepts, then mobile user A is added to the LB chat group, thus
allowing mobile user A and web browser user C to conduct a text

based conversation.

. lf mobile user A rejects, then web browseruserC is notified, but the

#LB chat group continues to exist with web browser user C as a

participant.

Webbrowseruserinitiating privat chat only with a mobile user.

Web browseruser C wantsto initiate a private chat only with mobile
user A.

. Web browser user C submits A’s MIN, and their desire to conduct a

private chat with mobile user A, to the mobile chat proxy server100.

The mobile chat proxy server 100 creates a new chat group with
web browseruser C's name(or a unique derivative), and enters web

browseruserC into the newly created chat group. .
The mobile chat proxy server 100 sends mobile user A a Reply
Requested message asking for confirmation to participate in a
private chat with web browseruserC.

5. Mobile user A's responseis shown to web browseruserC.

6. If mobile user A accepts, mobile user A is added to the chat group
and any outgoing messages to ‘CHAT’ from mobile user A will be
sent to web browseruserC.

. If mobile user A is already in another chat group, then mobile user A

must specify the destination of the message

((#]group_name[*]message. Alternatively, the mobile chat proxy

server 100 can prompt the mobile user A for the identity of the
desired chat group.
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The mobile chat proxy server 100 allows mobile users to be in

multiple chat groups simultaneously. However, if so, the mobile user must identify

the name of the chat group a particular message is destined for. If the mobile

user does not identify the name of the chat group, the mobile chat proxy server

100 can send a message backto the mobile user requesting that they identify the

name of the chat group for which the messageis destined. The chat server can
also be configured to limit users to joining only a single chat groupat a time.

Upon joining a chat group, the mobile chat proxy server 100 can

send a message to the mobile user notifying him/her the name of the chat group

which they have joined, e.g., “You've joined group KB as 1234". The

administrator can disable this behavior by the chat server. Unless an alias has

' been provided, mobile users may beidentified by, e.g., the last 4 digits in their
MIN (or unique derivative).

The mobile user has the ability to create an alias. The alias may be

in effect for the current chat session(s). A default alias may be used, e.g., if the
mobile user has defined an alias through another webprovisioning application. If

so, the *“ALIAS* command may be used to override the default alias for the

duration of the chat session in that group. The administrator can disable the user

alias feature.

The mobile user's MIN number may be madeinvisible if the mobile

user wishes. However, for mobile device-to-mobile device chat group

conversation, the MIN should be present to provide the required call back
information.

Preferably, the mobile chat proxy server 100 can maintain statistics,

e.g., regarding the number of chat messages sent/received by each MIN, just as

the SMSC 104 typically does.

The mobile chat proxy server 100 is able to connect to multiple IRC

Servers by simple changesin a configuration file. All operational parameters for

the Chat Serverare controlled through a configurationfile.

Exemplary classes which can be implemented in accordance with the

principles of the present invention are shown in the following table. Of course,

these classes are for exemplary purposes only. Additional and/or alternative

classes may be implemented within the scope of the present invention.
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MESSAGE HANDLER CLASSES

| Message Class

Preferably, the mobile chat proxy server 100 is implemented to

   
  

   
  

function while sharing a link ID, either with the wireless Internet gateway 106 or on

its own. Moreover, the mobile chat proxy server 100is preferably able to identify

incoming chat requests, andto differentiate from other incoming messages(e.g.,

Delivery Receipts and MOE-mail requests).

Based on a particular application. mobile users may be configured or

otherwise controlled to not receive a copy of chat group messagesthat they've
sent.

in the disclosed mobile chat proxy server 100, chat group messages
to mobile devices may be limited to a predetermined numberof characters, e.g.,

as defined by the administrator. Preferably, otherwise conventional gateway

services, e.g., message truncation andlinking, can be utilized.

Fig. 3 shows how the invention is able to support various types of

clients for Chat services. The software allows other applications, such as web

servers and WAPServers,to enroll participants in Chat groups.

Fig. 4 shows an overview of the communications between the user

of the mobile device 102, the short messaging system controller 104, the mobile

chat proxy server 100, the database 108, the conventional IRC server 190, and

IRC clients 502 participating in a chat group, in accordance with the principles of

the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 4, Mobile originated Chat allows a

mobile user 102 using a cell phone to start a chat group. The mobile user 102

generates a chat message 502, which is transmitted to the SMSC 104. The

SMSC forwards the mobile originated message 504 to the mobile chat proxy

server 100. The mobile chat proxy server 100 conducts user validation with

14
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message 506, user options with message 508, and allows validated users to enter

the chat group of the conventional [RC server 190 with message 510. The mobile

user's chat group messages are copiedto all chat group participants (IRC clients)

502. Acknowledgements may beprovided back from the IRC clients 502 to the

conventional IRC server 190, to the mobile chat proxy server 100, to the SMSC
104, and to the mobile user 102.

On startup, the disclosed exemplary embodiment of a mobile chat

proxy server 100 creates instances of the following primary objects for a

ChatServer. These objects delegate to subclass and other objectsfor help.

OBJECT DESCRIPTION

Queue Based Thread that will process and dispate!MessageHandler all messages entering system.
WwW MessageHandeler encounters an in-
complete or ambiguous handheld messageit will be
the task of this objectto clarify the message with the
user. Once the message has been clarified it will
then be sent back to the MessageHandeler.

rocess jor logging errors/notices fo a centra
location. Each top-level object created by the
ChatServer will receive a reference to this object.
This will be an instantiation of the Logger class
defined in the WebGateway.

 
   

 

 
  

 

  
 

ConfirmationSession

Container

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  
  

 
  anyone wishing to implement a new chat service

must implement to integrate with MOChat
seamlessly.

 MessageSender  
  
 
 

  
 

 
 

 

  
 
 

 

 
is  

 

responsible

disseminating all messages received from the
MobileReceiver SMSC. MobileReceiver implements the

SMPPListener interface and communicates to the
gateway using RMI. Upon creation MobiieReceiver
will create the MobileSenderclass.

 

  
 
 

 
 responsible for transmitting all messages to the
SMSC.

MobileSender

: is object encapsulates a
Configuration information.

parse and return requested parts o
MobileCommandDecoder| Mobile Command. All new mobile commands added

to MOChat must be implemented here.
eturns requested rom e

  
 

 
  access to MO

 

 

 

 

 
   
  

Proivisioning database about a user when given a
MIN. 
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rimarily “a encapsulates a

information about MOChat messages in system.
Class also has the ability to read/save properties to
an XML document.

Class of Message. Used when sending reply

Message

requested messages to mobile user
Confirmation.

e ession is a mini tent.

all conversations between the user and the IRC
Server.

 
The Config class will load the configurable parameters from a

properties file, e.g., a “MOCHAT.properties” file. Preferably, the mobile chat proxy
server 100 will be configurable through user options. In the disclosed

embodiment, configuration information may be retrieved using the Config object
class.

Exemplary Format of Mobile Commands

Transactions from cell phones maybeinitiated by sending a mobile

originated (MO) message to address 3428 (CHAT) with the following format
options: .

oO join all pre-defined favorite Chat Groups.
A Webinterface allows users to define their|J*
favorite groups

end a message:

If only in one group <message>

Assign analias A*<new alias>

Summon another mobile userto join S*<MIN>

Obiain information about groups:
Which groupsuserhasjoined \*
Whois in a group I*<Group ID?

Prevent announcements from being made
whenjoining/exiting groups

xit Cha

To exit from all groups *
To exit a particular Chat Group B*<Group ID>
ost chat messages to a MT device. To

support MT devices, ghost requests can be|G*<MIN>
sent from a web page or WAP/UP browser.
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Top Level Processing Logic for Mobile Chat Proxy Server

Fig. 5 shows an exemplary top level sequence of

events in aninitial mobile originated connection using a mobile chat proxy server,
in accordancewith the principles of the present invention.

Of particular note in Fig. 5, the IRemoteSMPPProxy process
forwards the message to the MobileReceiver's receiveMessage method. This

method will ensure that that the message is a mobile originated message. {f it's a
valid mobile originated message (i.e., not a delivery/read receipt, etc.), then the
chat messageis added to the MessageHandler's queue.

At that point, it is the job of the MessageHandler in conjunction with

the ActiveSessionContainerto instantiated an instance of the |RCSession class to

provide the services required by that mobile user.

Fig. 6 shows an exemplary top level sequence of events in a mobile

originated conversation using a mobile chat proxy server, in accordance with the
principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 6, the IRemoteSMPPProxy process
forwards the message to the MobileReceiver’s receiveMessage method. This

method ensures that that the message is a mobile originated message. If it's a

valid mobile originated mMessage(i.e., not a delivery/read receipt, etc.), then the

message is added to the MessageHandler’s queue. The MessageHandler class
in conjunction with the ActiveSessionContainer delivers the message to the users

personal IRCSession for handling a sequence of events for an improperly
formatted mobile originated message.

Fig. 7 shows an exemplary top level sequence of events for an

improperly formatted mobile originated message using a mobile chat proxy server,
in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 7, an exemplary sequence of events

for handling an improperly formatted message maybevery similar to those of a

mobile originated conversation as shownin Fig. 6. However, one difference in

processing occurs when the MessageHandler processes the message. If the

MessageHandeler is unable to accurately deliver the message, it transfers

processing of the message to a ConfirmationSession. It is the responsibility of the

ConfirmationSession to query the user for help in the appropriate processing of
the message. The message will be discarded if the ConfirmationSession is

unable to correct the messagein a system defined time period.
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Fig. 8 shows an exemplary processing of a message queue of a

mobile chat proxy server, in accordance with the principles of the present
invention.

In particular, as shownin Fig. 8, the MessageHandleris responsible

for dispatching messagesto the individual IRCSession or chat source.

In theMessageHandler, once a message has been validated, it is

added to the internal message queue 310. The processQueue methodofthe

MessageHandler checks the thread periodically (e.g., every x milliseconds) or

whennotified of a new item. The method processQueue dispatches the message
to the appropriate recipient.

In the disclosed embodiment, the message queue 310 isa first-in,
first-out (FIFO) type queue. Preferably, in the message queue 310, if the

message is ambiguous,it is preferably dispatched to the ConfirmationSession

Container for further processing. If the message is a SUMMONwiththe recipient
ID indicating a mobile number, then a summon SMS messagewill be sent to the

recipient. If the message proceeds through the ambiguity test and the SUMMON

test, thenit will be sent to the sender's IRCSession for further handling.

In the disclosed embodiment, the MobileSummon executes within

the same thread as the processQueue,but this need not necessarily be the case.

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary sequence of events in an Applet-based

conversation, in accordance with the principles of the presentinvention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 9, IRC clients (i.e., chat group

participants) may connect to the conventional IRC server 190 using a

conventional IRC chat groupinfrastructure or the Internet. Mobile users 102 may

connect to the conventional IRC server 190 using a networkor Internet connection

including a mobile chat proxy server 100 in accordance with the principles of the

present invention.

The invention also supports mobile handsets that are natively

running an IRC client. IN this case, the handset does not communicate through

the SMSC but directly interacts with the chat server. Fig. 10 illustrates the

components of an IRC chat group solution allowing IRC-enabled mobile handsets

102 to participate in IRC chat groups using an Interworking Function (IWF)

connection (in place of the SMPP connection shownin Fig. 1), in accordance with

the principles of the present invention.
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The IRC chat group solution using an IWF connection as shownin

Fig. 10 includes specialized IRC servers, a Local Director 416, and customer-

provided IRC chat clients. The IRC Servers support the IRC protocol as defined

by RFC 1459 and as enhanced for Unicode support through the 1998 Microsoft

draft IRCX proposal. Any IRC client is able to attach to the chat solution. Mobile

clients do not attach directly to an IRC server. Rather, clients attach to a single
virtual server as represented by the Local Director. The Local Director load-

balances the traffic across multiple IRC proxy servers. Proxy servers perform
special actions that are applicable for mobile users, such as sending notices via

SMS to users who are not connected to the chat server. If any proxy server
becomes unavailable, then the Local Director automatically removes it from the

pool of available servers. The Local Director will also automatically re-add servers

that later become accessible. Interoperation between multiple servers is defined

‘by the IRC specification.

An IRC software module in the mobile user handset 102 allows

mobile users to participate in chat sessions. This IRC software module is

configured to automatically connect via IWF to a specified number. Customer

provided ‘ISP hardware’ such as the Ascend TNT can convert traffic from the

destination modem to a direct TCP/IP connection to the Local Director. Once a

connection is established, the phone appears as any standard IRC client.

Fig. 11 showsaninitial connection to the IRC server shown in Fig.
10, in accordancewith the principles of the presentinvention.

In particular, when the mobile user 102 initially connects, the IRC

Proxy will validate whether that user has access to the specified service. Thus,

user access to packet and e-chat services maybe validated against the customer
database 108 uponinitial connection of that mobile user 102.

Fig. 12 is a detailed process flow showing the validation of the

mobile user 102 in the mobile chat system shownin Fig. 11.

In particular, as shownin Fig. 12, the mobile chat proxy server 100

queries the provisioning database 108 for the access rights of the currently
connected mobile user 102. If that mobile user 102 has access to the specified
resources, then a connection to the conventional IRC server 190 will be initiated.

Otherwise, the mobile user 102 maybe informed of the reason for their denialvia

the mobile chat proxy server 100. Password validation can also be provided at
this point.
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After validating the mobile user 102, the mobile chat proxy server

100 will forward all IRC traffic from the mobile user 102 to the conventional IRC

server 190, after examination of all IRC commands for the mobile specific

implementation.

Fig. 13 shows an update of the provisioning database in the system

of Fig. 10, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, short messaging system (SMS) administrators may be

presented with an appropriate web page or web pagelink to connect them to the

provisioning database of the Internet gateway 1101 (Fig. 10). From such a web

page, the administrator may update relevant user information regarding chat

group use.

For instance, administrators may assign chat privileges to

subscribers by accessing a custom link in the SMS webinterface. This link may

activate a preformatted form for assigning chat accessto a particular MIN.

SMS special enhancements may be implemented to the IRC to

enhance the mobile-user's experience.

For instance, Fig. 14 shows an exemplary process of an IRC

“Notice” command, in accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, the IRC “Notice” command may be usedto initiate SMS

messages to mobile handset users. This IRC “Notice” command may be used,

e.g., to broadcast a message across multiple groups in an attempt to reach the

destination party.

In one implementation, the mobile chat proxy server 100 will

determineif the destination address for the Notice commandis a MIN. If so, the

Notice may be sent via the SMS to the mobile handset by way of the wireless

Internet gateway 106. The wireless Internet gateway 106 can ensure that the

messageis successfully delivered to the mobile handset. If the Notice destination

is not a MIN, then it is handled normally.

IRC allows a user to issue commands. In the disclosed

embodiment, example Notice commands to transmit a message to an identified

user may be formatted as:

NOTICE <user> <message>; and

PRIVMSG <user> <message>

The mobile chat proxy server 100 may enable these commands by

using the SMSto notify the mobile recipient of messagesdirected to them.

20
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Fig. 15 shows an exemplary IRC “Notify” command having special
properties for an SMS,in accordance with the principles of the presentinvention.

In particular, as shown in Fig. 15, a NOTIFY <user> command

allows a mobile user to request notification from the SMS when a specified user

connects. When the user connects, an SMS messageis sent to the requesting
user identifying the connected user and channel. This ‘buddylist’ notification

allows any of the devices connectedto the chat serverto be notified of other users

whenthey are available.

With the Notify command, a mobile user can request to be notified

when another user accesses the conventional IRC server 190. Mobile users can

utilize this feature by having SMS messagesdelivered to them when another user

logs onto the conventional IRC server 190. In this way, mobile users can be
notified when their friends are ready to chat.

Preferably, notification requests remain active for only a specified

period of time on the server.

Fig. 16 shows a special “Ghost” command to enable a user to

monitor an IRC chat group (or channel) via the short message service (SMS)

without maintaining a connection to the conventional IRC server 190, in

accordance with the principles of the present invention.

In particular, the Ghost command may be considered to be

equivalent to the IRC “made +i” command, asit is an IRC proxy implementation of

the IRC “mode +i" command. Specifically, the user enters the “GHOST”

command and disconnects from the conventional IRC server 190. Once

disconnected, the mobile chat proxy server 100 will forward all messages received

in the chat group (or channel) to the user via SMS messagesthrough the wireless

Internet gateway 106. This forwarding may be performedas long as desired, e.g.,

for a pre-configured, authorized, requested, or other period of time. The period of

time may be system dependent.

Fig. 17 shows the implementation of a special IRC “Invite” command

to provide the mobile user with the opportunity to use SMS to extend chat

invitations to other mobile users, in accordance with the principles of the present
invention.

In particular, as shownin Fig. 17, IRC protocols allow a user to issue

the commands NOTICE <user> <message> and PRIVMSG <user> <message> to

transmit a chat message to an identified user. In accordancewith the principles of

21
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the present invention, the mobile chat proxy server 100 may enhance these

commands with an INVITE command. Using the INVITE command, the mobile

chat proxy server 100 uses the short message service (SMS)to notify mobile
users of messagesdirected to them.

With the “Invite” command, the mobile user can request that the

mobile chat proxy server 100 notify the specified user of a request to chat via

SMS messaging. if the destination user is currently connected to IRC, they may
be notified using the IRC protocol.

Preferably, a mobile chat proxy server 100 in accordance with the

principles of the present invention supports the core messaging features of

conventional IRC protocol as defined in RFC 1459 and as enhanced for Unicode

support in the 1998 Draft IRCX specification by Microsoft. In accordance with the

principles of the present invention, mobile devices (e.g., mobile handsets) desiring
to lurk in a chat group, or participate in a chat group, include a native IRC client

application which supports the IRC specification as defined in RFC 1459 and

supporting Unicode as definedin, e.g., Microsoft Corporation's draft specification.

Preferably, the native IRC client application in the mobile device

maintains a constant connection to the conventional IRC server 190 via the mobile

chat proxy server 100 using the IWFfor the duration of the chat session, during
which time native IRC commands may be exchanged between the mobile user

client and the conventional IRC server 190 as interpreted by the intervening
mobile chat proxy server 100.

Preferably, a TCP/IP socket connection will be established between

the terminating IWF modem and the mobile chat proxy server 100. The

conventional IRC server 190 preferably has TCP/IP access to the wireless

Internet gateway 106for delivering short message system messages. The mobile
handsets and the IRC client software in the conventional IRC server 190 will

properly establish an IWF connection when an SMS message with appropriate
callback is received and the user presses ‘talk’. A full-time Internet connection

may be madeavailable if Internet-based IRC clients will be accessing the mobile
chat proxy server 100.

The invention has applicability for use by, e.g., wireless carriers, and

as a portal site for mobile-terminated ghosting of chat groups.

While the invention has been described with reference to the

exemplary embodiments thereof, those skilled in the art will be able to make

22
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various modifications to the described embodiments of the invention without

departing from the true spirit and scopeof the invention.
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CLAIMS

Whatis claimedis:

1. A method of providing access to a channel of an Internet Relay
Chat group to a mobile device, comprising:

placing a mobile chat proxy serverin a communication path between

a Standard Internet Relay Chat server and a wireless gateway server supporting
said mobile device;

wherein said mobile chat proxy server forwards chat commands

from said mobile device to said standard Internet Relay Chat server.

2. The methodof providing access to a channel of an Intemet Relay
Chatgroup to a mobile device according to claim 1, wherein:

said access includes participation in said channel by said mobile
device.

3. The methodof providing access to a channelof an Internet Relay
Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 1, wherein:

said mobile device comprises a mobile telephone.

4, The method of providing access to a channel of an Internet Relay
Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 3, wherein:

said mobile telephone is a mobile originated telephone with respect
to said accessed channelof said Internet Relay Chat group.

5. The methodof providing access to a channelof an Internet Relay
Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 1, wherein:

Said mobile chat proxy server interprets Internet Relay Chat
commands from said mobile device.

6. The methodof providing access to a channelof an Internet Relay
Chatgroup to a mobile device according to claim 1, wherein:

said mobile chat proxy server passes communications with said

mobile device through an SMPPinterfacein a direction toward said mobile device.

24
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7. The method of providing access to a channelof an Internet Relay
Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 1, wherein:

said mobile chat proxy server passes communications with said

mobile device through an Interworking Function (IWF) interface in a direction
toward said mobile device.

8. The method of providing access to a channelof an Internet Relay
Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 1, further comprising:

including a short message system controller between said mobile

chat proxy server and said mobile device.

9. The methodof providing access to a channelof an Internet Relay
Chat groupto a mobile device according to claim 1, further comprising:

including a wireless Internet gateway between said mobile chat

proxy server and said mobile device.

10. The method of providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device accordingto claim 8,further comprising:
including a wireless Internet gateway between said mobile chat

proxy server and said short message system controller.

11. The method of providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 1, further comprising:
summoning at least one other mobile device to join said Internet

Relay Chat group.

12. The method of providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 1, further comprising:

ghosting said channel ofsaid Internet Relay Chat group.

25
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13. A method of handling chat group commands between a mobile

device and a chat group server, said method comprising:

examining non-standard chat group commands transmitted by a
mobile device; and

forwarding standard chat group commands based on said non-

standard chat group commandsto said chat group server.

14. The method of handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 13, wherein:

said chat group serveris an IRC server.

15. The method of handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 14, wherein:
said standard chat commandsare standard IRC commands.

16. The method of handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server accordingto claim 14, wherein:

said non-standard chat commands are non-standard IRC
commands.

17. The method of handling chat group commands between a
mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 13, further comprising:

intercepting said chat group commands from said mobile device

before reception by said chat group server.

18. The method of handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 13, further comprising:
validating a user of said mobile device before forwarding said chat

commandsto said chat group server.

19. The method of handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 18, wherein:

said chat commandsare IRC commands.
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20. Apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet Relay

Chat group to a mobile device, comprising:

a mobile chat proxy server in a communication path between a _

standard Internet Relay Chat server and a wireless gateway server supporting

said mobile device;

wherein said mobile chat proxy server forwards chat commands

from said mobile device to said standard Internet Relay Chat server.

21 The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, wherein:

said access includes participation in said channel by said mobile

device.

22. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according toclaim 20, wherein:

said mobile device comprises a mobile telephone.

23. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 22, wherein:

said mobile telephone is a mobile originated telephone with respect

to said accessed channelof said Internet Relay Chat group.

24. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, wherein:

said mobile chat proxy server interprets Internet Relay Chat

commandsfrom said mobile device.

25. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, wherein:

said mobile chat proxy server passes communications with said

mobile device through an SMPPinterfacein a direction toward said mobile device.
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26. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Intemet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, wherein:

said mobile chat proxy server passes communications with said

mobile device through an Interworking Function (IWF) interface in a direction

toward said mobile device.

27. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, further comprising:

a short message system controller between said mobile chat proxy
server and said mobile device.

28. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, further comprising:

a wireless Internet gateway between said mobile chat proxy server
and said mobile device.

29. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 27, further comprising:

a wireless Internet gateway between said mobile chat proxy server

and said short message system controller.

30. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, further comprising:

means for summoning at least one other mobile device to join said

Internet Relay Chat group.

31. The apparatus for providing access to a channel of an Internet

Relay Chat group to a mobile device according to claim 20, further comprising:

meansfor ghosting said channelof said Internet Relay Chat group.
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32. Apparatus for handling chat group commands between a mobile
device and a chat group server, comprising:

means for examining non-standard chat group commands

transmitted by a mobile device; and

meansfor forwarding standard chat group commandsbased on said

non-standard chat group commandsto said chat group server.

33. The apparatus for handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 32, wherein said chat

group server comprises:

an IRC server.

34. The apparatus for handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 33, wherein:

said standard chat commands are standard IRC commands.

35. The apparatus for handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server accordingto claim 33, wherein:

said non-standard chat commands are non-standard IRC

commands.

36. The apparatus for handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 32, further comprising:
means for intercepting said chat group commands from said mobile

device before reception by said chat group server.

37. The apparatus for handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 32,further comprising:

meansfor validating a user of said mobile device before forwarding

said chat commandsto said chat group server.

38. The apparatus for handling chat group commands between a

mobile device and a chat group server according to claim 37, wherein:
said chat commands are IRC commands.
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4 Application No. Applicant(s)

10/817 ,994 . LIN, DANIEL J.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit
2617 PS

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period forreply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply andwill expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Anyreply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s)filed on 05 April 2004.
2a)] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.
3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G.213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-30 is/are pendingin the application.
4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

LJ Claim(s) is/are allowed.
XX] Claim(s) 1-30 is/are rejected.
[] Claim(s)__ is/are objected to.
CJ Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)_] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)& The drawing(s)filed on {4fasisiare: a)X] accepted or b)[] objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

1)L] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgmentis madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
a)LJAll b)[J Some * c)] None.of:

1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.1] Copies ofthe certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Objections

1. Claims 2, 7 and 12-21 are objected under 37 C.F.R. 1.75 because of the

following informalities:

In claim 2 line 6, "listening port" seemsto refer back to "a listening port"recited at

line 4 of claim 1. If this is true, it is suggested to change"listening"to "the listening

port".

In claim 2 line 8, "listing port” seems to refer back to "a listening port" recited at

line 4 of claim 1. If this is true,it is suggested to change "listing port"to "the listening

port". It is same for claim 13.

In claim7line 1, "the page-more messaging service" seemsto refer back to "a

page-mode messaging service"recited at line 7 of claim 1. If this is true, it is suggested

to change "the page-more messaging service" to "the page-mode messaging service".

In claim 12 line 17, “session-based instant messaging communications" seemsto

refer back to "session-based instant messaging communications"recited at line 1. If

this is true, it is suggested to change "session-based instant messaging

communications"to "the session-based instant messaging communications".

In claim 13 line 6, "message" seemsto refer back to "a message"recited atline

5. If this is true, it is suggested to change "message"to "the message". Appropriate

correction is required.

Claims 14-21 are objected to since they depend from claim 12.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

2. Thefollowing is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

3. Claims 1-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

For claim 1, “the address” has no antecedentbasis. It is same for claim 12.

Claims 2-11 and 13-21 are rejected since they depend for claims 1 and 12.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

4. 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoeverinvents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the
conditions and requirements ofthistitle.

Claims 22-30 are rejected under 35 US.C. 101 because the claimed inventionis
directed to non-statutory subject matter. The language of the claimraises a question as

to whetherthe claim is directed merely to an abstract idea that is not tied to a

technological art, environment or machine which would result in a practical application

producing a concrete, useful, and tangible result to form the basis of statutorysubject

matter under 35 U.S.C. 101.

Claims 22-30, claims the non-statutory subject matter of a computer program.

Data structures not claimed as embodied in a computer readable medium are

descriptive material per se and are not statutory because they are not capable of

causing functional change in the computer. See, e.g., Warmerdam, 33 F.3d at 1361, 31
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USPQ2d at 1754 (claim to a data structure per seheld nonstatutory). Therefore, since

the claimed programs are not tangibly embodiedin a physicalmedium and encoded on

a computer readable medium then the Applicants has not complied with 35 U.S.C 101.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

5. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by
anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by anotherfiled in the United States before the invention by the
applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposesof this subsection of an application filed in the United States
only if the international application designated the United States and was published underArticle 21(2)
of such treaty in the English language.

6. Claims 1, 5, 7, 10, 11-12, 16, 18, 21-22, 25, 27 and 30 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Betzler (2003/0126213).

For claim 1, Betzler discloses a method of establishing session-based instant

messaging communications between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communications service overa digital mobile network system, the method comprising:

openingalistening port on an initiating mobile device to receive communications

through the data packet-based communications service (see paragraph 0009lines 2-

3); transmitting an invitation message containing the address andthelistening port of

the initiating mobile. device to a target mobile device through a page-mode messaging

service (see paragraph 0009 lines 3-6), wherein the target mobile device is located by

providing to the page-mode messaging service a uniqueidentification numberthatis

used by the digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile device (see
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paragraph 0046); receiving a response from the target mobile device atthe listening

port on the initiating wireless device through the data packet-based communications

service (see paragraph 0009 lines 6-8); and establishing a virtual connection through

the data packet-based communications service for the session-based instant

messaging Session betweentheinitiating mobile device and the target mobile device

(see paragraph 0009lines 8-13).

For claim 5, Betzler discloses the method of claim.1 wherein the addressof the
initiating mobile device is an IP address and thelistening port is a TCP port (see

paragraph 0041 lines 5-6).

For claim 7, Betzler discloses the method of claim 1 wherein the page-more

_ messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service (see paragraph 0018 lines 1-6).

For claim 10, Betzler discloses the method of claim 1 wherein the virtual reliable

connection is a TCP connection (see paragraph 0041 lines 1-2).

For claim 11, Betzler discloses the method of claim 10 wherein instant

messaging communications through the virtual connection utilizes MSRP (see

paragraph 0029 lines 5-8).

For claim 12, Betzler discloses a mobile device enabled to establish session-

based instant messaging communications with other mobile devicesin a digital mobile

network system, the mobile device comprising: |

programming meansto support a data packet-based communications service over the

‘digital mobile network system (see paragraph 0011 lines 1-7); programming meansto

support a page-mode messaging service overthe digital mobile network system (see
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paragraph 0008 lines 4-15); programming meansto opena listening port to receive |

communication through the data packet-based communications service (see paragraph

| 0009 lines 2-3). programming meansto send an invitation message containing the

addressandthelistening port of the mobile device to a target mobile device through the

page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing

to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the

digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile device (see paragraph 0009

lines 3-6 and paragraph 0019); programming meansto receive a response through the

data packet-based communications service from the target mobile device at the

listening port (see paragraph 0009 lines 6-8); and programming meansto establish a

virtual connection through the data packet-based communicationsservice for session-

based instant messaging communications between the mobile device and the target

mobile device (see paragraph 0009lines 8-13).

For claim 16, Betzler discloses the mobile device of claim 12 wherein the

address of the mobile device is an IP address and thelistening port is TCP port (see

paragraph 0041lines 5-6).

For claim 18, Betzler discloses the mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-
mode messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service (see paragraph 0018

lines 1-6).

For claim 21, Betzler discloses the mobile device of claim 12 wherein the virtual

connection is a TCP connection (see paragraph 0041 lines 1-2).
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For claim 22, Betzler discloses a computer program for establishing a session-
based instant messaging communications between mobile devices that supports a data

packet-based communications service over a digital mobile network system, the

computer program comprising program code meansfor performingall the steps of claim

1 when the program is run on a computer (see paragraph 0009 and paragraph 0011).

For claim 25, Betzler discloses the computer program of claim 22 wherein the

addressofthe initiating mobile device is an IP address andthelistening port is a TCP
port (see paragraph 0041 lines 5-6).

For claim 27, Betzler discloses the computer program of claim 22 wherein the

page-mode messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service (see paragraph

0018 lines 1-6). |

For claim 30, Betzler discloses the computer program of claim 22 wherein the

virtual connection is a TCP connection (see paragraph 0041 lines 1-2).

‘Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basisforall
obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained thoughthe invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthistitle, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obviousatthe time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.

8. - Claims 3-4, 6, 8-9, 14-15, 17, 19-20, 23-24, 26 and 28-29 are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable overBetzlerin view of Chambersetal

(2003/0142654).
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For claims 3-4, 6, 8-9, 14-15, 17, 19-20, 23-24, 26 and 28-29, Betzler discloses
all the subject matter of the claimed invention in paragraph 6 abovewith the exception

of GPRS, GSM and keyboards; telephone and PIN number. Chambers et al from the

sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches the data packet-based communications

service is GPRS and the digital mobile network system is GSM (see paragraph 0021

lines 1-7); wherein the initiating mobile device and the target mobile device include

QWERTY keyboards (see paragraph 0023 lines 10-14); wherein the page-mode
messaging serviceis SMS (see paragraph 0030lines 1-5); wherein the unique

identification numberis a telephone number (see paragraph 0028 lines 1-4); wherein

the unique identification numberis a PIN number (see paragraph 0027lines 8-10).

Thusit would have been obviousto the person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention to have GPRS, GSM and keyboards; telephone and PIN numberas taught

by Chamberset al in the communication network of Betzler. GPRS, GSM and

keyboards; telephone and PIN numberas taught by Chambers et al can be

modified/implemented into the communication network of Betzler by implementing

GPRS, GSM and keyboards of Chambersetal into the mobile device of Betzler. The

motivation for using GPRS, GSM and keyboards; telephone and PIN numberas taught

by Chambersetal in the communication network of Betzler being that it will enables

exchanging a large amountof data in a convenient, inexpensive and fast manner,it can

be implemented in already existing communications system.

9. Claims 2 and 13 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Betzler in view of Chambersetal
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For claims 2 and 13, Betzler discloses all the subject matter of the claimed

invention in paragraph 6 above with the exception of opening a secondlistening port on

the initiating mobile device. Chamberset al from the same orsimilar fields of endeavor

teaches opening a secondlistening port on theinitiating mobile device to receive

invitation messages through the page-mode messaging service (see paragraph 0041);

receiving, at the second listening port and through the page-mode messagingservice, a

message from another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile device to establish an
instant messaging session, wherein such message contains the addressandlistening

port of the other mobile device (see paragraph 0042); and transmitting a response to

the address andlistening port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based

communications service, wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a
virtual reliable connection (see paragraph 0043). Thus it would have been obvious to

| the person of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to have opening a

second listening port on theinitiating mobile device; as taught by Chambersetalin the

communication network of Betzler. Opening a secondlistening port on theinitiating

mobile device as taught by Chamberset al can be modified/implemented into the

communication network of Betzler by implementing of a rejoin chat session as taught by

Chambersetal into the mobile device of Betzler. The motivation for using a second

listening port on the initiating mobile device as taught by Chambersetalin the
communication network of Betzler being thatit will enables exchanging a large amount
of data in a convenient, inexpensive and fast manner,it can be implementedin already

existing communications system.
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Conclusion

10. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure. Carey et al (2004/0171396), Rogalski et al (2004/0132468) and
Caloud are cited to show a method, whichis considered pertinent to the claimed

invention.

11. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Liton Miah whose telephone numberis (571)270-3124.

The examiner can normally be reached on Mondaythrough Friday 7:30am to 5:00pm

EST.

If attempts to reach the examinerby telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Rafael Perez-Gutierrez can be reached on (571)272-7915. The fax phone

numberfor the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should
you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC)at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.
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Liton Miah

Rafi >Oe-ds
Supervisory Patent Examiner

Technology Center 2600
Art Unit 2617
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Application of: Confirmation No.: 6700
Daniel J. Lin

Group Art Unit: 2617
Serial No.: 10/817,994

Examiner: —Liton Miah

Filed: April 5, 2004

For: PEER-TO-PEER MOBILE

INSTANT MESSAGING

METHOD AND DEVICE

MOMMLM
MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

RESPONSETO OFFICE ACTION DATED OCTOBER10, 2007

In responseto the Office Action dated October 10, 2007, having a shortened

statutory period for responseset to expire on January 10, 2008,please enterthis

responseand reconsiderthe claims pending in the application for reasons discussed

below.

Amendmentsto the Claimsarereflectedin the listing of claims which begins on

page 2 of this paper. Remarks begin on page6ofthis paper.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

Thefollowing listing of the claims replacesall prior versions of the claimsin the

application.

1. (Currently Amended): A method of establishing session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communications service overa digital mobile network system, the method comprising:

opening a listening port on an initiating mobile device to receive communications

through the data packet-based communications service;

transmitting, from the initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing

the-an addressand thelistening port ofthe initiating mobile device to a target mobile

device through a page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile deviceis

located by providing to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification

numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile

device;

receiving, at the initiating mobile device, a response from the target mobile

device at the listening port on the initiating wireless device through the data packet-

based communications service; and

establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications

service for the session-basedinstant messaging session betweentheinitiating mobile

device and the target mobile device.

2. (Currently Amended): The method of claim 1 further comprising:

opening a second listening port on the initiating mobile device to receive

invitation messages through the page-mode messagingservice;

receiving, at the second listening port and through the page-mode messaging

service, a message from another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile device to

establish an instant messaging session, wherein such message contains the a second

addressanda thirdlistening port of the other mobile device; and

transmitting a response to the second address and listing the third listening port 

of the other mobile device through the data packet-based communications service,

wherein the response acknowledgestheability to establish a virtual reliable connection.

2
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3. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the data packet-based communications

service is GPRS andthe digital mobile network system is GSM.

4. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the initiating mobile device and the target

mobile device include QWERTYkeyboards.

5. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the addressofthe initiating mobile device

is an IP addressandthelistening port is a TCP port.

6. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging service is

SMS.

7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 wherein the page-moere page-mode

messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

8. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a

telephone number.

9. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a PIN

number.

10. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual reliable connection is a TCP

connection.

11. (Original): The method of claim 10 wherein instant messaging communications

through the virtual connection utilizes MSRP.

12. (Currently Amended) A mobile device enabled to establish session-based instant

messaging communications with other mobile devices in a digital mobile network

system, the mobile device comprising:

AppleInc.
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programming meansto support a data packet-based communications service

overthe digital mobile network system;

programming meansto support a page-mode messaging service overthe digital

mobile network system;

programming meansto opena listening port to receive communication through

the data packet-based communications service;

programming meansto send an invitation message containing the an address

andthelistening port of the mobile device to a target mobile device through the page-

mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing to the

page-mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the digital

mobile network system to locate the target mobile device;

programming meansto receive a response through the data packet-based

communications service from the target mobile deviceat the listening port; and

programming meansto establish a virtual connection through the data packet-

based communications service for thesession-based instant messaging

communications between the mobile device and the target mobile device.

13. (Currently Amended) The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising:

programming means to open a second listening port to receive invitation

messages through the page-mode messaging service;

programming meansto receive, at the second listening port and through the

page-mode messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the

mobile device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein such themessage

contains the a second address andathirdlistening port of the other mobile device; and

programming meansto transmit a response to the second address and listing the
 

third listening port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based

communications service, wherein the response acknowledgestheability to establish a

virtual reliable connection.

14. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the data packet-based

communications service is GPRS and the digital mobile network system is GSM.
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15. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising a QWERTY keyboard.

16. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the address of the mobile device

is an IP address andthelistening port is TCP port.

17. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is SMS.

18. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

19. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number

is a telephone number.

20. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number

is a PIN number.

21. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the virtual connection is a TCP

connection.

22. (Currently Amended): A computer readable storage medium having stored therein

a__computer program for establishing a session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based

communications service over a digital mobile network system, the computer program

comprising_progrant-code-means_for_performing-to_ be executed on a mobile device to

carry out all the steps of claim 1 whern-the-pregranis+un-on-a-computer.

23. (Currently Amended): The computer pregram readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the data packet-based communications service is GPRS and the digital mobile

network system is GSM.

24. (Currently Amended): The computer program readable storage medium of claim 22

5
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wherein the initiating mobile device and the target mobile device include QWERTY

keyboards.

25. (Currently Amended): The computer pregram readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the address of the initiating mobile device is an IP address and the listening

port is a TCPport.

26. (Currently Amended): The computer pregram readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the page-mode messaging service is SMS.

27. (Currently Amended): The computer pregram readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the page-mode messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

28. (Currently Amended): The computer program readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the unique identification numberis a telephone number.

29. (Currently Amended): The computer program readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the unique identification number is a PIN number.

30. (Currently Amended): The computer program readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the virtual connection is a TCP connection.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-30 were pendingin the application.

In the Office Action, claims 1-30 were rejected. More specifically,

Claims 2, 7 and 12-12 were objected to under 37 C.F.R. 1.75 due to certain

informalities.

Claims 1-21 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §112, second paragraph, as

being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which Applicant regards as the invention;

Claims 22-30 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §101 becauseit was considered

by the Examiner as a computer program perse whichis not consideredtofall

understatutory classes established by 35 U.S.C. §101.

Claims 1, 5, 7, 10, 11-12, 16, 18, 21-22, 25, 27 and 30 were rejected under

35 U.S.C. §102 as being anticipated by U.S. Patent Application Publication

No. 2003/0126213 (Betzler).

Claims 3-4, 6, 8-9, 14-15, 17, 19-20, 23-24, 28-29 were rejected under 35

U.S.C. §103 as being obvious overBetzler in view of U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 2003/0142654 (Chambers).

Examiner objected to claims 2, 7, and 12-21 due to certain informalities in claims

2, 7, and 12. Applicant has amended claims 2, 7, 12 and 13 in accordance with

Examiner's suggestions to address the objection.

Examiner rejected claims 1-21 under 35 U.S.C. §112 because “the address” has
no antecedent basis in claims 1 and 12. Claims 1 and 12 have been amended to

addressthis rejection.

Examiner rejected claims 22-30 under 35 U.S.C. §101. Claims 22-30 have been

amendedto recite subject matter that is statutory under 35 U.S.C. §101. In particular,

claims 22-30 now recite a computer readable storage medium having stored therein a

computer program to be executed on a mobile device.
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Examinerrejected claims 1, 5, 7, 10, 11-12, 16, 18, 21-22, 27 and 30 under 35

U.S.C. §102 as being anticipated by Betzler. With respect to independent claims 1, 12

and 22, Examinerrelies on Paragraph 0009 of Betzler, which states:

“10009] In another aspect, an instant messaging method is provided which

includes: establishing connection of a first wireless client to an instant

messaging server; sending a request from thefirst wireless client to the instant

messaging server for identification of available wireless clients for instant

messaging; receiving available wireless client information at the first wireless

client from the instant messaging server; and establishing direct wireless

connection between thefirst wireless client and a second wireless client using

the available wireless client information received from the instant

messaging server, wherein the direct wireless connection allows direct wireless

communication betweenthefirst wireless client and the second wireless client.”

(emphasis added).

Notably, as taught in Paragraph 0009, Betzler teaches a system that allows a

first wireless client to establish a direct wireless connection with a second wirelessclient

only by first establishing a connection between the first wireless client and an

instant messaging serverso that the first wireless client can obtain and use available

wireless client information received from the instant messaging serverin order to

establish the direct connection with the second wirelessclient.

In contrast, the claimed invention requires an exchange of communication

betweenaninitiating mobile device and a target mobile device, and doesnot involve an

instant messaging server, before a connection between the initiating mobile device and

the target mobile device is established. In particular, claim 1 recites transmitting an

invitation message from the initiating mobile device to the target mobile device, not to

an instant messaging server, and receiving a response to the invitation message

received from the target mobile device at the listening port of the initiating mobile

device. Claim 12 is directed to a mobile device that has programming meansto send

an invitation message to a target mobile device, not to an instant messaging server,

and programming meansto receive a response from the target mobile device. Claim 22
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recites a computer readable storage medium having stored there in a computer

program to be executed on the initiating mobile device to carry out the steps of

transmitting an invitation message to the target mobile device, not to an instant

messaging server, and receiving a response to the invitation message received from

the target mobile device at the listening port oftheinitiating mobile device.

Therefore, claims 1, 12 and 22 are allowable over Betzler. The remaining claims

are also allowable over Betzler as they depend from oneof claims 1, 12 and 22.

In view of the foregoing, this application is now believed to be in condition for

allowance. Should the Examiner have any questions regarding the above remarks, the

Examineris requested to call Applicant’s representative at the numberlisted below.

Respectfully submitted,

f . ~

Frederick Kim, Reg. No. 38,513
Patterson & Sheridan, L.L.P.
3040 Post Oak Blvd., Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77056-6582
Telephone: 650.330.2310
Facsimile: 650.330.2314

Attorney for Applicant
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Application/Control Number: 10/817 ,994 Page 2

Art Unit: 2617

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. Receipt of Applicant's Amendment,filed on 01/10/2008 is acknowledged. Claims

1,2, 7, 12, 13 and 22-30 have been amended.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A personshall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public
use or on sale in this country, more than one yearprior to the date of application for patent in the United
States.

Claims 1-4, 6-9, 11-15, 17-20, 22-24 and 26-29, are rejected under 35

U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Chamberset al (US 2003/0142654).

For claim 1, Chamberset al discloses a method of establishing session-based

instant messaging between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communicationsservice over a digital mobile network system (see paragraph 0009),

the method comprising:

opening a listening port on an initiating mobile device to receive communications

through the data packet-based communications service (see paragraph 0010 and

0027); transmitting, from the initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing

an address and the listening port of the initiating mobile device to a target mobile device

through a page-mode messaging service (see paragraph 0011 and 0030 andfigure 2

line 48), wherein the target mobile device is located by providing to the page-mode

messaging service a unique identification number that is used by the digital mobile
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network system to locate the target mobile device (see paragraph 0034 and 0036);

receiving,at the initiating mobile device, a responsefrom the target mobile device at the

listening port on the initiating wireless device through the data packet-based

communications service (see paragraph 0012, 0032 and 0035 andfigure 2 line 58);

and establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications

service for the direct data transfer session betweentheinitiating mobile device and the

target mobile device (see paragraph 0034 and 0035).

For claim 2 and 13, Chamberset al discloses opening a second listening port on

the initiating mobile device to receive invitation messages through the page-mode

messaging service (see paragraph 0011 and 0041); receiving, at the second listening

port and through the page-mode messaging service, a message from another mobile

device inviting the initiating mobile device to establish an instant messaging session,

wherein such message contains a second address andathird listening port of the other

mobile device (see paragraph 0042); and transmitting a response to the second

address and the third listening port of the other mobile device through the data packet-

based communications service, wherein the response acknowledgestheability to

establish a virtual reliable connection (see paragraph 0035 and 0043).

For claims 3, 14 and 23, Chamberset al discloses the data packet-based

communications service is GPRS (See paragraph 0021, 0023 and 0035) and the

digital mobile network system is GSM (See paragraph 0021 and 0023).
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For claim 4, 15 and 24, Chamberset al disclosestheinitiating mobile device

and the target mobile device include QWERTY keyboards (See paragraph 0023 and

0033).

For claim 6, 17 and 26, Chamberset al discloses the page-mode messaging

service is SMS (see paragraph 0030lines 1-5).

For claim 7, 18 and 27, Chambersetal discloses the method of claim 1 wherein

the page-more messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service (see paragraph

0010 and 0027).

For claim 8, 19 and 28, Chamberset al discloses the unique identification

numberis a telephone number(see paragraph 0028lines 1-4).

For claim 9, 20 and 29, Chamberset al discloses the unique identification

numberis a PIN number(see paragraph 0027 lines 8-10).

For claim 11, Chamberset al discloses instant messaging communications

through the virtual connection utilizes MSRP (see paragraph 0013).

For claim 12, Chamberset al discloses a mobile device enabled to establish

session-based instant messaging communications with other mobile devices in a digital

mobile network system, the mobile device comprising: programming meansto support a

data packet-based communications service overthe digital mobile network system (see

paragraph 0020 and 0021); programming meansto support a page-mode messaging

service overthe digital mobile network system (see paragraph 0010 and 0015);

programming meansto opena listening port to receive communication through the data

packet-based communications service (see paragraph 0010 and 0027); programming
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meansto send an invitation message containing an address and the listening port of the

mobile device to a target mobile device through the page-mode messaging service (see

paragraph 0011, 0030 andfigure 2 line 48), wherein the target mobile device is

located by providing to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification

numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile

device (see paragraph 0012, 0035 and 36); programming meansto receive a response

through the data packet-based communications service from the target mobile device at

the listening port (see paragraph 0010, 0035 and figure 2 line 56); and programming

meansto establish a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications

service for the session-based instant messaging communications between the mobile

device and the target mobile device (see paragraph 0034 and 0035).

For claim 22, Chamberset al discloses a computer readable storage medium

having stored therein a computer program for establishing session-based instant

messaging communications between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based

communications service over a digital mobile network system, the computer program to

be executed on a mobile device to carry out all the steps of claim 1 (see paragraph

0009, 0010, 0011 and 0023).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basisforall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
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invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized asfollows:

Determining the scope and contents ofthe priorart.
Ascertaining the differences betweenthe prior art and the claims at issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinentart.
Considering objective evidence presentin the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

ONS
5. Claims 5, 10, 16, 21, 25 and 30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Chambersetal in view of Betzler (US 2003/0126213).

For claims 5, 16 and 25, Chamberset al discloses the addressoftheinitiating

mobile device is an IP address (see paragraph 0029 lines 1-5).

For claims 5, 10, 16, 21, 25 and 30, Chambersdiscloseall the subject matter of

the claimed invention with the exception of TCP. Betzler from the sameorsimilarfields

of endeavorteaches,for claims 5, 16 and 25,the listening port is a TCP port (see

paragraph 0041 lines 5-6); for claim 10, 21, and 30, the virtual reliable connectionis a

TCP connection (see paragraph 0041 lines 1-2). Thus, it would have been obvious to

the personofordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to have TCP port and

TCP connection as taught by Betzler in the communications network of Chambersetal.

The TCPas taught by Betzler can be modified/implemented into the communication

network of Chamberset al. The motivation for using TCPis to improve similar devices

in the same way.
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Response to Arguments

6. Applicant’s argumentsfiled on 01/10/2008 are mootin view of new groundsof

Rejection.

See aboverejections for response to arguments.

Conclusion

f. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Liton Miah whose telephone numberis (571)270-3124.

The examiner can normally be reached on Mondaythrough Friday 7:30am to 5:00pm

EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Rafael Perez-Gutierrez can be reached on (571)272-7915. The fax phone

numberfor the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.
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LM

/Rafael Pérez-Gutiérrez/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2617
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Application of:
Daniel J. Lin

Serial No.: 10/817,994

Filed: April 5, 2004

For: PEER-TO-PEER MOBILE

INSTANT MESSAGING

METHOD AND DEVICE

MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

MMMMMMMMM
Confirmation No.: 6700

Group Art Unit: 2617

Examiner: Liton Miah

RESPONSETO OFFICE ACTION DATED MARCH21, 2008

In responseto the Office Action dated March 21, 2008, having an extended

statutory period for responseset to expire on September21, 2008, please enterthis

response and reconsiderthe claims pending in the application for reasons discussed

below. The Commissioneris hereby authorized to charge counsel’s Deposit Account

No. 20-0782/LIN/0002/FDKfor anyfees, including extension of time fees or excess

claim fees, required to make this response timely and acceptable to the Office.

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims which begins on

page 2 of this paper. Remarks begin on page 7 ofthis paper.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

The following listing of the claims replacesall prior versions of the claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended): A method of establishing session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communications service over a digital mobile network system, the method comprising:

opening a listening software port on an initiating mobile device to receive

communications through the data packet-based communications service;

transmitting, from the initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing

an address and the listening software portof the initiating mobile device to a target

mobile device through a page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile

device is located by providing to the page-mode messaging service a unique

identification numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the

target mobile device;

receiving,at the initiating mobile device, a response from the target mobile

device at the listening software port on the initiating wireless device through the data

packet-based communications service; and

establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications

service for the session-based instant messaging session betweentheinitiating mobile

device and the target mobile device.

2. (Currently Amended): The methodof claim 1 further comprising:

opening a second listening software port on the initiating mobile device to receive

invitation messages through the page-mode messaging service;

receiving, at the second software listening port and through the page-mode

messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile

device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein such message contains a

second address andathird listening software port of the other mobile device; and

transmitting a response to the second address and the third listening software

port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based communicationsservice,

wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a virtual reliable connection.

2
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3. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the data packet-based communications

service is GPRS andthe digital mobile network system is GSM.

4. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the initiating mobile device and the target

mobile device include QWERTY keyboards.

5. (Currently Amended): The method of claim 1 wherein the address of the initiating

mobile device is an IP address andthelistening software port is a TCPport.

6. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging service is

SMS.

7. (Previously Presented): The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

8. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a

telephone number.

9. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification number is a PIN

number.

10. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual reliable connection is a TCP

connection.

11. (Original): The method of claim 10 wherein instant messaging communications

through the virtual connection utilizes MSRP.

12. (Currently Amended): A mobile device enabled to establish session-based instant

messaging communications with other mobile devices in a digital mobile network

system, the mobile device comprising:
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programming meansto support a data packet-based communications service

overthe digital mobile network system;

programming meansto support a page-mode messagingservice over thedigital

mobile network system;

programming meansto opena listening software port to receive communication

through the data packet-based communications service;

programming meansto send an invitation message containing an address and

the listening software port of the mobile device to a target mobile device through the

page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing

to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the

digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile device;

programming meansto receive a response through the data packet-based

communicationsservice from the target mobile device at the listening software port; and

programming meansto establish a virtual connection through the data packet-

based communications service for the session-based instant messaging

communications between the mobile device and the target mobile device.

13. (Currently Amended): The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising:

programming meansto open a secondlistening software port to receive invitation

messages through the page-mode messaging service;

programming meansto receive, at the second listening software port and through

the page-mode messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the

mobile device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein the message contains

a second address andathird listening software port of the other mobile device; and

programming meansto transmit a response to the second_address andthethird

listening software port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based

communications service, wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a

virtual reliable connection.

14. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the data packet-based

communications service is GPRS and the digital mobile network system is GSM.
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15. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising a QWERTY keyboard.

16. (Currently Amended): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the address of the

mobile device is an IP address andthelistening software port is TCP port.

17. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is SMS.

18. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

19. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number

is a telephone number.

20. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number

is a PIN number.

21. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the virtual connection is a TCP

connection.

22. (Previously Presented): A computer readable storage medium having stored

therein a computer program for establishing a session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based

communications service over a digital mobile network system, the computer program to

be executed on a mobile device to carry out all the steps of claim 1.

23. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the data packet-based communications service is GPRS and the digital mobile

network system is GSM.

24. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the initiating mobile device and the target mobile device include QWERTY

5
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keyboards.

25. (Currently Amended): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22 wherein

the addressof the initiating mobile device is an IP address and the listening software

port is a TCP port.

26. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim

wherein the page-mode messaging service is SMS.

27. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim

wherein the page-mode messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

28. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim

wherein the unique identification numberis a telephone number.

29. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim

wherein the unique identification numberis a PIN number.

30. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim

wherein the virtual connection is a TCP connection.

22

22

22

22

22
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REMARKS

Claims 1-30 are pending in the application.

In the Office Action, claims 1-30 were rejected. More specifically,

e Claims 1-4, 6-9, 11-15, 17-20, 22-24 and 26-29 were rejected under 35

U.S.C. §102 as anticipated by U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

2003/0142654 (Chambers).

e Claims 5, 10, 16, 21, 25 and 30 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §102 as being

obvious over Chambers in view of U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

2003/0126213 (Betzler).

With respect to independent claims 1, 12 and 22, Examiner cites Paragraph

[0011] and [0030] and Figure 2 (step 48) as anticipating the following step (or similar

steps) in claims 1, 12 and 22:

“transmitting an invitation message containing an address and the listening port

of the initiating mobile device to a target mobile device through a page-mode

messaging service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing to

the page-mode messaging service a unique identification number that is used by

the digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile device”

In comparison, Paragraph [0011], [0030] and Figure 2 (step 48) of Chambers are

replicated below:

[0011] “In another aspect, the present invention provides a method for

transmitting a circuit switched message fromafirst terminal assigned toafirst

user of a communications system to second and third terminals having second

and third users. This method includes providing via the first terminal an input by

the first user for the circuit switched message and defining a group of users. The
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method further includes selecting a subscriber numberfor the second andthird

terminals and transmitting the message to the second and third terminals.”

[0030] “After requesting the IP address,an initiation or invitation messageis sent

to members ofthe initial memberlist in a step 48. The invitation message may

preferably be a SMS-messagethat is automatically sent by the initiator terminal

to each memberof the initial memberlist. The initiator terminal's IP address, a

telephone number, a chat session name, a greeting and a nickname of the

initiator may be included in the invitation message. Preferably, the initiator

terminal's address is requested before sending the invitation message.”

(emphasis added).

Figure 2. A portion of Figure 2 including step 48 is replicated below:

 
Applicant respectfully disagrees with Examiner that the cited portions of

Chambers or any other portion of Chambers teaches including a listening port in the

invitation message. Paragraph [0030] of Chambersclearly articulates and teachesthat

an IP address, a telephone number, a chat session name, a greeting and a nickname

are included in an invitation, but makes no mention of including a listening port in the

invitation message; indeed, Chambers makes no mention of any ports in the entirety of

its specification.
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Additionally, claims 1, 12 and 22 have been amendedto clarify that the “listening

port” in the claims is a “listening software port.” One exampleof a listening software

port, as claimed by Applicant in claim 5, is a TCP port. Such a TCPport, for example,is

represented by a 16 bit unsigned integer, ranging from 0 to 65535. As previously

discussed, Chambers makes no mention of including a listening software port in the

invitation message nor mention of any ports in the entirety of its specification.

Because independent claims 1, 12 and 22, as currently amended, each include

the similar limitation of a listening software port, Applicant believes claims 1, 12 and 22

are allowable over Chambers. Because all remaining claims depend from oneof claims

1, 12 and 22, Applicant believes that they are also allowable over Chambers.

In view of the foregoing, this application is now believed to be in condition for

allowance. Should the Examiner have any questions regarding the above remarks, the

Examineris requested to call Applicant’s representative at the numberlisted below.

/Frederick D. Kim/

Frederick Kim, Reg. No. 38,513
Patterson & Sheridan, L.L.P.
3040 Post Oak Blvd., Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77056-6582
Telephone: 650.330.2310
Facsimile: 650.330.2314

Attorney for Applicant
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In re Application of: §
Daniel LIN §—Confirmation No.: 6700

§
Serial No.: 10/817,994 § Group Art Unit: 2617

§
Filed: April 5, 2004 § Examiner: Miah, Liton

§
For: PEER-TO-PEER MOBILE §

INSTANT MESSAGING §
METHOD AND DEVICE §

MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

The Applicants, and the Attorney who signs below onthebasis of the information

supplied by the inventor and the information in his file, submit herewith patents,

publications, or other information of which they are aware, which may be materialto the

examination of this application and in respect of which there may be a duty to disclose

in accordance with 37 CFR §1.56.

While the information submitted in this Supplemental Information Disclosure

Statement may be material pursuant to 37 CFR §1.56,it is not intended to constitute an

admission that any patent, publication, or other information referred to therein is prior art

for this invention unless specifically designated as such.

In accordance with 37 CFR §1.97, this Supplemental Information Disclosure

Statement is not to be construed as a representation that a search has been made or

that no other possibly material information as defined under 37 CFR §1.56(a) exists.

The patents and/or publications submitted herewith are set forth on the attached

Form PTO-SB08a. Copies of the U.S. references are not being submitted.
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PATENT

Atty. Dkt. No.: LIN/Q002

The fee of $180.00 is due under 37 CFR §1.17(p) and is being paid by credit

card. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any other fee necessary to

makethis submission timely to the Deposit Account No. 20-0782/LIN/0002/DL.

Respectfully submitted,

CAAbe
Daniel Lin

Registration No. 47,750
PATTERSON & SHERIDAN, L.L.P.
3040 Post Oak Blvd. Suite 1500

Houston, TX 77056

Telephone: (713) 623-4844
Facsimile: (713) 623-4846
Attorney for Applicant(s)
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Nameof Patentee or Applicant ofCited Document

  

  
 

 
 

Publication Date
MM-DD-YYYY

Examiner
Initials *

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where Relevant
Passages or Relevantop    

|_DocumentNumber|NumberCite
No.’ ; 2HNumber- Kind Code* (if known)

US6,990,352 PYHALAMMIetal.
 

01-24-2006

 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

; ; Foreign Patent Document Pages, Columns,Lines,
Examiner Publication wapalicantafCite. Where Relevantitials* ate

Initials Country Code® - Number’ - Kind Cade’ (if known)|MM-DD-YYYY Document Passagesor RelevantADD 
Examiner Date
Signature Considered

*EXAMINER:Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Drawline throughcitation if not in conformance and not
considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ' Applicant's unique citation designation number (optional). ? See Kinds Codes of
USPTO Patent Documents at www.uspto.gov or MPEP 901.04. * Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO Standard ST.3). * For
Japanese patent documents, the indication of the yearof the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial numberof the patent document. *Kind of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. ° Applicant is to place a check mark here if English languageTranslation is attached.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upontheindividual case. Any comments on
the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450,

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Title of Invention: Peer-to-peer mobile instant messaging method and device

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Daniel J. Lin

Utility under 35 USC 111(a) Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD(S$)

mee
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Sub-Total in

Description Fee Code Quantity USD(S)

Miscellaneous:

Total in USD (S$)
 Submission- Information Disclosure Stmt 1806 jie|
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

ee

itn

Title of Invention: Peer-to-peer mobile instant messaging method and device

ee

Paymentinformation:

 
Submitted with Payment yes

Payment Type Credit Card

Deposit Account 200782

Authorized User KIM,FREDERICKD.

TheDirector of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)
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File Listing:

Document gs File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages

LIN_0002_SIDS.pdf
8fd3dae3b81aa78ab1d02ebc4a145ca10d2

47¢56

Multipart Description/PDFfiles in .zip description

Information Disclosure Statement Letter

Information Disclosure Statement(IDS) Filed (SB/08)

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO-06) fee-info.pdf
a00b5682f23427638ba6fl 1ca3 9fbfe38a91

2cel

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
nationalsecurity, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
 
   APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

10/817,994 04/05/2004 Daniel J. Lin

26290 7590 12/23/2008

PATTERSON & SHERIDAN,L.L.P.
3040 POST OAK BOULEVARD
SUITE 1500

HOUSTON,TX 77056

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
CONFIRMATIONNO.   

OJL-1 6700

EXAMINER

MIAH,LITON

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

2617

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

12/23/2008 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

10/817,994 LIN, DANIEL J.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit

LITON MIAH 2617 So
-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,

WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timelyfiled
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period forreply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for replywill, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three monthsafter the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)X] Responsive to communication(s) filed on 22 September 2008.
2a)X] This action is FINAL. 2b)L] This action is non-final.

3)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)X] Claim(s) 1-30 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)L] Claim(s) is/are allowed.

6)X] Claim(s) 1-30 is/are rejected.
7)L] Claim(s)__ is/are objectedto.

8)L] Claim(s)____ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)L] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
10)L] The drawing(s) filed on is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[_] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or(f).
a)LJAll b)L_] Some*c)L] Noneof:

1.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in Application No.

3.L] Copies ofthe certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action foralist of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Xx] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) C] Interview Summary (PTO-413)
2) [1] Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) Paper No(s)/Mail Date._
3) IX] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 5) L] Noticeof Informal Patent Application

Paper No(s)/Mail Date 12/12/2008. 6) C] Other:

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./MailDate 7008121 7
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Application/Control Number: 10/817 ,994 Page 2

Art Unit: 2617

DETAILED ACTION

Response to Amendment

1. This Action is in response to Applicant’s amendmentfiled on September22,

2008. Claims 1-30 arestill pending in the present application. This Action is made

FINAL.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basisforall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

3. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized asfollows:

Determining the scope and contents ofthe priorart.
Ascertaining the differences betweenthe prior art and the claims at issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinentart.
Considering objective evidence presentin the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

PWNS
4. Claims 1-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Chamberset al (US 2003/0142654) in view of Caloud (US 2003/0013467).

For claim 1, Chamberset al discloses a method of establishing session-based

instant messaging between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communicationsservice over a digital mobile network system (see paragraph 0009),

the method comprising:

AppleInc.
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Art Unit: 2617

an initiating mobile device to receive communications through the data packet-based

communications service (see paragraph 0010 and 0027); transmitting, from the

initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing an addressoftheinitiating

mobile device to a target mobile device through a page-mode messaging service (see

paragraph 0011 and 0030 andfigure 2 line 48), wherein the target mobile device is

located by providing to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification

numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile

device (see paragraph 0034 and 0036); receiving,at the initiating mobile device, a

responsefrom the target mobile device atthe initiating wireless device through the data

packet-based communications service (see paragraph 0012, 0032 and 0035 and

figure 2 line 58); and establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based

communications service for the direct data transfer session betweentheinitiating mobile

device and the target mobile device (see paragraph 0034 and 0035).

For claim 1, Chambers explicitly does not discloselistening softwareport.

However, Caloud from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches opening a

listening software port on an initiating mobile device (paragraphs 0017, 0040, 0064

and 0077); the listening software port of the initiating mobile device (paragraphs 0017,

0040, 0064 and 0077). Thus,it would have been obvious to the personofordinary skill

in the art at the time of the invention to havelistening software port as taught in Caloud

in the communications network of Chambers et al. The listening software port as taught

in Caloud can be modified/implemented into the communication network of Chambers

et al. The motivation for using the listening software port is to improve similar devices in

AppleInc.
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Art Unit: 2617

the same way.

For claim 2 and 13, Chamberset al disclosesthe initiating mobile device to

receive invitation messages through the page-mode messaging service (see paragraph

0011 and 0041); receiving, through the page-mode messaging service, a message from

another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile device to establish an instant

messaging session, wherein such message contains a second addressof the other

mobile device (see paragraph 0042); and transmitting a response to the second

address of the other mobile device through the data packet-based communications

service, wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a virtual reliable

connection (see paragraph 0035 and 0043).

For claim 2 and 13, Chambers explicitly does not disclose listening software

port. However, Caloud from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches opening a

second listening software port on an initiating mobile device (paragraphs 0017, 0040,

0064, 0077 and 0078); receiving, at the second listening software port (paragraphs

0017, 0040, 0064, 0077 and 0078); a third listening software port of the other mobile

device (paragraphs 0017, 0040, 0064, 0077 and 0078). Thus,it would have been

obvious to the personof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to have

listening software port as taught in Caloud in the communications network of Chambers

etal. The listening software port as taught in Caloud can be modified/implemented into

the communication network of Chambers et al. The motivation for using the listening

software port is to improvesimilar devices in the same way.

For claims 3, 14 and 23, Chamberset al discloses the data packet-based

AppleInc.
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Application/Control Number: 10/817 ,994 Page 5

Art Unit: 2617

communications service is GPRS (See paragraph 0021, 0023 and 0035) and the

digital mobile network system is GSM (See paragraph 0021 and 0023).

For claim 4, 15 and 24, Chamberset al disclosestheinitiating mobile device

and the target mobile device include QWERTY keyboards (See paragraph 0023 and

0033).

For claims 5, 16 and 25, Chamberset al discloses the addressoftheinitiating

mobile device is an IP address (see paragraph 0029 lines 1-5).

For claims 5, 16 and 25, Chambers explicitly does not disclose TCP. However,

Caloud from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teachesthelistening software port

is a TCP port (paragraphs 0017, 0040, 0064 and 0077). Thus, it would have been

obvious to the personof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to have TCP

port as taught by Caloud in the communications network of Chambers et al. The TCP

as taught by Caloud can be modified/implemented into the communication network of

Chamberset al. The motivation for using TCP is to improve similar devices in the same

way.

For claim 6, 17 and 26, Chamberset al discloses the page-mode messaging

service is SMS (see paragraph 0030lines 1-5).

For claim 7, 18 and 27, Chambersetal discloses the method of claim 1 wherein

the page-more messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service (see paragraph

0010 and 0027).

For claim 8, 19 and 28, Chamberset al discloses the unique identification

numberis a telephone number(see paragraph 0028 lines 1-4).
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For claim 9, 20 and 29, Chamberset al discloses the unique identification

numberis a PIN number(see paragraph 0027 lines 8-10).

For claims 10, 21 and 30, Chambers explicitly does not disclose TCP.

However, Caloud from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teachesthevirtual reliable

connection is a TCP connection (paragraphs 0017, 0040, 0064 and 0077). Thus,it

would have been obvious to the personof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to have TCP connection as taught by Caloud in the communications network

of Chamberset al. The TCP as taught by Caloud can be modified/implemented into the

communication network of Chambers et al. The motivation for using TCP is to improve

similar devices in the same way.

For claim 11, Chamberset al discloses instant messaging communications

through the virtual connection utilizes MSRP (see paragraph 0013).

For claim 12, Chamberset al discloses a mobile device enabled to establish

session-based instant messaging communications with other mobile devices in a digital

mobile network system, the mobile device comprising: programming meansto support a

data packet-based communications service over the digital mobile network system (see

paragraph 0020 and 0021); programming meansto support a page-mode messaging

service overthe digital mobile network system (see paragraph 0010 and 0015);

programming meansto receive communication through the data packet-based

communications service (see paragraph 0010 and 0027); programming meansto send

an invitation message containing an address of the mobile device to a target mobile

device through the page-mode messaging service (see paragraph 0011, 0030 and

AppleInc.
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figure 2 line 48), wherein the target mobile device is located by providing to the page-

mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the digital

mobile network system to locate the target mobile device (see paragraph 0012, 0035

and 36); programming meansto receive a responsethrough the data packet-based

communications service from the target mobile device (see paragraph 0010, 0035 and

figure 2 line 56); and programming meansto establish a virtual connection through the

data packet-based communications service for the session-based instant messaging

communications between the mobile device and the target mobile device (see

paragraph 0034 and 0035).

For claim 12, Chambers explicitly does not disclose listening softwareport.

However, Caloud from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches programming

meansto opena listening software port (paragraphs 0017, 0040, 0064 and 0077); the

listening software port of the mobile device (paragraphs 0017, 0040, 0064 and 0077).

Thus, it would have been obvious to the personof ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention to havelistening software port as taught in Caloud in the communications

network of Chamberset al. The listening software port as taught in Caloud can be

modified/implemented into the communication network of Chamberset al. The

motivation for using the listening software port is to improve similar devices in the same

way.

For claim 22, Chamberset al discloses a computer readable storage medium

having stored therein a computer program for establishing session-based instant

messaging communications between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based

AppleInc.
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Art Unit: 2617

communications service over a digital mobile network system, the computer program to

be executed on a mobile device to carry out all the steps of claim 1 (see paragraph

0009, 0010, 0011 and 0023; aboverejection of claim 1).

Response to Arguments

5. Applicant's arguments, filed on September 22, 2008, with respect to claims 1, 12

and 22 have been considered but are mootin view of the new ground(s) of rejection

necessitated by the newlimitations,"...software...”, added to claims 1 and 12. See the

aboverejection of claims 1 and 12 for the relevant citations found in Chamberset al in

view of Caloud disclosing the newly added limitations.

Conclusion

6. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37

CFR 1.136(a).

f. A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the eventa first reply is filed within

TWO MONTHSof the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTHshortened statutory period, then the

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. In no event, however,will the statutory period for reply expire later
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Application/Control Number: 10/817 ,994 Page 9

Art Unit: 2617

than SIX MONTHSfrom the dateof this final action.

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Liton Miah whose telephone numberis (571)270-3124.

The examiner can normally be reached on Mondaythrough Friday 7:30am to 5:00pm

EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Rafael Perez-Gutierrez can be reached on (571)272-7915. The fax phone

numberfor the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

Liton Miah

/Rafael Pérez-Gutiérrez/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2617
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Application of: Confirmation No.: 6700
Daniel J. Lin

GroupArt Unit: 2617
Serial No.: 10/817,994

Examiner: —Liton Miah

Filed: April 5, 2004

For: PEER-TO-PEER MOBILE

INSTANT MESSAGING

METHOD AND DEVICE

MMMMML)
MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

RESPONSETO FINAL OFFICE ACTION DATED DECEMBER23, 2008

In response to the Final Office Action dated December 23, 2008, having an

shortened statutory period for response set to expire on March 23, 2008, this response

is being filed together with a Request for Continued Examination (RCE). Please enter

this response and reconsider the claims pending in the application for reasons

discussed below. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge counsel’s Deposit

Account No. 20-0782/LIN/0002/FDK for any fees required to make this response timely

and acceptable to the Office.

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims which begins on

page 2 of this paper. Remarks begin on page 7 ofthis paper.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

The following listing of the claims replacesall prior versions of the claims in the

application.

1. (Previously Presented): A method of establishing session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communications service overa digital mobile network system, the method comprising:

opening a listening software port on an initiating mobile device to receive

communications through the data packet-based communications service;

transmitting, from the initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing

an addressandthelistening software port oftheinitiating mobile device to a target

mobile device through a page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile

device is located by providing to the page-mode messagingservice a unique

identification numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the

target mobile device;

receiving, at the initiating mobile device, a response from the target mobile

device at the listening software port ontheinitiating wireless device through the data

packet-based communications service; and

establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications

service for the session-based instant messaging session betweentheinitiating mobile

device and the target mobile device.

2. (Previously Presented): The methodof claim 1 further comprising:

opening a secondlistening software port ontheinitiating mobile device to receive

invitation messages through the page-mode messaging service;

receiving, at the second software listening port and through the page-mode

messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile

device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein such message contains a

second addressanda third listening software port of the other mobile device; and

transmitting a response to the second address andthethird listening software

port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based communications service,

wherein the response acknowledgestheability to establish a virtual reliable connection.

2
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3. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the data packet-based communications

service is GPRSandthe digital mobile network system is GSM.

4. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the initiating mobile device and the target

mobile device include QWERTYkeyboards.

5. (Previously Presented): The method of claim 1 wherein the addressoftheinitiating

mobile device is an IP address andthelistening software port is a TCPport.

6. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging service is
SMS.

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

8. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a

telephone number.

9. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a PIN

number.

10. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual reliable connection is a TCP

connection.

11. (Original): The method of claim 10 wherein instant messaging communications

through thevirtual connection utilizes MSRP.

12. (Previously Presented) A mobile device enabled to establish session-based instant

messaging communications with other mobile devices in a digital mobile network

system, the mobile device comprising:
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programming meansto support a data packet-based communications service

overthe digital mobile network system;

programming meansto support a page-mode messaging service overthe digital

mobile network system;

programming meansto opena listening software port to receive communication

through the data packet-based communications service;

programming meansto send an invitation message containing an address and

the listening software port of the mobile device to a target mobile device through the

page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing

to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the

digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile device;

programming meansto receive a response through the data packet-based

communications service from the target mobile device at the listening software port; and

programming meansto establish a virtual connection through the data packet-

based communications service for the session-based instant messaging

communications between the mobile device and the target mobile device.

13. (Previously Presented) The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising:

programming means to open a secondlistening software port to receive invitation

messagesthrough the page-mode messaging service;

programming meansto receive, at the secondlistening software port and through

the page-mode messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the

mobile device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein the message contains

a second addressanda third listening software port of the other mobile device; and

programming meansto transmit a response to the second_addressand thethird

listening software port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based

communications service, wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a
virtual reliable connection.

14. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the data packet-based

communications service is GPRS and the digital mobile network system is GSM.
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15. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising a QWERTYkeyboard.

16. (Previously Presented): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the address of the

mobile device is an IP address and thelistening software port is TCP port.

17. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is SMS.

18. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messagingservice.

19. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number

is a telephone number.

20. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number

is a PIN number.

21. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the virtual connection is a TCP

connection.

22. (Previously Presented): A computer readable storage medium having stored

therein a computer program for establishing a session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based

communications service overa digital mobile network system, the computer program to

be executed on a mobile device to carry out all the steps of claim 1.

23. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the data packet-based communications service is GPRS andthe digital mobile

network system is GSM.

24. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the initiating mobile device and the target mobile device include QWERTY

5
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keyboards.

25. (Currently Amended): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22 wherein

the address of the initiating mobile device is an IP address and the listening software

port is a TCP port.

26. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the page-mode messagingservice is SMS.

27. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the page-mode messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

28. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the unique identification numberis a telephone number.

29. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the unique identification number is a PIN number.

30. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the virtual connection is a TCP connection.
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REMARKS

Applicant thanks Examinerfor the opportunity to discuss certain of the arguments

presented herein in a telephonic interview that took place on December31, 2008.

Claims 1-30 are pending in the application. In the Office Action, claims 1-30 were

rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being obvious over U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 2003/0142654 (Chambers) in view of U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 2003/0013467 (Caloud). Applicant respectfully traverses Examiner's

rejections.

With respect to independent claims 1, 12 and 22, Examiner cites Paragraphs

[0017], [0040], [0064] and [0077] of Caloud as disclosing “opening a listening software

port on an initiating mobile device to receive communications through the data packet-

based communications service”(or similar limitations in independentclaim 12).

While Caloud does teach that a “SIP resolution server’ transmits an “IP address

and information pertaining the port numberof the SIP server” in an SMS message(see

Paragraph [0017]), Applicant respectfully disagrees with Examiner that the cited

portions of Caloud or any other portion of Caloud teaches “openingalistening software

port on an initiating mobile device to receive communications through the data

packet-based communications service” (emphasis added). Byvirtual of its use of a “SIP

resolution server’, Caloud specifically teaches away from Applicant’s mobile peer-to-

peer approachof “openingalistening port on aninitiating mobile device” (emphasis

added) in which, according to Paragraph [0013] of Applicant’s specification, “a log-in or

registration server for IM or presence purposes can be eliminated.” As discussed in

Figure 1 and Paragraphs [0016], [0043] and [0053] of Caloud, the SIP resolution server

119 is clearly used for presence purposesbyutilizing a resolution table 127 to enable

“an association to be set up between a symbolic address and a telephone number and

an IMSI number” (Paragraph [0043]) to “determine whether the terminal is or is not

accessible throughthe Internet net 106” (Paragraph [0053)).
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Additionally, Examiner's proposed modification through the combination of

Caloud and Chambers would both (1) render Chambers unsatisfactory for its intended

purpose (see MPEP 2143.01(V)citing In re Gordon, 733 F.2d 900, 221 USPQ 1125

(Fed. Cir. 1984)) and (2) change the principal operation of Chambers (see MPEP

2143.01(VI) citing In re Ratti, 270 F.2d 810, 123 USPQ 349 (CCPA 1959). Specifically,

the teachings of a standalone SIP resolution server 119 in Caloud directly contradict

Chambers’ intended purpose of having an “initiator terminal” (i.e., a mobile device) that

desires to communicate with other terminals itself control and initiate invitation

messages without any assistance from a separate server that helps to set up mobile

device communications as taught in Caloud (see Paragraphs [0027]-[0028] and [0038]

of Chambers).

Similarly, using a SIP server resolution server to send SMS messages would

require “substantial reconstruction and redesign of the elements shown in [Chambers]

as well as a changein the basic principle under which the [Chambers] construction was

designed to operate." See /n re Ratti at 270 F.2d at 813, 123 USPQ at 352.

Specifically, Chambers notes that one of its objectives is to provide a method and

device which “can be implemented in already existing communications systems, e.g.,

GSM or Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) networks” (see

Paragraph [0015]). Adding the SIP resolution server 119 of Caloud to Chambers would

directly contravenethis objective.

Furthermore, neither Caloud nor Chambers teaches or suggests “opening a

listening software port on an initiating mobile device” (emphasis added) for “establishing

a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications service for the
session-based instant messaging session betweentheinitiating mobile device and the

target mobile device” as claimed by Applicant. Applicant's invention requires opening a

listening software port on an initiating mobile device every time the initiating mobile

device desires to establish communications with a particular target mobile device.

Instead, Caloud teaches a standalone SIP resolution server 119 that serves any andall

mobile terminals that desire setting up a connection with another mobile terminal.

Nowhere does Caloud teach or suggest that the SIP resolution server opensa listening

8
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port each time a mobile terminal requests that the serverassist in setting up connection

with another terminal. Caloud’s SIP resolution server implies more traditional server-

based techniques, where servers leave open one known connection to allow any

number of devices to communicate with it, which differs from Applicant’s approach in

the claimsthatalistening port is opened for a particular target mobile device.

Chambers also teaches away from opening a listening software port each time

an initiating mobile device desires to establish communications with a target mobile

device. As set forth in Paragraph [0030] of Chambers, “an initiation or invitation

message is sent to members of the initial memberlist.” Because this initiation or

invitation message is sent to all the members of an initial member list (see, e.g.,

Paragraph [0032] of Chambers), Chambers directly contradicts Applicant's requirement

that a listening software port is opened ontheinitiating device every timetheinitiating
mobile device desires to establish connections with a different target mobile device.

Instead, Chambers requires that all members of the initial memberlist respond to the

sameinvitation message.

With respect to claim 2, Applicant respectfully notes neither Chambers or Caloud

teach or suggest opening a second software listening port “to receive invitation

messages through the page-mode messaging service.” While Caloud discussesa port

in the context of “IP address information” (see Paragraph [0017]), such a port cannot

receive messagesthrough a “page-mode messaging service.” One example of a page

mode messaging service is SMS (see Applicant’s claim 6). All of Caloud’s discussions

relating to ports relate to IP based technology, which is not capable of receiving

messages through a page-mode messaging service such as SMS.

Becauseall remaining claims depend from oneof claims 1, 12 and 22, Applicant

believes that they are also allowable over Chambers. In view of the foregoing, this
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application is now believed to be in condition for allowance. Should the Examiner have

any questions regarding the above remarks, the Examiner is requested to call

Applicant’s representative at the numberlisted below.

D4 L.
Daniel Lin, Reg. No. 47,750
Patterson & Sheridan, L.L.P.
3040 Post OakBlvd., Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77056-6582
Telephone: 650.330.2310
Facsimile: 650.330.2314

Attorney for Applicant
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 . 10/817,994 LIN, DANIEL J.

Interview Summary Examiner Art Unit
LITON MIAH 2617

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

(1) LITON MIAH. (3)__.

(2) Daniel J. Lin. (4)__.

Date ofInterview: 37 December 2008.

Type: a)X] Telephonic b)[_] Video Conference
c)_] Personal [copy given to: 1)] applicant 2)(] applicant’s representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)L] Yes e)X] No.
If Yes, brief description:

Claim(s) discussed: 7,172 and 22.

Identification of prior art discussed: Caloud (US 2003/0013467).

Agreementwith respectto the claims f)_] was reached. g)[X] was not reached. h)_] N/A.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreedto if an agreement was
reached, or any other comments: The Examiner and Applicant, Mr. Daniel Lin discussed the current claim
lanquage"opening a listening port" in view of the teachings of Caloud. No agreement was reached and the Examiner
advised Applicant that he will formally consider the response filed and examiner also advised Applicant that any
amendmentof claims may raise new matter that will not be enter.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would renderthe claims
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE

INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already beenfiled, APPLICANTIS
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS

INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVERIS LATER, TO

FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet. 
/Liton Miah/

Examiner, Art Unit 2617
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04-03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20081231
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DETAILED ACTION

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

1. A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee set

forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e), wasfiled in this application after final rejection. Since this

application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the fee set

forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the previous Office Action

has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant’s submissionfiled on January

2, 2009 has been entered. Claims 1-30 arestill pending in the present application.

Response to Arguments

2. Applicant's arguments, filed on January 2, 2009, with respect to claims 1, 12 and

22 have been considered but are mootin view of the new ground(s) of rejection

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basisforall

obviousnessrejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 ofthis title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

4. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized asfollows:

Determining the scope and contents ofthe priorart.
Ascertaining the differences betweenthe prior art and the claims at issue.
Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinentart.
Considering objective evidence presentin the application indicating
obviousness or nonobviousness.

RONS
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5. Claims 1-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Chamberset al (US 2003/0142654) in view of Pyhalammiet al (US 6,990,352).

For claim 1, Chamberset al discloses a method of establishing session-based

instant messaging between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communicationsservice over a digital mobile network system (see paragraph 0009),

the method comprising:

an initiating mobile device to receive communications through the data packet-

based communications service (see paragraph 0010 and 0027); transmitting, from the

initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing an addressoftheinitiating

mobile device to a target mobile device through a page-mode messaging service (see

paragraph 0011 and 0030 andfigure 2 line 48), wherein the target mobile device is

located by providing to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification

numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile

device (see paragraph 0034 and 0036); receiving,at the initiating mobile device, a

responsefrom the target mobile device atthe initiating wireless device through the data

packet-based communications service (see paragraph 0012, 0032 and 0035 and

figure 2 line 58); and establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based

communications service for the direct data transfer session betweentheinitiating mobile

device and the target mobile device (see paragraph 0034 and 0035).

For claim 1, Chambers explicitly does not discloselistening softwareport.

However, Pyhalammiet al from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches opening

a listening software port on an initiating mobile device (col. 1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In. 46-
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55] and col. 4 [In. 5-30]); the listening software port of the initiating mobile device (col.

1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In. 46-55] and col. 4 [In. 5-30]). Thus, it would have been obvious

to the personof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to havelistening

software port as taught in Pyhalammiet al in the communications network of Chambers

et al. The listening software port as taught in Pyhalammiet al can be

modified/implemented into the communication network of Chamberset al. The

motivation for using the listening software port is to improve similar devicesin

the same way.

For claim 12, Chamberset al discloses a mobile device enabled to establish

session-based instant messaging communications with other mobile devices in a digital

mobile network system, the mobile device comprising: programming meansto support a

data packet-based communications service over the digital mobile network system (see

paragraph 0020 and 0021); programming meansto support a page-mode messaging

service overthe digital mobile network system (see paragraph 0010 and 0015);

programming meansto receive communication through the data packet-based

communications service (see paragraph 0010 and 0027); programming meansto send

an invitation message containing an address of the mobile device to a target mobile

device through the page-mode messaging service (see paragraph 0011, 0030 and

figure 2 line 48), wherein the target mobile device is located by providing to the page-

mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the digital

mobile network system to locate the target mobile device (see paragraph 0012, 0035

and 36); programming meansto receive a responsethrough the data packet-based
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communications service from the target mobile device (see paragraph 0010, 0035 and

figure 2 line 56); and programming meansto establish a virtual connection through the

data packet-based communications service for the session-based instant messaging

communications between the mobile device and the target mobile device (see

paragraph 0034 and 0035).

For claim 12, Chambers doesnotdisclose listening software port. However,

Pyhalammiet al from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches programming

meansto opena listening software port (col. 1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In. 46-55] and col. 4

[In. 5-30]); the listening software port of the mobile device (col. 1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In.

46-55] and col. 4 [In. 5-30]). Thus, it would have been obviousto the person of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to have listening software port as

taught in Pyhalammiet al in the communications network of Chambers et al. The

listening software port as taught in Pyhalammiet al can be modified/implemented into

the communication network of Chambers et al. The motivation for using the listening

software port is to improvesimilar devices in the same way.

For claim 2 and 13, Chamberset al disclosesthe initiating mobile device to

receive invitation messages through the page-mode messaging service (see paragraph

0011 and 0041); receiving, through the page-mode messaging service, a message from

another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile device to establish an instant

messaging session, wherein such message contains a second addressof the other

mobile device (see paragraph 0042); and transmitting a response to the second

address of the other mobile device through the data packet-based communications
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service, wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a virtual reliable

connection (see paragraph 0035 and 0043).

For claim 2 and 13, Chambers explicitly does not disclose listening software

port. However, Pyhalammiet al from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches

opening a second listening software port on an initiating mobile device (col. 1 [In. 51-

67], col. 3 [In. 46-55] and col. 4 [In. 5-30]); receiving, at the second listening software

port (col. 1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In. 46-55] and col. 4 [In. 5-30]); a third listening software

port of the other mobile device (col. 1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In. 46-55] and col. 4 [In. 5-

30]). Thus, it would have been obviousto the person of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to have listening software port as taught in Pyhalammiet al in the

communications network of Chambers et al. The listening software port as taughtin

Pyhalammiet al can be modified/implemented into the communication network of

Chamberset al. The motivation for using the listening software port is to improve

similar devices in the same way.

For claim 22, Chamberset al discloses a computer readable storage medium

having stored therein a computer program for establishing session-based instant

messaging communications between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based

communications service over a digital mobile network system, the computer program to

be executed on a mobile device to carry out all the steps of claim 1 (see paragraph

0009, 0010, 0011 and 0023; aboverejection of claim 1).

For claims 3, 14 and 23, Chamberset al discloses the data packet-based

communications service is GPRS (See paragraph 0021, 0023 and 0035) and the
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digital mobile network system is GSM (See paragraph 0021 and 0023).

For claim 4, 15 and 24, Chamberset al disclosestheinitiating mobile device

and the target mobile device include QWERTY keyboards (See paragraph 0023 and

0033).

For claims 5, 16 and 25, Chamberset al discloses the addressoftheinitiating

mobile device is an IP address (see paragraph 0029 lines 1-5).

For claims 5, 16 and 25, Chambers explicitly does not disclose TCP. However,

Pyhalammiet al from the same or similar fields of endeavor teaches the listening

software port is a TCP port (col. 1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In. 46-55] and col. 4 [In. 5-30).

Thus, it would have been obvious to the personof ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention to have TCP port as taught by Pyhalammi etal in the communications

network of Chambers et al. The TCP as taught by Pyhalammiet al can be

modified/implemented into the communication network of Chamberset al. The

motivation for using TCP is to improve similar devices in the same way.

For claim 6, 17 and 26, Chamberset al discloses the page-mode messaging

service is SMS (see paragraph 0030lines 1-5).

For claim 7, 18 and 27, Chambersetal discloses the method of claim 1 wherein

the page-more messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service (see paragraph

0010 and 0027).

For claim 8, 19 and 28, Chamberset al discloses the unique identification

numberis a telephone number(see paragraph 0028 lines 1-4).

For claim 9, 20 and 29, Chamberset al discloses the unique identification
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numberis a PIN number(see paragraph 0027 lines 8-10).

For claims 10, 21 and 30, Chambers explicitly does not disclose TCP.

However, Pyhalammiet al from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teaches the

virtual reliable connection is a TCP connection (col. 1 [In. 51-67], col. 3 [In. 46-55] and

col. 4 [In. 5-30]). Thus, it would have been obvious to the person of ordinaryskill in the

art at the time of the invention to have TCP connection as taught by Pyhalammi etalin

the communications network of Chamberset al. The TCP as taught by Pyhalammietal

can be modified/implemented into the communication network of Chambers et al. The

motivation for using TCP is to improve similar devices in the same way.

6. Claim 11 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Chambersetal in view of Pyhalammi etal in further view of Betzler (US 2003/0126213).

For claim 11, Chambers and Pyhalammiet al specifically do not disclose MSRP.

However, Betzler from the sameorsimilar fields of endeavor teachesinstant

messaging communications throughthe virtual connection utilizes MSRP (see

paragraph 0026-0027 and 0029). Thus, it would have been obviousto the person of

ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to utilize MSRP as taught by Betzler

in the communications network of Chambers et al and Pyhalammiet al. The MSRP as

taught by Betzler can be modified/implemented into the communication network of

Chamberset al and Pyhalammiet al. The motivation for using MSRPis to improve

similar devices in the same way.

Conclusion
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f. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to LITTON MIAH whosetelephone numberis (571)270-

3124. The examiner can normally be reached on Mondaythrough Friday 7:30am to

5:00pm EST.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Rafael Perez-Gutierrez can be reached on (571)272-7915. The fax phone

numberfor the organization wherethis application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

LM

/Rafael Pérez-Gutiérrez/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2617
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Application of: Confirmation No.: 6700
Daniel J. Lin

Group Art Unit: 2617 |
Serial No.: 10/817,994

Examiner:—Liton Miah

Filed: April 5, 2004

For: PEER-TO-PEER MOBILE
INSTANT MESSAGING

METHOD AND DEVICE

MMMMMMMUM
MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

RESPONSETO OFFICE ACTION DATED MARCH6, 2009

In response to the Office Action dated March 6, 2009, having an shortened

statutory period for response set to expire on June 6, 2009, please enter this response

and reconsider the claims pending in the application for reasons discussed below.

While Applicant believes that no additional fees are required, the Commissioneris

hereby authorized to charge counsel's Deposit Account No. 20-0782/LIN/0002/FDK for

any fees required to make this responsetimely and acceptable to the Office.

Amendmentsto the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on

page 2 of this paper. Remarks begin on page7 of this paper.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

Thefollowinglisting of the claims replacesall prior versions of the claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended): A method of establishing session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that support a data packet-based

communications service overa digital mobile network system, the method comprising:

opening a listening software port on an initiating mobile device to receive

communications through the data packet-based communications service;

transmitting, from the initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing

an addressandthelistening software port of the initiating mobile deviceto a target

mobile device through a page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile

device is located by providing to the page-mode messaging service a unique

identification numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the

target mobile device;

receiving, at the initiating mobile device, a response from the target mobile

device at the listening software port on theinitiating wireless-mobile device through the 

data packet-based communications service; and

establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications

service for the session-based instant messaging session betweentheinitiating mobile

device and the target mobile device.

2. (Previously Presented): The method of claim 1 further comprising:

opening a secondlistening software port on the initiating mobile device to receive

invitation messages through the page-mode messagingservice;

receiving, at the second software listening port and through the page-mode

messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile

device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein such message contains a

second address andathird listening software port of the other mobile device; and

transmitting a response to the second address andthethird listening software

port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based communications service,
wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a virtual reliable connection.

2
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3. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the data packet-based communications

service is GPRS and the digital mobile network system is GSM.

4. (Original): The method of claim1 wherein the initiating mobile device and the target

mobile device include QWERTY keyboards.

5. (Previously Presented): The method of claim 1 wherein the addressoftheinitiating

mobile device is an IP address and the listening software port is a TCPport.

6. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging service is

SMS.

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

8. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a

telephone number.

9. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a PIN

number.

10. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual reliable connection is a TCP

connection.

11. (Original): The method of claim 10 wherein instant messaging communications

through the virtual connection utilizes MSRP.

12. (Previously Presented): A mobile device enabled to establish session-based

instant messaging communications with other mobile devicesin a digital mobile network

system, the mobile device comprising:

AppleInc.
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programming meansto support a data packet-based communications service

overthe digital mobile network system;

programming means to support a page-mode messaging service overthe digital

mobile network system;

programming meansto opena listening software port to receive communication

through the data packet-based communications service;

programming meansto send aninvitation message containing an address and

the listening software port of the mobile device to a target mobile device through the
page-mode messaging service, wherein the target mobile device is located by providing

to the page-mode messaging service a unique identification numberthat is used by the

digital mobile network system to locate the target mobile device;

programming meansto receive a response through the data packet-based

communications service from the target mobile device at the listening software port; and

programming meansto establish a virtual connection through the data packet-

based communicationsservice for the session-basedinstant messaging

communications between the mobile device and the target mobile device.

13. (Previously Presented): The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising:

programming meansto open a secondlistening software port to receive invitation

messagesthrough the page-mode messaging service;

programming meansto receive, at the second listening software port and through

the page-mode messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the

mobile device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein the message contains

a second addressanda third listening software port of the other mobile device; and

programming meansto transmit a response to the second_addressandthethird

listening software port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based

communications service, wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a
virtual reliable connection.

14. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the data packet-based

communications service is GPRSand the digital mobile network system is GSM.
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15. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 further comprising a QWERTYkeyboard.

16. (Previously Presented): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the address of the

mobile device is an IP address and the listening software port is TCPport.

17. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

_service is SMS.

18. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

19. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the uniqueidentification number

is a telephone number.

20. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the unique identification number

is a PIN number.

21. (Original): The mobile device of claim 12 wherein the virtual connection is a TCP

connection.

22. (Previously Presented): A computer readable storage medium having stored

therein a computer program for establishing a session-based instant messaging

communications between mobile devices that supports a data packet-based

communications service over a digital mobile network system, the computer program to

be executed on a mobile device to carry out all the steps of claim 1.

23. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the data packet-based communications service is GPRS and the digital mobile

network system is GSM.

24. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the initiating mobile device and the target mobile device include QWERTY

5
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keyboards.

25. (Previously Presented): Thecomputer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the addressof the initiating mobile device is an IP address and thelistening

software port is a TCPport.

26. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the page-mode messaging service is SMS.

27. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the page-mode messaging service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

28. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the unique identification numberis a telephone number.

29. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22

wherein the unique identification number is a PIN number.

30. (Previously Presented): The computer readable storage medium of claim 22
wherein the virtual connection is a TCP connection.
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REMARKS

Claims 1-30 are pending in the application. In the Office Action, claims 1-30 were

rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being obvious over U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 2003/0142654 (Chambers) in view of U.S. Patent 6,990,352

(Pyhalammi). Applicant respectfully traverses Examiner’s rejections.

With respect to independent claim 1, Examiner cites Pyhalammi as disclosing

“opening a listening software port on an_initiating mobile device to receive

communications through the data packet-based communications service” (or similar

limitations in independent claim 12).

In Applicant's invention, the initiating mobile device opensa listening software

port as required by claim 1 so that the target mobile device, not the initiating mobile

device, is able to initiate communications to the initiating mobile device through the

data packet-based communications service (e.g., GPRS, in one embodiment) to

establish a virtual connection. This is captured in the subsequent receiving step of

claim 1, where the initiating mobile device receives a response from the target mobile

device at its listening software port on the initiating mobile device through the data

packet-based communicationsservice.

Pyhalammiclearly teaches away from "opening a software listening port on an

initiating mobile device to receive communications through the data packet-based

communications service." First, nowhere is a port mentioned within passagescited by

Examiner or anywhere else in Pyhalammi. Second, Pyhalammi teaches a method that

requires two SMS messages to be exchanged in order to establish a connection

between two devices: one SMS containing the IP address ofthe first device (from the

first device to the second device) and a second SMS message containing the IP
address of the second device (from the second device to the first device). As further

explained below, requiring the first device to receive the IP address of the second

device in a second SMS messageclearly contradicts the teaching and the purpose of
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“opening a software listening port to receive communications through the data packet-

based communicationsservice," as required by Applicant's invention.

In Applicant's invention, the target mobile device initiates the establishment of

a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications service (e.g.,

GPRS, in one embodiment) by contacting the initiating mobile device at the initiating

mobile device's opened softwarelistening port (i.e., see the receiving step in claim

1) precisely becausetheinitiating mobile device has opened a softwarelistening port.

Becauseof the availability of an opened software listening port on the initiating mobile

device, Applicant's invention only requires one SMS(e.g., in an embodiment utilizing

SMS)to be sentfrom theinitiating mobile device to the target mobile device — the target

mobile device is able to then initiate a data-packet based connection (e.g., GPRS

connection) by contacting the initiating mobile device at the opened software port. In
Applicant's invention, the initiating mobile device does not receive the target mobile

device's IP address in a second SMSasrequired Pyhalammi.

In direct contrast, Pyhalammi does not mention opening a softwarelistening port

at all, and therefore, understandably, requires a second SMS message to enable the

first device (rather than the second device)to initiate GPRS communication to establish

the direct data connection. As Pyhalammiclearly explains in Col. 4, lines 4-20, its first

device must "wait and receive the return SMS messagecontaining the IP addressof the

second device" before thefirst device itself initiates the establishment of a direct data

connection with the second device. Because the first device requires the second

device's IP addressto initiate a GPRS connection to the second device, Pyhalammi

clearly teaches awayfromafirst device that opens a softwarelistening port so that the

second device can initiate a GPRSconnectionto thefirst device.

Furthermore, Chambers also teaches away from opening a listening software

port each time an initiating mobile device desires to establish communications with a

target mobile device. As set forth in Paragraph [0030] of Chambers, “an initiation or

invitation message is sent to membersoftheinitial memberlist.” Becausethisinitiation

or invitation message is sent to all the members of an initial memberlist (see, e.g.,

8
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Paragraph [0032] of Chambers), Chambers directly contradicts Applicant’s requirement

that a listening software port is opened ontheinitiating device every time the initiating

mobile device desires to establish connections with a different target mobile device.

Instead, Chambers requires that all members of the initial memberlist respond to the

sameinvitation message.

Becauseall remaining claims depend from one of claims 1, 12 and 22, Applicant

believes that they are also allowable over Pyhalammi and Chambers. In view of the

foregoing, this application is now believed to be in condition for allowance. Should the

Examiner have any questions regarding the above remarks, the Examiner is requested

to call Applicant at the numberlisted below.

Get Le
Daniel Lin, Reg. No. 47,750
Patterson & Sheridan, L.L.P.
3040 Post OakBlvd., Suite 1500
Houston, TX 77056-6582

Telephone: 650.330.2310
Facsimile: 650.330.2314

Attorney for Applicant
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re Application of: Confirmation No.: 6700
Daniel J. Lin

GroupArt Unit: 2617
Serial No.: 10/817,994

Examiner: —Liton Miah

Filed: April 5, 2004

For: PEER-TO-PEER MOBILE

INSTANT MESSAGING

METHOD AND DEVICE

MMMUMMMUN)HH
MAIL STOP AMENDMENT

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENT

DearSir:

This amendmentis submitted following thefiling of a Response to Office Action

filed March 9, 2009 and an Examiner Interview on April 9, 2009. While Applicant

believes that no additional fees are required, the Commissioneris hereby authorized to

charge counsel's Deposit Account No. 20-0782/LIN/0002/FDK for any fees required to

make this response timely and acceptable to the Office.

Amendmentsto the Claimsare reflected in the listing of claims which begins on

page 2 of this paper. Remarks begin on page7 ofthis paper.
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IN THE CLAIMS:

The followinglisting of the claims replacesall prior versions of the claims in the

application.

1. (Currently Amended): A method of establishing session-based instant messaging

communications between an initiating mobile device and a target mobile devicemebile

devices-that eachsupport a data packet-based communications service over a digital

mobile network system, the method comprising:

openinga listening software port for the target mobile device on an theinitiating

mobile device to receive communications through the data packet-based

communications service from the target mobile device;

transmitting, from the initiating mobile device, an invitation message containing

an addressand thelistening software port of theinitiating mobile device to a thetarget

mobile device through a page-mode messagingservice, wherein the target mobile

device is located by providing to the page-mode messaging service a unique

identification numberthat is used by the digital mobile network system to locate the

target mobile device;

receiving, at the initiating mobile device, a response from the target mobile

device at the listening software port on the initiating mobile device through the data

packet-based communications service; and

establishing a virtual connection through the data packet-based communications

service for the session-based instant messaging session betweentheinitiating mobile

device and the target mobile device, wherein the virtual connection is established

without use of a server that handles connection requests from multiple mobile devices.

 

2. (Previously Presented): The method of claim 1 further comprising:

opening a secondlistening software port on the initiating mobile device to receive

invitation messages through the page-mode messaging service;

receiving, at the second software listening port and through the page-mode

messaging service, a message from another mobile device inviting the initiating mobile

device to establish an instant messaging session, wherein such message contains a

second address andathird listening software port of the other mobile device; and

2
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transmitting a response to the second address andthethird listening software

port of the other mobile device through the data packet-based communications service,

wherein the response acknowledgesthe ability to establish a virtual reliable connection.

3. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the data packet-based communications

service is GPRSand the digital mobile network system is GSM.

4. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the initiating mobile device and the target

mobile device include QWERTY keyboards.

5. (Previously Presented): The method of claim 1 wherein the addressoftheinitiating

mobile device is an IP address andthelistening software port is a TCP port.

6. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging service is

SMS.

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1 wherein the page-mode messaging

service is a PIN-to-PIN messaging service.

8. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification numberis a

telephone number.

9. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the unique identification number is a PIN

number.

10. (Original): The method of claim 1 wherein the virtual reliable connection is a TCP

connection.

11. (Original): The method of claim 10 wherein instant messaging communications

throughthe virtual connection utilizes MSRP.

12. (Currently Amended) A mobile device enabled to establish session-based instant

3
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